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“Doors of opportunity don’t open, they unlock; it is up to you to turn the knob.”

--Lily Taylor
Day In The Life
of a Cherry Hill East Agent: Seth Breggar

7:00 AM - Wake up call from the top agent. Mom
7:30 AM - Quick bowl of cereal before darting out for the secret mission
8:00 AM - Stealthily enter into homeroom for some intense paperwork
9:45 AM - Quick snooze for rejuvenation
12:00 PM - A delicious, gourmet cafeteria lunch
2:30 PM - Schools out but the missions continue
4:00 PM - Yearning to leave AO22, the secret headquarters
... until 10:00 PM - Nap, dinner, nap, procrastination
12:00 AM - Printing the homework and hitting the sheets... maybe?

good morning
Sunshine

academics 2
peachy whites
ono the road again
sleepy time
lunch time
trouble...
relaxing with Dora
hideouts
Where students lurk...
When 2:30 strikes

If you listen closely, you can hear it... the clacking of typing keys, the whispering of advice, the recitation of a poem. Amidst the clamor of the echoing hallways, it can be heard long after the crowds are gone, and the dust has resettled onto the floor. In the most remote areas of the school, diligent students, with a passion for their hobbies, can be heard working hard on improving their club, society, or organization.

While a majority of clubs gather in the hallways, many are hidden within the many niches of the school. A cursory walk-through of the halls doesn't always accurately portray the school's dedicated members hidden within East's many "Secret Headquarters." Only a true investigation encompasses the range of diversity and individuality fostered by the clubs that are hidden within the building.

Take, for example, EASTSIDE, which has approximately 25 members on the editorial and managing board. Their work in producing a quality monthly paper is reflected in the secret hideout of F087 which is bustling nonstop after and before school five days a week, as well as on the weekends. Across campus, within the academic ambience of the library, the qualified mentors of Cum Laude help to change the lives of students in need of help. In the corners of the library, knowledge is passed by word of mouth, as calculus is debunked and world history conquered.

And even in the lower bowels of the building in the auxiliary gym, tenacious track and field athletes can be heard, thumping shot-puts and javelins at the wall, continuing practice, despite inhospitable weather. The pulse of the athletic world is felt within the hideouts of Dave Callan's training room and the school-spirited locker rooms.

"The students at East really care about the activities they are involved in. As Editor-in-Chief of EASTSIDE, I see how students will come in on weekends and sacrifice personal time just because they are passionate about what they do." -- Emily Coben ('07)

But the commitment doesn't stop there. Even as late as 11 o'clock at night can stage crew be heard, creeping across the blackness of the stage to set a scene for the upcoming play or musical. Their tireless efforts endure past the after-school hours and into the night; as the curtain rises for the first performance, the beauty of their work is displayed.

East's "Secret Hideouts" are more than refuges for enthusiasts but are the underground layers that yield success and creativity. The Mission: Individuality. The Result: Creativity shaken not stirred.
Eidolon--Eastside--The Library--Weight Room--Cafeteria--Detention--D-Wing--Guidance--A-Wing--Auxiliary Gym--Locker Rooms--Little Theatre
TOP SECRET

places around town

Club Wawa... Shopping Centers... The Promenade... Starbucks coffee... Movies at the Ritz... Cherry
24 Hour Diners... The Library... Target runs...
Hill Mall... Late night Bowling... **OH THE MEMORIES**
COUGARS! Each school year, one week is set aside to celebrate the school, demonstrate school pride, and have different grades participate in eventful festivities. This week, formally known as Spirit Week, allows students to engage in healthy competition and come up with strategies in order to secure the big win.

The 2006 Spirit Week, which took place in late November, was no disappointment. Each grade represented a different grocery store aisle, making each grade clearly stand out. The seniors chose the Beauty and Cosmetic Aisle, the juniors chose the Pharmacy and Health Food Aisle, the sophomores chose the Check-out Aisle, and the freshmen chose the Candy Aisle. First, the school days were filled with creatively dressed students involved in heated lunchroom activities. An intense milk drinking competition always helped make the average cafeteria setting a tad more exciting. Out of school, students from each grade came to compete in activities such as volleyball, a tough sport to master. In addition, the Spirit Week Pep Rally and the Spirit Week Dance helped contribute to the overall excitement in the air. In particular, many students joined to gather and watch the freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors showcase their own dance and ski. The students loved to watch their peers perform and hoped that their grade would be victorious. Overall, Spirit Week was less about the activities and events and was more about grades coming together to bond and appreciate the precious moments made at Cherry Hill East.

In the end, the seniors were the overall winners of Spirit Week earning the most cumulative points. The 2007 graduating class can feel proud since when they leave the school, they leave as champions. Go East!

**Overall Scores**
Seniors: 2990
Juniors: 2940
Sophomores: 2460
Freshmen: 2010
As a 007 Agent, your mission this year has been to discover yourself and redefine individuality. It has not been easy, but you have made it all four years and with many changes along the way. And for any great secret agent, there have been many gadgets useful to you, brand new, right off the market. Although there were many developments over the past year, here are a few which are indispensable:

**TI-84 Four Your Eyes Only**
**Texas Instruments 84 Calculator**

Let's get real. It's a calculator, but it does more than just that. Most have chemistry, physics, and general science tools which can take you from 001 to 007, just like that. Without these tools, you'd be lost in a world of math, without an addition sign or pie to help you out. This high-tech gadget, small enough to fit in your pocket, has a bigger impact than you would suspect. Just take a look around your math room, and see how many other secret agents own one, as an essential part of their utility tool belt.

**Music: Shuffled not Stirred**
**New Remastered iPod Nano**

Even James Bond needs a little inspirational music sometimes. The iPod Nano took storm at East for that very reason; however, this year, the new remastered version contains five new colors, can hold up to 2,000 songs, and even has 24 hours battery life. If only we could go 24 hours without recharging! This top-secret product can rarely be seen; the ear buds are the only evidence.
Mac Daddy: Great with the Ladies Apple MacBook

Move over PC, Mac is taking the lead with its sleek design and amazing multimedia capabilities. Many top agents at East have invested in the hottest computer on the market for on-the-go work or as a virtual storage cabinet for their favorite movies and music. Fully equipped, no agent can go wrong with a Mac for a side-kick.

Hands On Your Life Palm TX Handheld

For all of you who don’t have enough time to go to the time-management meeting, the PDA is a life saver or, in fact, your life. Many students have made the conversion, in this technological day and age, to switch from the lo-tech red planner to the high-tech palm pilot. With wireless internet, camera, planner, and video player all in one, the benefits are clear. Basically, it gives students a way to take a hold of their lives.

Caution: Sharp Objects Motorola Razr Cell Phone

Whether you are calling for backup or just a ride home, the Razr, by far, has been the most popular cell phone at East. In a multitude of different colors, including pink, black, silver, and even now gold, the Razr’s fashion surely does not surpass its features. From the newest multimedia capabilities, including videos and music, to its optional GPS feature, this phone is not one to mess with. Not to mention that it weighs a mere 3.49 oz. and is less than two inches thin.

Play Another Day PlayStation 3

Whether you are a gaming pro, or you have played only once, Sony has revolutionized the video game industry. From the Playstation 1, created in 1995, comes the evolved PS3 with life-like game play and more capabilities than a normal DVD Player and game system combined. For many at East, the PS3 has been a great point of anticipation with students waiting on 12 hour lines over night, just to get their name on a waiting list for the system. Without a doubt, they live to play another day.
"At times, senior year can be very stressful, but despite all the schoolwork and pressure, senior year is the culmination of our career at East—we've worked hard so we can enjoy ourselves."

-Rachel Maggioncalda ('07)
“Cherry Hill East has provided me with the experience of a lifetime. I’ve had great teachers, great friends, and a great career.”

-Brett Becker (07)
we call ourselves editors... yearbook editors
Agent Roll Call

Editors-in-Chief:
Alex Stuessy & Michelle Wallace

Academics Editors:
Janet Jang & Laurie Parish

Activities Editors:
Apoorva Reddy & Helen Mac

Graduates Editors:
Melissa Chiu & Dipa Patel

Performing Arts:
Stephanie Waties, Seth Breggar, Liz Kim

Sports Editors:
Grace Yi, Josh Wirtshafter, Melissa Mathis

Undergraduates Editors:
Melissa Mahgerefteh & Maia Nechemia

Community Editors:
Spencer Lieberson & Grace Min

Literary Editors:
Audi Syriaf & Chloe Swirsky

...& their lead advisor:
Dr. Vivone
1. Coffee – Ever find yourself staring at the clock at 1 AM wondering why you had not started your homework sooner? So have we. Any Cherry Hill East student knows a quick Wawa or Starbucks coffee can do the trick. Coffee helps every student stay alert and ensures that no student wakes up in the morning wondering how they fell asleep at the computer desk.

2. Sparknotes – Every good student knows that it is vital to read the original text. But when the essays, projects, and miscellaneous worksheets are piling up, Sparknotes is always there to lend a hand. Whether you need a quick plot summary or a complete review, Sparknotes always gives you the most concise, clear writing.

3. Google – It has been twenty minutes and you just cannot figure out how to answer #3 on the biology worksheet. The books do not help, the notes do not help, and the worksheets do not help. Where do you turn? Google, the most used search engine today, can provide you with the answer. One quick keyword and the information is at your fingertips.

4. Alarm Clock – Many Cherry Hill East students find themselves going to bed just about the same time the sun begins to rise. They finally enter their deep sleep and waking up seems nearly impossible. Only with the help of the loud ringing noise from the alarm clock do these students rise from their zombie state and enter the doors of high school.

5. Food – You have been sitting through classes all morning and the stomach growls do not seem to disappear. You think about the cafeteria food, the delicious options, and of course, satisfying those hunger pangs. Whether you choose a scrumptious wrap or a nice salad, Cherry Hill East always provides great options for even the pickiest appetites.

6. Friends – The hours of homework always seem to provide even the most carefree student with a little bit of stress. Students need time to relax and need people who can help them forget about grades and classes for just a brief moment. Every Cherry Hill East student knows that a good friend can make even the worst situation better and can make even the most seemingly mundane situation fun.
DEDICATED TO

ACADEMICS

HARD AT WORK
No,
This is not a name some yearbook editor came up with.
Our academic home really is titled “Elite”. In the September issue of “Philadelphia Magazine,” Cherry Hill East was ranked #25 on “The Elite 40 Top High Schools”. East competed and beat some of the top private schools in the whole 8 county Philadelphia. So what does this say about our school and about us?

Um... that we ROCK.

As students, we know what it takes to succeed at East: hard work, perseverance and a cup of coffee.

East’s proud trophy case in front of the student entrance.

Shira Bennet ('07) participates in a sophisticated philosophical discussion in an English 4AP class.

Kim Achilly
Science

Amy Adelizzi
PE/Health

Robert Adelizzi
Science

Lois Albanese
Child Study Team

Judith Albuquerque
Special Ed.

Esther Alpizar
World Language

Samuel Anderson
ISS
A collection of college pennants in Dr. Vivone's office represents the accomplishments of past East students.

Graham Edwards ('07), like other students at East, makes sure he does not forget to bring home any important homework.

Don't hate us because we're talented

Donna Barbieri
Guidance

John Barski
Science

Julie Bathke
English

Linda Beluch
Math

Glenn Bernyann
Science
“Scary” East
We know how to play dress-up.

Halloween is not just another silly holiday for 12 year olds. It’s proof that America is the insane country we believe it to be. One would be even more convinced after one walked through Cherry Hill East on Halloween Day. Not only do we have ghosts, monsters, and dead people visiting us, we also sponsor the visits of the Sesame Street crew, Bart Simpson, Domino’s Fudge-ums! People give out “FREE HUGS” and Clark Kent suddenly changes into SuperMan during Mr. Berryann’s Physics 1H class.

No, East is not a public asylum for the Identity Confused.

We’re just REALLY REALLY creative.

Stefan Knecht ('07), Jason Naftulin ('07), Joshua Wirtshafter ('07) as Oscar the Grouch, Big Bird, and Grover from Sesame Street.

Christina Kim ('07) and Elizabeth Chung ('07)

3 Teachers? 3 Vampires?

HELPING HANDS...

Lisa Borrelli
Math

Carol Boswell
English

Annette Boucher
World Language

Robert Boyle
Math

Marilyn Brahms
Science

Mark Brandreth
Science
Books, Pens, and Notes...OH, MY!

Steve Cetel ('08) and Michael Choi ('07) take notes diligently in order to study effectively for another upcoming test.

Students preview notes for a class together in the cafeteria before school even begins.

Those are the ingredients to a successful student life at Cherry Hill East, one of the most challenging public schools in the state. However, no matter how great the textbooks are and how many pencils are present, absolutely no work could be accomplished without the main component of the recipe: the students' hard work. Even with our busy schedules with rehearsals, meetings, volunteer activities, and just having fun, we understand what it takes to manage our time effectively.

Nice work!

Robert Canzanese
English

Michael Caputi
Guidance

Jane Carmody
English

Matthew Carr
English

Susanne Casey
Science

Sue Choi
Math
Emily Buickerood ('08) and friends are working as a group on an in-class project.

A student teacher helps a student work on his project in class.

A sophomore student looks over her notes before class starts in the morning.

A student teacher teaches a class on a Smartboard, a new item contributing to the advanced technological tools that East is now using.
As children of the ipod generation, we're constantly exposed to entertainment at the palm of our hands. Students at East work diligently to make the most of their education. However, there are those tempting times when one just wants to put one's head on the desk and take a 6th period nap. Or when one just wants to daze during class and think about how peanut butter and salsa would taste together. Whatever it may be, all students have the uncontrollable tendency to... well... slack off.

All we can do is relax, throw our head back, and embrace our undeveloped cerebral cortices in our sweet study hall dreams.

Christina Yim ('08) is making sure there's nothing embarrassing on her face.

Tony Tseng ('07) and Mike Choi ('07) are enjoying their sweet slumber before heading off to class.

Grace Yi ('07) decided to take a 6th period nap because she needs her beauty sleep. A majority of Cherry Hill East students agree that "Nap AP" should be offered as a course during their senior year.
The students of Mr. Carr’s 2nd period English 4AP class are playing outside in the snow, until another teacher yelled out the window: “Please go back into your classroom!” Ruben Fuentes ('07) and Rachel Smith ('07) are throwing their hands up in joy.

Helen Mac ('07) and Janet Jang ('07) are refusing to join in the Speedball Game during gym class, but are instead discussing deep intelligent philosophical topics, such as “Why Spongebob is such an influential character in the 21st century.”
Textbooks... sound interesting. Lectures... are cool. Never mind, they can get pretty boring.

Lucky for us at East, we have classes where you learn with hands-on experience. From cooking class, woodshop, drafting, to 3D Art class, East offers a wide range of electives to accommodate everybody's interests.

People say you learn best from your experiences. East electives will provide experiences that will last you through life.

The students are sketching two models in Art Studio AP with the lights dimmed and soothing music playing in the background.
Janet Jang ('07) and Ruben Fuentes ('07) are practicing a scene from Hamlet.

Sara Ryer ('07) and Lauren Joffe ('07) are coloring patterned paper to emulate the Islamic art of tesserae.

Imma Dela Cruz ('08) is putting finishing touches on her painting.

Melissa Chiu ('07) and Joseph Israel ('07) check the plants they are growing for Biology 2AP.
8:00 A.M. to 8:10 A.M. = Homeroom

Most of us do our last minute homework or catch a little nap before we head off to our rigorous classes.

However, for some students, homeroom is the busiest 10 minutes of their day. "Special Homerooms" are where various clubs at Cherry Hill East meet in the morning. Groups such as: Eastside, Jazz Band, Belles of East, Casual Harmony, Student Government, and Eldolon, East's Yearbook Committee.

Whether these students are discussing the details of an upcoming dance, rehearsing a song for a concert, or diligently working to beat a deadline, they are all trying their best to make East a little bit more interesting.

Stage crew homeroom sits out in the hallway and finishes up last minute homework together.

The busy yearbook homeroom works in the early hours of the morning in order to meet deadlines and proof pages.
Diligent Belles practice singing and belling for their upcoming concert 10 minutes before homeroom. Hayley C. ('08), Allison L. ('07), Sara R. ('07), Emily B. ('08), Shanny S. ('08), and Diane K ('08).

A couple of musicians practice and improvise songs together on the piano.

Niyati Desai ('07) and Andrew Paik ('07) is trying to sell Taylor Sproul ('07) a Cherry Hill East HS sweatshirt in their business homeroom.

Alyssa Godeschneider ('07) works on a page in the Eastside homeroom.

[Image of faculty members: Jennifer Heller, Social Studies; Nancy Hinrichsen, Science; Thomas Howard, Social Studies; Helen Hu, Math]
The library was the original search engine for students and their research projects. Although Google stole one aspect of the Cherry Hill East Library, the beloved room is still more than dusty books and remains a haven for those bibliophiles. With the excellent computer system in place, our library is perfect to surf the Internet safely. The book club sometimes holds meetings in the library after school along with faculty meetings. It is also the place where the Cum Laude Society holds tutoring for those students who need them. Those who believe our library is outdated is extremely wrong. Go see for yourself!

Two students read a magazine together during their free period. The comfy chairs and quiet atmosphere in the library is a good way to relax during their busy day.

Mr. Haines and his students get together for extra review on a history assignment. Teachers and students often arrange meetings in the library during the day or after school.
Some classes are often held in the library annex. The desks are set up on a blocked off side of the room so the students can learn in a quiet area.

David Goldberg and his can of Brisk is tutoring a student after school in the library. The Cum Laude Society offer tutoring every day after school.

Art students at Cherry Hill East redecorated the bookshelves in the library. The beautiful student painted murals are a sight to see. These paintings make up another reason of why our library is unique.
Ethan Goldstein ('08) and Christopher Walton ('07) are playing the xylophone together in the band room.

Cougars are swift and are used to chasing after their prey. Like the mascot, the students lead adventurous lives at Cherry Hill East. The classes have exciting spontaneous lessons that keep us guessing. The teachers help them solve crimes and fight the evil Collegeboarders. No day is dull, and every day brings a new adventure! ... Right?

Too much excitement is not good for the blood pressure, so in order to keep themselves healthy, the students at East try to have a routine that is practiced daily. From first period to eigth period, we feed our brains, take our tests, and do our labs. It's just what we do everyday.

Karen G. ('07), Hayley C. ('08), Jonathan B. ('07), Shanny S. ('08), and Nicole K. ('08) are looking at the daily announcements that are placed on top of the piano.
Mr. Kovnat is teaching his photography class about the different functions of a camera. The students are always attentive and never bored with this upbeat teacher.

In this computer graphics class, every student uses the computers to complete their assignments everyday.

These senior girls are in the front of the room with a presentation on the feminist approach to *Hamlet* in 2nd period English 4AP. Teachers often allow students to take charge of the classroom discussions.
The four years you spend in highschool will be embedded in your memory forever. Every class that you take at East will have its own unique story. Even some of the projects and the assignments you did in those classes will be remembered. You and your friends will never forget the concerts, charity events, and special activities that you helped organize at East. Whatever it may be, you will always have the name of your Alma Mater wherever you go later in life. You will always be a highschooler at heart.

Stefan Knecht ('07) is pretending to be Keith Haring, the artist he is presenting a project on for Art History AP. He is recreating a famous work of this artist with chalk on black paper.

Shams Ahmed ('08) and Ali Shernoff ('07) is admiring the poster they helped create for the 2nd annual East Coffeehouse. The music students at East helped organize this charity event and performed in it also.
In senior health, Mr. Martin and Mr. Sheppard teach the graduating class about different life, health, religious, and current issues.

Mrs. Morgan is teaching her class about the basic concepts of photography.

These students pose as models for their Studio Art AP classmates. Students often pose as models for paintings, making each artwork personal and unique to East.

Jason Seher ('07) is measuring this plant that he is growing for a biology project. The students of this class record its growth and development for days.

Diance Muller
Business

Charles Musumeci
Coach

Ninh Nguyen
Math

Susan Nicolazzo
Math

Gina Oh
Math

Sheri Orlando
Social Studies
There's no "I" in team.
JUST KIDDING!

There is an "E" in East though! Knowing how to work in groups is a skill that is necessary to succeed at East. With the wide ranging diversity at Cherry Hill East, one must know how to interact and cooperate with others during labs, projects, and class presentations. East teaches us how to survive in a dog-eat-dog world by making us learn good sportsmanship. The truth is, we're not going to remember anything we learned. All we'll remember are the people we worked with and the teachers that taught us.

Thespian Society and East singers worked together to organize the second annual East Coffeehouse. The theme was "Life is Groovy" and all proceeds went to the Ian Ollu Foundation.

Casual Harmony sings together as a small choir to perform at various concerts, nursing homes and elementary schools.

Jennifer Pelfer
PE/Health

Martha Perez
World Language

Kristen Phillips
World Language

Pamela Pomponio
Nurse

Sue Pyne
Special Ed.

Erik Radbill
Special Ed.
Andrew Paik ('07), Deepak Kumar ('07), and Lulu Xu ('07) are working together on a project for their business class. Teamwork and group participation is important for assignments like this because everybody must contribute to make the project a success.

Elizabeth Chung ('07) and friends are discussing a psychology assignment that required both their opinions. In this particular psychology class, the students are broken up into small groups that occasionally meet in class to do assignments together.

Harrison Bannett ('07), Allison Saillard ('07), Caitlin Weaver ('09), and Sarah Levine ('07) have the role of Gaston and the three silly girls in the school musical, *Beauty and the Beast.*
Thank you for giving us detention when we deserved it. Thank you for staying after school with us to help us solve the same math problem over and over again. Thank you for being our club advisors... even if there were only two members in the club. Thank you for answering the questions that start off with: "I think this is a stupid question, but..." Thank you for telling us embarrassing stories that boost our self-esteem. Thank you for participating in our fun, yet ridiculous school events. We might forget the things you've taught, but we'll never forget you. Thank you.

A teacher affects eternity. He can never tell when his influence stops.

- Henry Adams
Mrs. Hager helps Andrew Paik ('07) in class.

Mr. Dappalone is talking to Alison ('08) in the SGA homeroom.

Mrs. Sacca is teaching her Studio Art AP class.

Mrs. Ermey is giving a lecture to her Psychology AP class.

Lois Silver
Guidance

Skye Silverstein
English

Karen Simeonides
English

Daniel Sloane
Science

Marguerite Smaldone
English

Ken Smith
PE/Health

Jonathan Strout
Guidance
The Principles of Learning

The students at Cherry Hill East probably never even glanced at "The Principles of Learning" poster hanging in the C-wing stairwell. Even though we hardly recognize these principles, we use them in our daily lives every single day in our classes. Organizing our notebooks, Believing in our opinions during class discussion, and even managing our time between homework and extracurricular activities are all part of the Principles of Learning at East.

East students go over and beyond to be a happy and successful high school students. One can safely say that they will continue to do so for the rest of their lives.

Katarina Madison ('08) and Shams Ahmed ('08) are rehearsing their roles during "Hell Week", the week before opening day, of the school musical, Beauty and the Beast.

Chemistry Club meets after school to work on chemistry problems together. Joe Chen ('07) and Leo ('08) are teaching today's club meeting.

Susan Todd Math
Lee Troutman Science
Beverly Vallies Math
Marisa Vittese ESL
John Vivone English
Michael Waak CST
Younjung Jang ('10), Esther Kim ('10), Jen Kim ('10), and Sarah Chung ('10) are taking a break from a project they are working on together in the library.

The students in theatre and choir are talking about the upcoming shows and events of the year in the costume dressing room.

Left: The wall in the art classroom is full of paintings created by the students themselves.

Right: By the window, there are cardboard and paper mache letters created and decorated by the 3D-Art students.
JEFF ADLER
A short phrase that sums up your essence?
"Why do now what you can do Sunday night..."

Your favorite high school memory?
Working with my US History class to force Mr. Rosenberg to take us to Washington DC after the AP test.

Your favorite midnight snack?
Oreos, chewy chips-ahoy, and Dr. Pepper. Keeps me up way past when I'm done working.

One thing you cannot be without?
Facebook. I'm addicted.

ZHAO (JOE) CHEN
One thing you can't live without?
Definitely my calculator. It's been in my pocket at school for four years, and I don't plan on changing that. You never know when you have to do an emergency integral.

A cartoon character you think you are most like?
Dilbert. He's wacky and smart in his own right, slightly neurotic, and pleasantly cynical. I've been a dedicated Dilbert reader for a long time.

Your favorite high school memory?
Listening to Mr. Semus and his wild and crazy stories. WE LOVE YOU MR. SEMUS!

JESSE COHEN
The best gift you've ever gotten?
Bunny, my stuffed animal that I've had since I was in the crib. I don't remember receiving it, but it has definitely been the longest lasting gift that I've gotten.

One thing you can't live without? My jeans. It's a little known fact, but I only have one pair and I wear them all the time.

Your favorite high school memory?
Probably performing in the Spirit Week dance junior year. I came out in the beginning dressed in tights and I danced around with a gymnastics ribbon in a reenactment from the movie "Old School."
SANDRA LEVY
A short phrase that sums up your essence?
"Oxygen, Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen, Calcium, Phosphorus..."
The best gift you've ever received?
A hug. I mean, really, what is better than a hug?
Who is your role model?
My sister.
Your favorite midnight snack?
Chocolate milk and oatmeal chocolate-chip cookies from Great Harvest. They're delicious!

CATHY LIN
One thing you cannot be without?
I cannot be without my TV. I watch more TV than anyone I know, and probably more than anyone I will ever know.

Who is your role model?
I don't really have a role model because I have always wanted to create my own path and try something that no one has ever done before.

The best gift you've ever received?
The best gift I've ever received is my electric guitar because it let me have so much more fun with my music. I love its distinct twang and metallic red color.

MENGHAN FU
A goal you hope to accomplish for the future?
I'd like to get my master's belt in Tang Soo Do karate, and remember to stop and smell the flowers.

A cartoon character you think you are most like?
Snoopy. Like Snoopy, I like to dance, daydream, and begin to write many books which I'll never finish.

Your favorite high school memory?
Eating cookies in the band room while the entire band mobbed the poor boy holding the cookies.

The best gift you've ever received?
A smoothie maker- all the smoothies whenever I want!
So, How has Cherry Hill grown in the last 10 years?

We've become more focused on student achievement and building a sense of community. I think all of that is based upon the notion that we have a more diverse community, and unlike former times, we need to remind people in the present that community is important, and we need to establish connections between students and teachers.

What motivates you to be a principal?

My motivation is to lead a school in which there are lots of opportunities and a substantial academic program for all students. I welcome the challenge of facing the day. It is a great opportunity, but at heart, I am a teacher, and all teachers should have some opportunity like this in their career. The focus of this job is the classroom, and there are great deals of opportunity you have to help people to make things happen, to intervene when necessary, and to present the school well.

What do you think are Cherry Hill East's greatest accomplishments so far?

We've crafted a school that recognizes diversity, which is a great accomplishment. Also, there have been a number of community service efforts, such as the Habitat For Humanity volunteers, and our work in the nursing homes. East has always had a reputation for being a competitive high school, but we've opened up and celebrated activities that are beyond academics, and I think that makes us a more comprehensive high school.

Lastly, How do you think Cherry Hill East will grow in the next 10 years?

Well, if history is to inform us, I think our challenge is going to be maintaining an already well-established tradition of excellence. If you go back to 1968 and look at the first graduating classes and the tradition of excellence and service they have provided, our challenge is to maintain already what we have. That may sound like an easy thing but actually trying to go even beyond of where we are will be difficult. In the next 10 years, I hope that the sense of community service would grow and that we continue to maintain a sense of tolerance and understanding for all those who come here. Although East is a large place, I hope students will feel comfortable here and that we've made it small in the sense of community, purpose, and pride.
CLIMBING TO THE

UNDERGRADUATES

TOP
Miles Agag
Maarij Ahmed
Eden Akiva
Gregory Alexander
Chelsea Alite
Dharma Almonte

Geoffrey Alterman
Andrew Anderson
Thomas Anderson
Natasha Andriyanycheva
Christopher Antalosky
John Argibay

Bonniebelle Arrojo
Aharon Ashfield
Gabrielle Aslanian
Evan Asroff
Teresa Avery
Naomi Avner

Jonathan Ayala
Quetsy Bailey
Emma Balmer
Andrew Baloff
Mark Barbagallo
Bryan Barkow

Shajohn Basak
Shujosh Basak
Sarah Basehore
Alexander Belfer
Zachary Bellace
Alexander Bendik

Eliana Bennett
Joshua Bennett
Matthew Bennett
Cara Berkowitz
Dane Berkowitz
Ashley Bidne

Lee Bienstock
Conor Bigley
Bryan Birchmeier
Anna Birnbaum
Molly Birnbaum
Felicia Block
George Blount
Genevieve Boisvert
Daehan Bong
Monica Bonitatis
John Bonk
Alyssa Bonventure

Alexander Boory
Ines Bouliu
Simone Boyce
Arielle Braude
Devon Braunstein
Devin Brooks

Joshua Brown
Rebecca Brown
Gregory Brunkel
Elisa Buchanan
Samantha Burns
Jung Byun

Nicholas Cacciavillano
Melissa Calabrese
Andre Campbell
Jimmy Campoverde
Joshua Canale
Sang Cao

Justin Capek
Joseph Capilato
Melissa Caprice
Ryan Carroll
Troy Carvale
Dante Cassano

Daniella Castro
Erica Cavaliere
Amy Chan
Derek Chan
Jane Chang
Kevin Charan

Dana Chatzinoff
Taylor Chausky
Benjamin Chernoff
Scott Chernoff
Alexis Cherry
Michael Chiarulli
Wilson Chiu  
Jeffrey Chiusano  
Esther Choi  
Susie Choi  
Sarah Chong  
Lawrence Chopp

Nicholas Chou  
Danielle Choyinski  
Grace Chung  
Ihoong Chung  
Sarah Chung  
Alexandra Cirignano

Christine Cirillo  
Zacchary Co  
Emily Cohen  
Eve Cohen  
Gavi Cohen  
Connor Collins

Dylan Collins  
Jason Cominetto  
Laurence Coney  
Adam Conn  
Kelly Conroy  
Meghan Conroy

Jacob Convissar  
Christian Corpuz  
Marc Coutin  
Joseph Crimaldi  
Derrick Culler  
Ammar Dahodwala

Thorton Dai  
Christopher D'Amelio  
Alexander Daniels  
Michael Davis  
Perry Davis  
Christian De Angelis

Zachary Decillis  
Peter De Cresenzo  
Raphael Dela Cruz  
Ryan Delaney  
Kirsten De Marco  
Hannah D'Erasmo
Seth Friedman
Brianna Furrow
Jonathan Gabay
Margaret Gammie
Blaze Gaspari
Benjamin Gerstein

Sean Gillooly
Nicholas Giunta
Ryan Glander
Daniel Glantz
Eric Glass
Jessica Goldberg

Marissa Goldberg
Jordan Goldstein
Melissa Goldstein
Shayna Golikow
Daniel Gorenstein
Jacob Granoff

Brandon Gratz
Jake Greenberg
Morgan Greenetz
Elise Griffiths
Emily Grossman
Zachary Guenther

Sara Gurkin
Max Gutbezahl
Dov Halevy
Jenna Hamil
Natalie Handali
Drew Handler

Ross Handler
Richard Hanna
Elizabeth Hansen
Kevin Hansen
Wayne Hansen
Kyle Harrison

Daniel Hartman
Janaire Hawkins
Justin Henderson
Emily Henry
Alexander Herman
Michael Hernberg
Fresh Times for the Freshmen

The word "fresh" certainly applies to most things that freshmen encounter—except for their attitudes, we hope. Starting at a "fresh," new school, freshmen take "fresh" classes, form "fresh" friendships with "fresh" faces, and develop a "fresh," new perspectives. With all of these "fresh" additions to their lives, ninth-graders undergo an experience that is notoriously both stressful and rewarding. For one, the Class of 2010 faced the challenge of learning to adapt to the rigors of high school. But freshman year doesn’t go without its benefits. Many freshmen appreciate the increased freedom that they earn with the passage from eighth to ninth grade. "We’re given a lot more privileges in high school," said Jonathan Swirsky (10). "I like that teachers don’t ‘baby’ us as much as they did in middle school." With newfound freedom and increased workload, freshman year is a time of change and development.
Samantha Mermier
Anna Metzger
Alexandra Meyers
Amanda Michelson
Brielle Middlesworth
Melanie Mijares

Anton Milioti
Dillon Miller
Emily Miller
Nathaniel Moldoff
Alexander Monczewski
Esteban Morales

Brett Morris
Shawn Morris
Josh Moskowitz
Molly Moskowitz
Nathaniel Mülberg
Brandon Mülther

Chelsea Myers
Andrew Nahum
Jacqueline Nam
Cody Neal
Kate Nelson
Matthew Nemeroff

Alexandra Neubaum
Damian Niescioir
Kyle Northrup
Sidney Nufable
Max Nügeli
Crystal Odom

Sarah Ogen
Nul Oh
Lokesh Ojha
Matthew O'Neal
Obienna Onejeme
Teran Oung

Sean Owens
Terrence Owens
Christina Pagliione
Kirsti Paolino
Kolbi Paolino
Isaac Park
Justin Parker
Dil Patel
Rajen Patel
Amy Pearl
Connor Pell
Philana Pellegrino

Shayna Penn
Davina Perera
Caryssa Perez
Elana Perilstein
Daniel Perlman
Alisa Petrunis

Valeria Phillips
John Pinsky
Nicole Plasken
Matthew Plevinsky
Sarah Polekoff
Victoria Powers

Marc Protacio
Andrew Pursell
Hannah Race
Matthew Radziwill
Autreen Rahbari
David Ravitz

Michaela Reeser
Kimberly Regan
Matthew Reid
Amy Ressler
Brian Reynolds
Robert Riches

Adam Ritz
Joshua Ritz
Nathaniel Roberts
Rachel Robin
Nicole Rochino
Samuel Roda

Matthew Rodriguez
Sara Rodriguez
William Roesberg
Melissa Rojas
Sarah Roomeberg
Shari Rosen
Ari Rosenthal
Jake Rosenthal
Aubrey Rossi
Carly Rothenberg
Mariel Rothman
Shuvo Roy

Max Rubin
Jennifer Rubinovitz
Michael Rubinson
Lauren Ruediger
Nicholas Russo
Molly Ruttenberg

Alura Saad
Carissa Saad
Maria Salvemini
David Samelko
Sylvia Samelko
Rishikumar Sarkar

Kathryn Savarin
Anthony Scardapane
Chloe Scheerer
Robert Scheffer
Patrick Schetzer
Francis Schmutz

Zachary Schwartz
Kevin Schwarz
Debra Schwarzl
Jedidiah Seckinger
Chloe Secord
Avram Segal

Jennifer Segrest
Marquessa Sender
Aaron Sheehan
Cody Shepherd
Sarah Sher
Anar Sheth

Carly Shrader
Brittany Shukdinas
Kathleen Shull
Loraie Shute
David Siegmeister
Dylan Sieh
Gianna Valentino
Sara Vallett
Jacquelyn Vosbikian
Konstantinos Vrontis
Carrie Vuong
Justin Wachman

Katherine Walker
Lona Wang
Tammy Warowitz
Rory Watkins
Matthew Waxman
Brooke Weiss

Lauren Wenter
Kelly Wesley
Carly Wichrowski
Jared Widman
Jacob Wilson
Benjamin Winkler

Michael Winter
Melanie Wittenberg
Michael Wolf
Robert Wood
Ming Wu
Vivian Wu

Andrew Wynne
David Yang
Steven Yao
Nikhil Yegya-Raman
Alfred Yeung
Darwin Yi

Jessica Yoon
Alyssa Zell
Sergei Zemerov
Shu Zhang
Sophia Zhao
Minda Zhu

Marissa Ziets
Frank Zimone
Christopher Zmuda
Alexander Adler
Amy Agbottah
Shabani Ahluwalia
Sondos Al-zurayer
Rayhaan Ali
Jennifer Ambrosi

Samantha Ambrosi
Matthew Amerman
Steven Appleman
John Arnold
Giovanni Arriaga
Gina Ascola

Luke Aslanian
Karacan Ayhan
Caroline Babula
Madison Back
Jong Bae
Francois Baillargeon

Hannah Baker
Amber Barnes
Andrell Barnes
Frederick Barnum
Rabia Basree
Sarah Baumgarten

Kristen Beatty
Christina Bell
Scott Bennett
David Berger
Marcus Berzon
Aasia Bibi

Victoria Billig
Kofi Biney
Eric Bixler
Ryan Bleaken
Mariana Boguski
Marc Bohan

Jeffrey Bohus
David Bolanos
Daegun Bong
Amrik Boparai
Aimee Bornfreund
Amanda Boro
The Wise Fools

If you’ve been brushing up on your Greek word derivatives (and if you haven’t, Orgel would be disappointed!), you know that “sophos” means “wise” and “moros” means “fool” in Greek. Put it together and you’ve got “sophomore.” That’s you, Class of 2009, class of the “wise fools.” Yes, it’s an oxymoron, but it accurately describes the group of ex-freshmen. Many sophomores think that with a year of high school under their belts, they are ready to handle whatever curveballs that their second year of high school may throw them. But with more tests, more homework, less forgiving teachers and imminent threat of SAT’s the following year, sophomore year can be a bit more of a challenge than many sophomores anticipate. That’s not to say that sophomore year does not come without its rewards. Cotillion, a wider choice of courses, and the satisfaction of moving up a tier on the high school food chain make this second year of high school a memorable one. Though sophomores may start out in September as “wise fools,” they end up in June slightly humbled and with a wealth of valuable memories and experiences.
Shawn Chowdhury
Victoria Christodoulou
Milo Chudzinski
Lauren Cohen
Natalye Cohen
Noah Cohen

Julie Cole
Courtney Coleman
Joseph Cona
Kyle Cooley
Laurence Cooper
Perry Cooperman

Matthew Costello
Brian Court
Gabrielle Crowe
Michael Cruz
Casey Cutler
Ariana Dadyan

Jeffrey Daniels
Dyuti Das
Sabrina Davis
Mark De Candia
Steven Dellelce
Parth Desai

Daniel Di Giacomo
Daniel Dinsmore
Matthew Dolan
Amy Dombro
Sarah Donsky
Patrick Dougherty

Zachary Douthitt
Ashley Drazen
Renee Drezner
Jacob Du Boff
David Dvorin
Casey Dworkin

Nicholas Earley
Esteban Echeandia
Theresa Ellola
Eric Einbinder
Mark Emdur
Shae Enstad
Sophomores

Jami Goldschneider
Daniel Goldstein
Rebecca Gomberg
Shira Gonen
Tony Gonzalez
Jay Gorcho

Julie Gornowski
Tyler Gottlieb
Stacey Green
Thomas Green
Brian Greenblatt
Keenen Greenhow

Emma Griffin
Michelle Griffin
Michael Grisafi
Scott Gross
Revie Guanzon
Matthew Haislip

Rachel Halpern
Ji-in Han
Fahtimah Hanif
Meaghan Hansen
Anthony Harwan
Raymond He

Timothy Hearn
Michael Heflich
Christine Helmetag
Brittney Henderson
Lindsay Herman
Peter Hilerio

Jennifer Hirsch
Matthew Hlywiak
Jason Ho
Renee Hoffman
Samuel Hollander
Ashley Holmes

Ryan Holmes
Jennifer Hong
Shana Honig
Therron Horne
Elaina Horowitz
Jennifer Hu

66 undergraduates
SOPHOMORES

Lindsay Kolmins
Max Korach
Adam Koren
Elizabeth Kramer
Louis Kramer
Michael Kramer

Samuel Kramer
Michael Kraus
Tiffany Kresky
Jolie Krooks
Gregory Kunkle
Joseph Kurtz

Evan Kushner
Nicolas Lafont
Joshua Langford
Kevin Lanni
Carleena Lara-Bregatta
Leigh Lasman

Taylor Lattany
Colin Lawler
Albert Lee
Amy Lee
Tae Lee
Wanyin Lee

Darrell Leong
Jessica Levin
Rachel Levin
Brett Levine
Tiffany Liao
Avigayil Lieber

Samuel Londres
Matthew Long
Madelyn Loshikian
Kelly Lu
Kevin Lybacki
Jesse Lyman

Bobby Mac
Ezorah Mach
Andrea Maeng
Jacklyn Mahgeretfeth
Sean Mahoney
David Makanoff
Dolores Malcolm
Thomas Mancini
Paul Manofu
Gwyneth Manse
Joseph Markey
Logan Marro

Meghan Marro
Ryan Martin
Jesienia Martinez
Alexandra Martin Seaver
Katherine Martin Seaver
Ira Mashioff

Tara Mashura
Raquel Mason
Melissa Mathis
Katie Maxymuk
Siera Mazahreh
Jillian Mc Cann

Allison Mc Curdy
Jillian Mc Elgunning
Robert Mc Grav
Meagan Mc Guigan
William Mc Hattie
Lauren Mc Nellig

Michael Mensack
Danielle Menta
Stephanie Mewes
Gregory Middleman
Joseph Miller
Stephanie Miller

Cynthia Mills
David Minion
Samuel Missan
Monica Mistry
Nisha Mistry
Holden Molotsky

Joshua Monk
Stefanie Montgomery
Lauren Moore
Jazmine Moorehead
Michael Morgan
Jacob Moskowitz
Kristen Mullen
Andre Munday
Gowtham Muthumani
Chelsea Narducci
Amro Nassar
Mary Nathan

Justin Nave
James Neville
Kathryn Newport
John Ngo
Stacey Nieves
Uchenna Njoku

Bryan Nunez
Christine O'Brien
Michael O'Leary
Richard Olenick
Dana Olinsky
Samuel Oliver

Jenna Olivo
Zachary Orenstein
Anthony Orr
Matthew Orwitz
Davin Packer
Alexander Paluzzi

Yue Pan
Brigith Pardo
Hernandez
Jigar Parekh
Adam Parish
Eun Park
Jane Park

Joanna Park
Zachary Parker
Matthew Patane
Janie Patel
Radhika Patel
Stephanie Paulino

Alex Pearl
Xiwen Peng
Karen Peralta
George Perlstein
Ryan Perney
Alexandria Perrotta
Anthony Petalino
Allison Pezzner
Lisa Pietrangelo
Jamie Platt
Steven Pliskin
Brian Plungis

Joseph Pottackal
Jocelyn Prescott
Stephanie Price
Jeffrey Purcell
Ethan Rauf
Raghav Ravirajan

Rebecca Regan
Michael Reilly
Brian Reisman
Michael Reisman
Steven Reyes
Geoffrey Richter

Daniel Riemer
Samuel Rifkin
Talia Robbins
Paige Robinson
Alexander Roe
Rayvan Rogers

Sandra Rorke
Brittany Rosa-Twyford
Julianne Roseman
Chana Rosenbaum
Daniel Rosenberg
Zackary Rosenblatt

Benjamin Rosengard
Brett Rosenstein
Michael Rosenthal
Frank Rosi
Gabriela Ross
Madeline Rotella

David Rothman
Jeffrey Rowe
Alex Russo
Melanie Sacks
Michael Sadowsky
Allyson Sadwin
Reema Saha
Ai Sahara
Keri Saillard
Dorothy Salvador
Joseph Salvato
Jessica Samson

Danielle Saraceno
Bryan Sauter
Christopher Savarin
Jeremy Savo
Emily Savoca
Natalie Sawn

Gregory Schanne
Elena Schmidt
Lindsey Schmitt
Adam Schneider
Emma Schwalbe
Emily Schwartz

Jill Schwartz
Noam Schwartz
Dana Schwarz
Rachel Sclarsky
Kathryn Scott
Ethan Seckinger

Jamie Segeren
Chelsea Seidman
Daniel Seminara
Dana Senderoff
Christina Sexauer
Noor-e-gul Shah

Jenna Shalkowski
Garrett Shanker
Sharon Shapiro
Steven Sharofsky
Ian Sharp
Robert Sheppard

Tiffany Sherman
Allison Shernoff
Daniel Shernoff
Eric Shin
Florence Shin
Mindy Shipon
Andrew Shore
Hailey Shore
Melissa Showers
Ross Silverberg
Zachary Silverberg
Christopher Simmons

Jessica Simunek
Darrelle Singleton
Michael Sisholtz
Mallory Smith
Michael Smith
Marie Smithgall

Nipun Sodhi
Alyssa Sohn
Michael Sorgentoni
Samantha Sorin
Caroline Speakman
Shelby Specter

Katherine Spence
Kevin Spiegler
Nicholas Spinosi
Marc Spivak
Steven Spong
Keith Sproul

Megan Stanton
Quinlyn Stavola
Mandela Steele-Dadzie
Nathan Stenzel
Michael Stepp
Aaron Stern

Lennara Still
Gongyi Su
Monica Suh
Michael Supnick
Brandon Swartz
Catherine Tadeja

Engel Tagland Iv
Megan Tahan
Lynn Takanashi
Samuel Tamburelli
Matthew Tarken
Dean Taub
Liane Tellier
Wendy Teuchter
Sarah Thomas
Aaron Thomson
Heather Tobin
Benjamin Topiel

Carrie Topiel
Gregory Toth
Deana Travers
Jack Tremble
Alexander Truitt
Teresa Turner

Brian Veideman
Anand Vemuri
Joanna Volpe
John Voulgarakis
Kylie Walford
Monica Walker

Amber Wallace
Linda Walton
Jillian Waring
Jaimie Watson
Caitlin Weaver
Adam Weiner

Joshua Weiner
Dara Weinraub
David Weinstock
Andrew Weiser
Terry Weiss
Jenna Weitz

Courtney West
Janisha White
Michael Williams
Michael Willis
Andrew Willson
Rachel Wint

Rebecca Winter
John Witham
Daniel Wolfe
Brandon Wright
Daniel Wrinn
Laura Xu
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Faces of the future
SOPHOMORES

CLASS OF 2009
JUNIOR MINTS :-)  

INTRODUCING THE  
CLASS OF 2008...
The term “junior” just doesn’t seem to make sense. “Freshmen” is an accurately coined term for the group of “fresh” new students. With a year behind them and a chance to develop slightly smug attitudes, sophomores are appropriately characterized as the “wise fools.” The term “seniors” is also logical, as they are the oldest, most senior class on campus. But “juniors”? Sure, they’re not quite seniors. But having completed half of their high school careers, they don’t exactly qualify as “junior” anymore. The name doesn’t seem to recognize the challenges and rewards unique to this third year of high school. Juniors must start contemplating their college plans - a notoriously exciting and stressful process. The letters “S,” “A,” and “T,” elicit pangs of anxiety when arranged together in that sequence. Also, having discovered their individual talents and passions, many juniors find themselves devoting more time than ever before to extra-curricular and outside school activities. While juniors work away, anticipation of their soon-to-be-acquired drivers’ licenses remains forefront on their minds. Junior year is definitely a pivotal ten months. And the term, “Junior” doesn’t do it justice.
Juniors

Erin Boyer
Matthew Brady
Jared Braunstein
Alexander Braverman
Jonathan Braverman
Taylor Brooks

Kyle Brown
Rebecca Brown
Emily Buickerood
Daniel Bunis
Sean Burke
Joel Burt

Stephanie Burton
Mariesha Burwell
Matthew Bushman
Julieann Calabrese
Alyssa Campbell
Matthew Campbell

Tiffany Capilato
John Casey
Steven Cetel
Arindam Chakravartti
Jonathan Chalik
Brittany Chambers

Cheng Chang
Jacqueline Chang
Zhi Chen
Ian Cherry
Levina Chi
Michael Chin

Daniel Choi
Carolene Chou
Theofilos Christodoulou
George Chukwueze
Ishien Chung
Paul Chung

Adam Chuong
Nicole Ciccotelli
Vincent Ciccotelli
Jeanna Ciurline
Marcus Clark
Briana Clauzo

80 undergraduates
David Cohen
Hayley Cohen
Lili Cohen
Sheri Cohen
Max Cohler
Brittany Colacicco

Manu Colacot
Timothy Colangelo
Brittany Cole
Annalyssa Collazo
Nikki Collins
Shaune Collins

Justin Colon
Erica Concors
Christopher Connery
Kevin Conroy
David Convissar
Gregory Conway

Julie Cook
Eric Cornog
Gabrielle Corse
Shivaram Cumarasamy
Nicholas Daisy
Kylie Daniels

Anik Das
Joseph Davis
Anthony De Cillis
Apria DeGuzman
Imma Dela Cruz
Justin Deng

Tirth Desai
Hope Deutsch
Melissa Di Bartolomeo
Victoria DiFabio
Timothy Dinh
Natalie Di Nunzio

Sarah Di Phillips
Diandra Di Piero
Rebecca Dittrich
Lee Dobkin
Brandon Dohanicz
Danielle Dombro
Melanie Dombro  
Jared Dorfman  
Darrin Dorsey  
Lee Dossick  
Jessica Dragonetti  
Mar'yan Dzhurbiy

Kathleen Ea  
Teresa Ea  
Eleni Efstratiades  
Rachel Ehlers  
Elyse Eisenberg  
Ashanty El Hajj

Michel El Hajj  
Shimon Elimelech  
Tashanda Elliott  
Suzanne Elsherif  
Joseph Epps  
Neil Escareal

Michael Esola  
Amanda Fabrizio  
Jessica Faford  
Cassandra Fallon  
Aaron  
Farenback-Brateman  
Melinda Farkas

Charles Fazio  
Francesca Fedele  
Daiva Feinbaum  
Joshua Feinbaum  
Michael Feinberg  
C. Fensch

Rachel Fine  
Laura Finkelstein  
Alexander Finn  
Jamie Fisher  
Alex Flitter  
Anthony Florio

Daniel Folkman  
Alan Ford  
Lindsay Forman  
Jessika Foy  
Gabrielle Fraley  
David Freedman
Matan Freedman
Jack Friedberg
Elena Friedman
Jared Friedman
Daniel Fuentes
Howard Furman

Eli Gabay
Christopher Gambino
Hector Garcia Romero
Marie Gill
Alexa Ginsburg
Elyssa Glass

Austin Goettelmann
Nathan Goldberg
Devon Golde
Micky Goldfin
Brandon Goldstein
Ethan Goldstein

Jaime Goldstein
Mallory Goldstein
Blaze Gregorio
Gisell Groff
Lyle Gross
Anthony Hammerquist

James Han
Caroline Handali
Andre Harmon
Sarah Harris
Sara Hartey
Ronnie Hartman

Khalil Haskins
Ciara Hebert
Bradford Hennefer
Matthew Herb
Jesse Herrmann
Evan Herron

Arielle Heyman
Andrea Heymann
Julia Hinlicky
Aleson Ho
Yueh Ho
William Hoese
JUNIORS

Alexandra Hoffman
Anthony Hopkins
Quazi Hoque
Kevin Hou
Alexander Hsieh
Sol Hu

Jeffrey Huber
Christopher Huff
Amanda Hutx
Paul Isaacson
Corey Isaner
Queenette Iwuagwu

Robert Jackson
Joshua Jeffreys
Claire Johnson
Ciera Jones
Amar Joshi
Jae-Yeon Jung

Abigail Kaeser
Daniel Kane
Melanie Kaplan
Arielle Karpf
Morgan Karpf
Amanda Kaufman

Stephen Kauth
Alexander Kellam
Patrick Kelly
Alexander Kendus
Maxwell Kenny
Edward Kerney

Nadine Kersaint
Gregory Keyes
Dominique Kidd
Alexander Kim
Andrew Kim
Diane Kim

Edwin Kim
Julie Kim
Kyle Kim
Yong Kim
Kaleef King
Thomas King

84 undergraduates
Zoe King
Amanda Klein
Jason Klein
Jennifer Kohlmyer
Jason Kolbe
Nina Korman

Hayley Kornbleuth
Colin Kosinski
Elaina Kovnat
Alison Kramer
Alicia Kriete
Brett Kuchin

Arthur Kutoroff
Nicole Kuzan
Katherine La Ferriere
Michelle Lai
Brooke Laine
Kevin Lambe

Stephen Lavish
Jun Lee
Seywhan Lee
Thomas Lee
Emily Leibowitz
Nicole Leshnow

David Levin
Rebecca Levin
Daniel Levinson
Emily Levy
Jacob Levy
Brian Libes

Jordan Liedman
Olivia Linchuk
Carlea Lindgren
Michael London
Christopher Lowen
Steven Lubkin

Kerrie Lubrich
Pauline Luong
Karina Ma
Irene Mac
Katerina Madson
Michael Mahgerefeth
Juniors

Craig Malamut
Alexa Mandes
Joseph Manin
Rona Mann
Nicholas Marchione
Michael Marini

Zachary Maron
Elizabeth Martin
Ryan Mason
Jamie Matthews
Robert McCall
Michela McDermond

Robert McDevitt
Max McGee
Breana McHugh
Patricia McNelis
Ari Melman
Liat Mendelby

John Mendenhall
Kristina Mendenhall
Larry Mertz
Samantha Mesa
Chelsea Micka
Lindsay Milgrim

Harry Miller
Vincent Miracola
Benjamin Mitchell
Arpan Mitra
Scott Mizrachi
Justin Moore

Gabrielle Mormile
Stephanie Mozzillo
Yasmin Muniz
Adrianna Musallam
Ariel Mydlo
Tal Myers

Maia Nechemia
Rachael Nelson
David Niescior
Kristin Nimoh
Rachel Nover
Nicole Ober
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William O'Donnell
Andrew Oliu
Richard Olivas
Chinweoke Onjeeme
Dominic Onofrio
Shannon O'Reilly

Marissa Orichowskyj
Jason Osheroff
Alvin Oung
Simone Owens
Jacob Oxford
Jeffrey Oyang

Sapnil Padiya
Ellis Pae
Stephen Paek
Reena Palanivel
Chelsea Palazzo
Laurie Parish

Jennifer Park
Justin Park
Jigna Patel
Kinjal Patel
Ariana Pellegrino
Leanne Perice

Stephen Petridge
Nicholas Petalino
Leela Petrie
Brittany Pezzato
Adam Planamento
Craig Planamento

Jessica Planamento
Andrew Polonsky
Heather Polonsky
Angella Poon
Chantz Powell
Rachel Powell

David Pressman
Corey Pumphrey
Bianca Quinones
Shiva Raja
Zachary Ranes
Darren Rankine
Talia Rauf  
Ashley Reber  
Erica Reiff  
Michelle Resnick  
Sara Richman  
Melanie Rivkin  

Robert Roche  
Zachary Rosen  
Ryan Rosenfeld  
Daniel Ross  
Alexandra Rossano  
Nicole Rossi  

Victoria Rossi  
Dibyo Roy  
Rachel Ruder  
Stacy Ruderman  
Leah Ruediger  
Alex Saltzburgh  

Colleena Sanchirico  
Juan  
Sandoval Cueliar  
Jordan Santo  
Andrew Saraceni  
Desiree Saraceno  
Krzysztof Saracewski  

Samantha Sardone  
Derek Satchell  
Molly Sauer  
William Saunders  
Chelsea Savet  
Alexandra Scardapane  

M. Scarpato  
Matthew Schechter  
Andrew Schlesinger  
Kelly Schmitt  
Matthew Schmutz  
Jennifer Schrank  

Iris Schulner  
GabriellaSchwalbe  
Stanley See  
Lisa Segrest  
Priya Sehgul  
Kara Servis
Joseph Severino
Theodore Shaffer
Timothy Shannon
David Sharp
Brian Shaw
Brian Shea

David Shi
Shanny Shmuel
Rebecca Shore
Joshua Silverman
Cory Simkovitz
Emma Simon

Brent Simone
Jasmine Singson
Jennifer Sisholtz
Richard Sklar
Jacek Skryzalin
Stephanie Smith

Sung So
Katarine Soewono
John Sohn
Derek Solomon
Susan Song
Raymond Sooy

Matthew Soslow
Jake Spencer
Brittany Spera
Drew Spera
Genevieve Sperling
Olga Spitsin

Jake Stark
Rachel Starn
Katherine Steinle
Claire Stemmer
Samantha Stern
Peter Stevens

Danielle Stomel
Sara Swerdlow
Soraya Tahan
Noah Tannen
Molly Tarnopol
Sara Taub
Vanessa Tees-Sternchos
Vianca Tejada
Larry Terry
Sulaiman Terzi
Patrick Thompson
Sara Tice

Anand Tikekar
Alex Titus
Christopher Tonczyczyn
Christopher Tran
Long Tran
Long Tran

Chrisina Trentacoste
Yuliya Tsypenyuk
Corinne Tucker
Colby Tuff
Lauren Udell
Vivien Valenzuela

Kenneth Van Keuren
Vinoth Vasu
Anthony Viviani
Svetlana Voskoboynik
Erik Wacker
Zachary Walder

Alicia Waldron
Kevin Walker
Anna Wallenobrien
Jason Wander
Le Wang
Rheinathina Wang

Elli Warowitz
Douglas Weicker
Max Weinstein
Jared Weiss
Nicole Westen
Jacob Wetchler

Steven Whalen
Mark Wickware
Samantha Wideman
Aaron Wilensky
Alexis Wiseley
Lai Wo
A Reflection of East...
Undergraduates:
Good luck as you rise to the top!

- the senior class
CLASS OF 2007

GRADUATES

READY FOR LIFE
Hormatullah Abdali
1225 Kresson Rd.

Olarotimi Abiona
1025 Bryn Rd.

“Death only holds power over those who fear it. My time will be of my own choosing after I have done everything else. Live you dreams, and don’t let go until you’re ready.”

ACTIVITIES: Football (1,2), Wrestling (1,2,3,4).

Jeffrey Adler
61 Cameron Dr.

“Every man’s life ends the same way. It is only the details of how he lived and how he died that distinguish one man from another.” - Ernest Hemingway

ACTIVITIES: Debate (1,2,3,4-Captain) Mock Trial (3,4-Captain) Cum Laude (3,4-President) SGA (1,2-Class President, SGA Vice-President), JV Soccer (1,2-Captain), Track (1).

Andrew Atkenhead
21 Signal Hill Rd.

Afrina Ali
216 Europa Ct.

“Wherever you go, no matter what the weather, always bring your own sunshine.”

Mouhamme Alkiyal
11 En Provence Ct.

Gregory Anderson
126 Asbuheek Rd.

Scott Anderson
9 Imperial Dr.

Michelle Aningalon
137 Pkis Pk.

“To accomplish great things, we must not only act but also dream, not only plan, but also believe.” - Anaisse Franoo

ACTIVITIES: FOP (1,2), Dance Team (2), Yellow Ribbon Club (2), SGC (1,2-Publicity).

Kyle Applebaum
1624 Mayflower Ln.

“You have to be rude and reckless.”

Brenda Arrojo
367 Kresson Rd.

Cristina Arroliga
190 Evesham Rd. E.
Asher Ashfield  
221 Ashland Ave.
37 Regent Rd.

Antonio Ayala

Alexandra Back
16 Manor House Dr.
"Life isn’t waiting for the storm to pass. It’s learning to dance in the rain."
ACTIVITIES: Yellow Ribbon Club (1,2) Art Club (2)
Blood Drive (3) Tutoring Club (3) FOP (1,2,3-Chair Person).

Andrew Baeckstrom
22 Brentwood Dr.
"Man is not made for defeat. A man can be destroyed but not defeated."
Ernest Hemingway
ACTIVITIES: Cross Country (1,2,3,4-Captain) Winter Track (1,2,3,4) Spring Track (1,2,3,4) Debate Team (3,4)
Mock Trial (4) Symphonic Band (1,2,3).

Desiree Baird
115 Guimbro Rd.
"Remember you don’t have to be perfect to be extraordinarily valuable to others and yourself. Smile, breathe, and relax."

Shannon Baird
115 Guimbro Rd.

Meredith Bajgier
220 Hadleigh Dr.
"Spelling is everything."
ACTIVITIES: Swimming (1,2) Field Hockey (1,2,3,4)
Habitat for Humanity (3,4) Eastside (1,2,3,4).

Harrison Bannett
24 Robin Lake Dr.
"Why don’t you make like a tree and get out of here."
-Boff Tomm
ACTIVITIES: Spring Musical (1,2,3,4) Fall Show (1,2,3,4)
Lab Theatre (1,2) Thespian Society (3,4) East Singers
(2,3,4) Casual Harmony (2,3,4) Madrigals (3,4) Wind Ensemble (1,4) Chamber Orchestra (3,4) Middle Club (1,2,3,4)
USY (1,2,3,4).

Nikkelle Barnes
19 Old Orchard Rd.
6 Capshire Dr.
"If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost. That is where they should be. Now, put the foundation under them."
-Henry David Thoreau
ACTIVITIES: Cum Laude Society (3,4) Orchestra (1,2,2,4)
Italian-American Club (2,3,4) FOP (2,3,4) Yellow Ribbon Club (2) FDA (3,4) Math Club (3,4) Blood Drive (3,4)
Chemistry Club (4) Powderpuff Football (4).

April Barnum

Kimberly Barnum
6 Capshire Dr.
"The purpose of life is to live it, to taste experience in the interest, to seek out eagerly and without fear for sorrow and richer experience."
Eleanor Roosevelt
ACTIVITIES: Cum Laude Society (3,4) Orchestra (1,2,3,4)
Italian-American Club (2,3,4) FOP (2,3,4) Yellow Ribbon Club (2) FDA (3,4) Math Club (3,4) Blood Drive (3,4)
Chemistry Club (4) Powderpuff Football (4).

Sarah Barnum
57 Cohasset Ln.
"Destiny is not a matter of choice. It is not a thing to be wished for, it is a thing to be achieved."
-NFL Bryan
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2) Softball (1,2) Winter Track (1,2,3,4) Spring Track (3,4) Cross Country (3) FOP (2,3,4)
Powderpuff Football (3,4).
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Ben Becker
301 Pleasant Dr.
"Life moves pretty fast; if you don't stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it." - Ferris Bueller
ACTIVITIES: Tennis Team (1, 2, 3, 4) Jewish Culture Club (1, 2, 3, 4) FOP (1, 2, 3, 4) SCA (1, 2, 3, 4)
Silk/Snowboard Club (3, 4).

Brett Becker
11 Jordan Ct.
ACTIVITIES: Tennis Team (1, 2, 3, 4) Jewish Culture Club (1, 2, 3, 4) FOP (1, 2, 3, 4) SCA (1, 2, 3, 4)
Silk/Snowboard Club (3, 4).

Carl Beigie
311 Crawford Rd.

Aaron Belsky
18 Parnell Dr.

Samantha Bendik
22 West Split Rock Dr.
"If we weren't all crazy, we would go insane." - Jimmy Buffett

Molly Bendzyn
10 Nasons Dr.
"Don't aim for success if you want it; just do what you love, and it will come naturally." - David Foster
ACTIVITIES: Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4 - Co-Captain)

Blair Bennett
1364 Mallorca Rd.
"Watch out for the sliding glass door."

Jeffrey Bennett
16 Country Walk Ln.

Bret Harte: Hoover (1997)
Bottom Row: Max Stein, Scott Pulemsky, David Goldberg, Cory Hacksley, Matt Cohen, Andy Cutler, Matt Rosen-thal, Cory Hennyman, Adam Schoor
Middle Row: Britney Linskey, Sierra Robison, Sandra Levy, Brittany Collins, Erin Klein, Juliana Goldblatt, Conrie Jung
Top Row: Rick Dresler, Matt Caves, Billy Englich, Taylor Sproul, Jason Breig, Cynthia Zuidema, Taylor Seeds

Shira Bennett
1 Robin Lake Dr.
"Today is the first day of the rest of your life."
ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew (1, 2, 3, 4) Morning Announcements (2, 3, 4) International Thespian Society (3, 4)

Brielle Berenato
8 Barberry Ct.
"Forget regret or life is yours to miss." - Rent
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1, 2) Powderpuff (3, 4)
Ethan Berger
20 Turnbridge Rd.
"Stay as long as you can. Cherish it. Cherish it."—Adam Sandler
ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop (1) Concert Choir (2) East singers (3,4) Casual Harmony (2,3,4) Fall show (1,2,3,4)
Spring musical (1,2,3,4) One Acts (1,2,3-Director-4) Spring Track (2) Thespian Society (3,4) Blood Drive (4).

Lee Berger
2711 Chanticleer Dr.
ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop (1) Concert Choir (2) East singers (3,4) Casual Harmony (2,3,4) Fall show (1,2,3,4)
Spring musical (1,2,3,4) One Acts (1,2,3-Director-4) Spring Track (2) Thespian Society (3,4) Blood Drive (4).

Andy Cutler, Cory Honeyman, Matt Caw, Bernice Litsky, Sierra Robinson, Erin Klein, Jason Breig, Cynthia Zuckerman

Macey Bernstein
1810 Mepham Ct.
"At the end of the day, the fact that we have the courage to still be standing in reason though to celebrate."—Greg's Anatomy

Jonathan Berwer
19 Palwood Ave.
"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened."—Dr. Seuss
ACTIVITIES: SGA (1,2,3,4) FOP (3,4) Adopt-A-Grandparent (3,4) Blood Drive (4).

Benjamin Birnbaum
16 Harondeway Dr.
"Time is precious, but truth is more precious than time."—My fortune cookie from China Express on October 11, 2006
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Basketball, Sports Debate Club.

Samee Bishop
1626 Abbey Rd.
"Don't believe in miracles, depend on them."—ACTIVITIES: African American Club (1,2,3,4-President)
Hispanic Club (1,2,3) FOP (1,2).

Zachary Blum
1507 Chanticleer Crt.
"Abraham Lincoln once said, 'If you are a racist, I will attack you with the North.'"—Michael Scott
ACTIVITIES: Interactive Video Media Club (co-founder), Film Club.

Gregory Bohus
30 Waverly Rd.
"Nothing Runs Like a Deere."—John Deere
ACTIVITIES: Freshman Football (1) Swim Team (3,4) Baseball (1,2,3,4) Freshman and JV Captain.

Yuri Bong
304 Marlboro Rd.
"The only way to get rid of a temptation is to yield to it. Resist it, and your soul grows sick with longing for the things it has forbidden to itself."—Oscar Wilde

Aliyu Bowles
26 Innskeep Ct.
"Life moves pretty fast (if you don't stop to look at it, you might miss it.)—Ferris Bueller
ACTIVITIES: Theatre Department (1,2,3,4) Vocal Workshop (2) Chamossi (3,4) East Singers (4) Thespian Society (3,4), vocal liaison, theatre booster liaison."
Bret Harte: Koenig (1997)
Bottom Row: Jen Dubro, Kevin Sellas, Graham Edwards, Jordan McCann
Middle Row: Tiffany Chan, Samatha Spera, Kelly LaVoie, Sara Mengenster, Lynne Kohn, Andrew Aidenbroad
Top Row: Sarah Bamsh, Spencer Lieberson, Wade Denny, Jillian Koller, Jeffrey Bennett

Amanda Boye
102 Thornhill Rd.

102 Thornhill Rd.

Jonathan Bratsman
418 Queen Anne Rd.
"You're alive. Do something." 8th Hall
ACTIVITIES: Band (1,2,3,4) Marching Band (1,2,3,4)
Chorus (2,3,4) Orchestra (3,4) Theater (1,2,3,4) Cam Laude
(3,4) Celebrations (3) Madrigals (4)

Seth Breggar
214 Charlton Ctr.
"Quixote me as saying I was misquoted." Ginoch Kars
ACTIVITIES: Habitat for Humanity (3,4- President)
Swim Team (1,2,3,4) Yearbook (3,4- Performing Arts Editor)
Lab Band (1,2,3) Jazz Band (4) FOP (1,2,3) Student Club (1)

Jason Breig
1213 Hearstwood Dr.
"Dance like there's nobody watching; love like you'll never get hurt; sing like there's nobody listening; live like it's heaven on earth and speak from the heart to be heard." Pokey
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2,3,4) Cam Laude (3,4)
Italian American Club (1,2,3,4) French Club (1,2,3-Vice President)
Math Club (2,3,4) Math Club (2,3,4) MPAPE (2,3,4) Table Tennis
Club (4) Key Club (3-Editor)

Hallie Brettler
1920 Frontgride Rd.
"Growing up happens in a heartbeat. One day, you're in diapers; the next day you're gone. But the memories of childhood stay with you for the long haul." Kevin Arnold
ACTIVITIES: Freshman Wind (1) Symphonic Band (2)
DECA (4) Volleyball (1,2) Stage Crew (2) Blood Drive
(1,2,3) Model UN (1,2,3) FOP (1,2)

Claire Brittin
206 Evenlum Rd. W.

6 Valleyview Ct.

Alena Brooks
"Whatever you are, be a good one." Abraham Lincoln
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1,2,4-Captain) FOP (1,2,3)
Eastcoast (1,2,3,4)

David Brown
856 Crosswell Rd.
"Give it up to this planet, full of strife; we're the brother's cup cuttin' sharp as a knife."

856 Crosswell Rd.

John Brown
14 Laurel Hill Dr.
"When in Rome."- Ron Burgundy
ACTIVITIES: Marching Band (3,4) Jazz Band (3,4)

14 Laurel Hill Dr.

Lauren Buck
6 Manor House Ct.
Greg Bulzak  
1548 Hillside Dr.  
"It is a rough road that leads to the heights of Greatness."  
Seniors  
ACTIVITIES: Cougar Countrymen, 3-on-3 Basketball (1,2,3), Sports Debate Club (4).

Amanda Butch  
384 Tusca Ln.  

James Cacciavillano  
1911 Point View Ave.

Matthew Campana  
450 Pellaan Rd.  
"What then is the purpose of life? To love God, love life, and love people."

Shaney Campbell  
1112 Buttonwood Dr.  
"Some say when you're about to die, your life flashes before your eyes. Make it worth watching."

Collin Canfield  
16 Rhode Island Ave.

Patrick Cargen  
27 Churchill Rd.

Andrea Carr  
029 Frances Dr.  
"Their key to success is making them come true."

ACTIVITIES: Dance Team (1,2,3), Track (1,2,3-Captain), AAAC (1,3-Office, 4-Secretary) Vocal Workshop (1), Chorus (3,4).

Joseph Carroll  
15 Andre Dr.

Richard Cassell  
6 Brookville Dr.

Bret Harte: Koenig (2007)  
Spencer Lieberson, Sarah Bannum, Graham Edwards, Tiffany Chan, Kelly LaVoice
Marian Castillo
1311 Chancellor Blvd.

"Dreams come true." - John Updike
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1), FOP (1), Cross Country (3,4), SGA (2,4) Winter Track (1,2,3,4), Spring Track (1,2,3,4), Adopt-a-grandparent (3).

Teresa Cattuna
39 Coopers Run Dr.

"Eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow we die." - Dave Matthews
ACTIVITIES: BBYO, Film Club.

Matthew Cave
418 Gowerwood Rd.

"Faith, hope, and love." - Corinthians
ACTIVITIES: KCC (1,2,3-Publicist, 4-Vice President) FOP (1,2,3,4), ACS (1,2,3,4), Vigilante (1,2,3), Secretary-Treasurer, 4-Secretary-Treasurer, CCC (1,2,3,4), Celebrations (2,3,4).

Rebecca Cha
41 Downing St.

"Taste the Rainbow," - 70's
ACTIVITIES: JCC (1,2,3,4), Publicist, 4-Vice President) FOP (1,2,3,4), ACS (1,2,3,4), Vigilante (1,2,3), Secretary-Treasurer, 4-Secretary-Treasurer, CCC (1,2,3,4), Celebrations (2,3,4).

Tiffany Chan
6 Niumau Dr.

"Simple roads are simple to traverse." - Japanese proverb
ACTIVITIES: Orchestra (1,2,3,4), Marching Band (1), Math Club (2,3,4), East Chemistry Society (4), Pit Orchestra (1,4), Cherry Hill East Quarter (2,3,4).

Henry Chao
11 Eaton Cir.

Zha Chen
7 College Ln.

"Blessed are the humble." - Japanese proverb
ACTIVITIES: JCC (1,2,3,4), President), Tennis (1,2,3,4), Yearbook (1,2,3,4), Individuals Editor, 4-Graduates Editor) FOP (1,2,3,4), DECA (2,3).

Richard Stockton: Kaplan (1997)
Front Row: Ruben Fuentes, April Barsamian, Richard Smith, Teresa Cattuna, James Hagedorn, Darayas Toorky
Middle Row: Janine Yanisk, Meredith Bagier, Aliya Bowles, Carolyn McCormack, Jeff Ho, Frances Nicodetti
Top Row: Courtesy Marco, James Smith, Michael Levin, Max Pressman, Mark Spak, Benjamin Bembaum

Alaina Chodoff
1000 Mt. Pleasant Way

"Things turn out best for the people who make the best out of the way things turn out." - Art Linkletter
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2), Cross Country (1,4-Captain), Winter Track (1,2,3,4-Captain), Spring Track (1,2,3,4-Captain), SGA (2,3,4), DECA (3,4).

David Choi
1900 Frontage Rd.
Jina Choi
120 Renaissance Dr.
"We hurt, we joke; we're right, we're wrong. We're weak, we're strong. WE LIVED TO LOVE."
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (2-IV, 3-Varsity).

Jung-ruk Choi
12 Lakeside Dr.

Mark Spak, Jimmy Hagedorn, Andrew Newfield, Ben Birnbaum, R.J. Vallillo, Michael Levin, April Ramam, Courtney Marro, Teresa Cunha, Cathlyn McCormack, Robin Fuentes

Michael Choi
60 Knollwood Dr.

Antonio Chong
15 Pawtucket Dr.
"At what point do you start to realize that life without knowledge is death in disguise." - Talmud Kewell
ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse (1-2, 3).

Michael Chorney
25 Manor House Dr.
"Formula for success: Rise early, work hard, strike oil." - J. Paul Getty
ACTIVITIES: Band (1-2, 3), Blood Drive (2-3), FOP (2-3), Habitat for Humanity (3-4), Mock Trial (3), Soccer (1), Spring Track (2-3, 4), Winter Track (2, 3, 4), Yearbook (3).

Samuel Chukwueze Jr
18 Plymouth Dr.
"It takes a village to raise a child." - Herman Melville, based on an African Proverb
ACTIVITIES: Agape (3-4), African American Club (3-4), Minority Student Achievement Network (3), Kids Connected to Learning (3), Make a Difference (4), FDA (3-4).

Bryant Chung
403 Garwood Dr.
"It matters not how strait the gate, how charged with punishment the scroll; I am the master of my fate, I am the captain of my soul." - William Ernest Henley
ACTIVITIES: KCC (1-2), Agape (3-4), Girl's Swimming (1-2, 3, 4), FOP (1-2, 3, 4), East Singers (3-4), Powderpuff Football (3-4), Habitat for Humanity (3-4).

Elizabeth Chung
117 Kilburn Dr.

Emily Cohen
2 Dressage Dr.
"I'm pretty sure there's a lot more to life than being really, really ridiculously good looking. And I plan on finding out what that is." - Dennis Zastubier
ACTIVITIES: Eastside (1-2, 3-4, Editor in Chief), OPEF (1-2, 3-4), Blood Drive (3-4).

Robert Cochran
301 Hill Dr.
"Witty saying proven nothing." - Voltaire
ACTIVITIES: Chess Club, Weight Room.
Cooper: Devine (1997)
Joanna Cook, Adrianna Grant

Allison Cogan
610 Old Orchard Rd.
“What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.” - Ralph Waldo Emerson
ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop (1) Chansons (2,3) East Singers (4) Fall Show (1,2) Spring Musical (1,2,3,4) Lab Theatre (1,2) Performing Arts Touring Company of Greater (1).

Jillian Cogan
610 Old Orchard Rd.
“It’s all happening.” - Penny Lane
ACTIVITIES: Lab Theatre (1,2) Fall Show (1,2), Dramaturges Spring Musical (1,2,3,4) Performing Arts Touring Company (1) Studio II (1) Vocal Workshop (1) Chansons (2,3) Concert Choir (3) East Singers (4-secmenry).

Brandon Cohen
1012 Peacock Ln.
“And nobody’s right if everybody’s wrong.” - Buffalo Springfield
ACTIVITIES: Cross Country (1,2,3,4-Captain) Ski Club (1,4-President) HOI Rep (1,4).

Jesse Cohen
5 Cameo Ct.
“Know thyself.” - The Matrix
ACTIVITIES: Wrestling (1,2,3,4-Captain) Soccer (1,2-JV Captain) Class VP (1,2) Class President (3,4) Blood Drive Chairman (2,3,4) FOP (1,2,3,4).

Lawyn Cohen
419 Down Dr.

Matthew Cohen
1804 Russet Dr.

Jason Cohen
12 Cherrywood Ct.
“Only those who will risk going too far can possibly find out how far one can go.” - T.S. Eliot
ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew (1,2,3,4) Thespian Society (3,4) Habitat for Humanity (3,4) Sports Debate Club (3,4).

Madalyn Colligan
1514 Beverly Tbr
“It is only when we forget all our learning that we begin to know.” - Henry David Thoreau
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1,2,3) Yellow Ribbon Club (1,2).

Brittany Collins
1701 Chestnut Cir.

Katrina Comber
26 Naimo Rd.
Andrew Compaine
71 Buckingham Pl.
"God grant me the serenity to accept that which I cannot change; Courage to change that which I can; And the wisdom to know the difference." - The Serenity Prayer
634 Cayohe Dr.
"I'm sinkin' into sweet uncertainty." - Jimmy Fall World
ACTIVITIES: Marching Band (1, 2, 3, 4) FOP Holiday Party (1, 2, 3, 4) Lab Band (2, 3, 4) Celebrations (3, 4) Photo Club (4) Jazz Band Reader (3, 4).

Joanna Cook
1920 Frontage Rd.
"To be nobody but yourself is to do the inside out and inside in." - e.e. cummings
1410 Chaucer Ct.
ACTIVITIES: Wrestling (1, 2, 3, 4).

Hannah Cooper
1410 Chaucer Ct.
"I'd rather be lucky than good." - e.e. cummings
ACTIVITIES: Wrestling (1, 2, 3, 4).

Matthew Cooperman
1410 Chaucer Ct.
"I'd rather be lucky than good." - e.e. cummings
ACTIVITIES: Wrestling (1, 2, 3, 4).

Justine Coyle
4 Poplar Ter.
117 Ave

Jessica Cruz
166 Ryan Rd. Rd.

Cheryl Cuthill
106 Ryan Rd.

Andrew Cutler
513 Brian Dr.
"Diversity is an old wooden ship." - Will Ferrell
ACTIVITIES: Student Government Representative (2, 3) Vice President (4) FOP (1, 2, 3, 4) Habitat for Humanity (3, 4) Powder Puff Coach (3, 4) Senfield Club Co-Funder (3, 4) JV Tennis (1, 2) Soccer (1, 2) Sports Debate Club (3, 4) DECA Regional (7).

MacKenzie Dadyan
108 Shriver Ave Rd.

Kelly Dallas
409 Old Orchard Rd.
"But I know that we can't all stay here forever, so I want to write my words on the face of today." - Blind Melon
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4) Captain) Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4) FOP (1, 2, 3, 4).

Cooper: Devine (2007)
Joanna Cook, Adrienne Gratz
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Sarah Daly
27 Highgate Ln.
"Sing with me/ Sing for the year/ Sing for the laughter/ Sing for the line..." Aeronaut
ACTIVITIES: SGA (1,2,3,4) Eastcote (2,3,4) Eastside (3,4-Sports Editor) RYLA (3) Soccer (1,2) Powderpuff Football (3,4) PFP (1,2) Adopt-a-Grandparent (2).

Cassandra D’Amelio
1904 Kings Point Rd.
"Be the change you wish to see in the world." - Gandhi
ACTIVITIES: JV Competition Cheerleading (1).

Joseph Daniels
1616 Longfellow Dr.

Ryan Daniels
202 Old Orchard Rd.

Nicole DeAngelis
209 Whitemarsh Way
"How did it get so late so soon? It’s night before it’s afternoon! December is here before it’s June! My goodness, how the time has flown! How did it get so late so soon?"
Dr. Seuss
ACTIVITIES: Swimming (1,2,3,4-Captain).

James DeCrescenzo
7 Charles Ln.
"I’m handing this in last minute, just like everything else in high school."
ACTIVITIES: Ice Hockey (1,2,3,4).

Ellis DeGuzman
111 Lamp Post Ln.

Alex De La Torre
1125 Heartwood Dr.

Kellman Academy: Freedman (1997)
Lauren Buck, Lee Berger, Sarah Levine, Harrison Bennett, Shira Bennett, Hannah Cooper, Noy Hardi, Amy Gewartz

Lindsey DeMarco
134 Chaucer Pl.
"You don’t go to high school to meet your husband; you go to meet your bridesmaids."

Francis Dela Cruz
321 Valley Run Dr.
Abigail Deniken
26 Grim Dr.
"Redheads have more fun!"
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (3,4-Captain).

Wade Denney
1760 Garwood Dr.

Jessica Reissman, Sarah Levine, Harriet Bennett, Hinaah Cooper, Stina Bennett, Lee Berger, Amy Gewartz

Jeffrey Deppa
13 Buxton Rd.
"Good times are coming, I hear it everywhere I go." — Neil Young
ACTIVITIES: Cross Country (1,2,3,4) Winter Track (2,3) Spring Track (2,3,4) Freshman Band (1) Wind Ensemble (2,3,4) Distance Cycling President (2,3,4)

Jenna D'Erasmo
205 Society Hill Blvd
"Hope is a good thing, maybe the best of things. And no good thing ever dies."

Krupa Desai
204 Battlefield Rd.
"But I gotta say that if you're alive, you've got to fly your arms and legs, you've got to jump around a lot..."
ACTIVITIES: Yellow Ribbon (1,2-VP) ICS (1,2,3,4) SGA (1,3-VC) DECA (2,3,4) Business Club (6-Secretary).

Niyati Desai
17 Brielle Dr.
"...for life is the very opposite of death and, therefore, you must at the very least think noisily and colorfully, or you're not really living."
ACTIVITIES: Envelope Artist (1,2) Yellow Ribbon (1,2-Secretary) Volleyball (2) ICS (1,2,3,4) French Club (1,2,3,4) FOP (1,2,3-Captain,4-Captain) DECA (2,3,4)

Carolyn Desrochers
14 Thunderbird Rd.
"No matter how far you go, you can never shake the sand from your flip-flops or the ocean from your soul."
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2-2-V-Captain,3,4) Softball (1,2,3,4-Captain) Basketball (1,2,3,4 FOP (2,3,4) Band (2,3,4) SGA Rep (1,2,3,4) Cam Luade (1,4)

Alisa Destefano
513 Kings Dr.

Erika D'Estee
9 Old Orchard Rd.
"The best way to prepare for life is to begin to live." — Elbert Hubbard
ACTIVITIES: Casual Harmony (2,3,4) Madrigals (3,4) Choir (1,2,3,4) Theatre (1,2,3,4) Football (1)

Sean Devlin
402 Heartwood Rd.
"Time is never time at all: you can never leave without leaving a piece of youth." — Smashing Pumpkins
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Front Row: Janna Klamann, Emily Kelly, Alex Buck, Seth Nemeroff
Middle Row: Anthony Lombard, Alex Strasser, Kristie Flanagan, Rachel Packer, Macey Bernstein, T.J. Gaspari, Brandon Cohen
Top Row: Lindsey Sacks, Pat Cargen, Sean Devlin, Joe Hudson, Ben Roonsberg, Sam Wright

Erika Diaz Rodriguez
201 Hadleigh Dr.
"Nothing is hard; everything could be possible if you work hard at it."

Joseph Di Bello
121 Bunt Mill Rd.

Jeffrey Dickinson
1853 West Point Dr.
"You do a little dance and then, you drink a little water."—Red Hot Chili Peppers

Matthew Dickinson
6 Laurel Hill Dr.

Fabio Di Colandrea
17 Peron St.
Fabio DiColandrea
17 Peron Ave.
"Dream as if you'll live forever; live as if you'll die today."—James Dean

Michael Di Medio
1125 Brittenwood Dr.
"Never scared to be different."—Lady Gaga
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2,3), Volleyball (1,2,3,4), Italian American Club (2,3), President, SGA (4,5), Powder Puff Coach (2), Spirit Week (1,2,3,4)

Mike Djordjevic
21 Mary Ln.
"What I have in my mind, I'll use today. What I have in my heart, I'll take to my grave."
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2)

Frank Dolan
136 Park Rd.
"Hundred dollar bills wipe the tears from your eyes."
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Wrestling (1,2,3,4)

Chelsea Dolchin
48 Southwood Dr.
"You can dance anywhere even if only in your heart."
ACTIVITIES: SGA (1), Class President (2,3,4), SHARE (1,2,3), Blood Drive (2,3,4), FOP (1,2)

Zachary Dolchin
48 Southwood Dr.
"Maybe the road less traveled by is traveled for a reason."
Jerry Sainfield
ACTIVITIES: DECA (2,3,4), Track (2,3,4), FOP (2,3,4), Football (2), Sports Debate Club (3,4)
Allison Dolin
3 Brookville Dr.
ACTIVITIES: Spring Track (2,3,4) Cheerleading (1,2)
DECA (2,4) POP (1,2,3,4).
ACTIVITIES: Habitat for Humanity (3,4-President).

Shannon Dougherty
3 Wheelwright Ln.

Andrew Dougherty

Michael Drake
1548 Chalet Dr.
"Destiny is not a matter of chance; it is a matter of choice: it is not a thing to be waited for; it is a thing to be achieved." - William Jennings Bryan
ACTIVITIES: Football (1,2,3,Captain) Winter Track (2,3,Captain,4-Captain) Spring Track (1,2,3,Captain,4-Captain) Science Club (1,4).

Eric Dressler
1736 Independence Ln.
"Time you enjoy wasting was not wasted." - John Lennon
ACTIVITIES: Ski/Snowboard Club (3,4-President/ Founder) Blood Drive (3,4-Publicity) Charger News Swim Team (1,2,3,4) POP (1,2,3,4) Jewish Culture Club (1,2,3,4) SGA Representative (4) Science Club (1,4-Vice President) Symphonic Band (1,2,3).

Jonathan Dubrow
1152 Seagull Ln.
"Incest on yourself, never initiate, every great man is unique." - Ralph Waldo Emerson
ACTIVITIES: SGA (1,2,3,4) Soccer (1,2,3) Track (1) Sports Debate Club (3,4) 1-on-1 Basketball (2,3,4).

Polar Dunmore
303 Bunti Mill Rd.
"Two roads diverged in a wood, and I took the one less traveled by, and that has made all the difference." - Robert Frost

Lindsay Dwyer
21 Cobasset Ln.
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2,3,4) Lacrosse (1,2,3,4) Track (2,3,4).

Jason Ea
584 Heartwood Dr.
"Imagination is more important than knowledge, for while knowledge defines what we currently know and understand, imagination points to all we might yet discover and create." - Albert Einstein

6 Doncaster Rd.

Sandra Edler

Joseph Hudson, Jose La Grossa, Emily Kelly, Rachel Packer, Jonathan Godleston, Alexander Stuebly, Brandon Cohen, Josh Werdekker
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Amanda Edwards

6 Edgewood Dr.
"Our greatest glory is not in never falling but in rising every time we fall."
ACTIVITIES: FOP (1) Varsity Soccer (1,2,3,4) Baseball (1,2,4) German Club (1,2,3,4).

Stefanie Eglin

16 St. Michael Ct.
"We do not remember days; we remember moments."
Crest Pac Rim
ACTIVITIES: Adopt-A-Grandparent (2,3,4) Character Education (3) FOP (1,4) Powder Puff (3,4).

Eric Ehlers

144 Crane Dr.

Maria Eloloh

1603 Komet Ct.

Nicole Einbinder

12 North Green Acre Dr.
"Do not dwell in the past, do not dream of the future, concentrate the mind on the present moment." - Buddha
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1,2,3,4) Track (3) Basketball (1).

Michael Eliyahu

9 Jordan Ct.
ACTIVITIES: Football (1,2,3,4).

Sam Elsherif

9 Jordan St.

Brad Emdur

1596 Brick Rd.
"Blow off more than you can chew, then chew it. Plan more than you can do, then do it.
ACTIVITIES: Bowling (1,2,3,4-Captains) Haunted House (1) Ping Pong (3).

Horace Mann: Bargerhuff (1997)

Front Row: Brian Berman, Danielle Franks, Alex Broder, Ryan Woods, David Lusk, Joey McGaugh
Middle Row: Jimmy McGurk, Lisa Sobota, Dennis Pacini, Jerry Wacuna, Katie Gilli, Joe Daniels
Top Row: T.J. Langford, Lindsey D'Amello, Matt Gons, Ali Soi, Kevin Longo, Erik D'Esterre, Jeff Stanton, James Pesci

Matthew Eng

36 North Green Acre Dr.
"Always look on the bright side.
ACTIVITIES: JV Tennis (2,3,4) CCDC (5) Chess Team (5,6) 4-Varsity (4) Technology Discussion (3) East in Action (4-Treasurer).

Brittany Ensign

150 East Valleybrook Rd.
"Here's to the nights we felt alive; here's to the tears you knew you'd cry, here's to the goodbye; tomorrow's gonna come too soon." - Eve 6
ACTIVITIES: Varsity/Competition Cheerleading (1,2,3,4), Captain (4-Captain) Lacrosse (1,2) SGA (5) Powder Puff (3,4).
Jessica Entrekin
1015 Fairfin Ave.

Jenna Lee Ernst
"I'm not here for a long time; I'm here for a good time." — Dori
ACTIVITIES: FOP (1,2,3,4) Adopt-a-Grandparent (1,2,3,4)

Jason Epstein
"If you want your dreams to come true, don't oversleep." — Danielle Hollister
ACTIVITIES: Tennis (1,2,4) FOP (1,2,3,4) Blood Drive (3,4) DECA (3,4) Business Academy.

Horace Mann: Bargerhuff (2007)
Jeffrey Stanton, Alma Brooks, Matthew Goins, Dennis Pascolini, Jerry Wacura

Andrew Esler
14 Latches Ln.
"This nation will remain the land of the free only so long as it is the home of the brave." — Elmer Davis
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1,2,3,4) Soccer (1,3) TSA (3-VP) 4-VP.

Keith Ernickson
109 Sleepy Hollow Pl.

Roxanne Estes
2 Suffolk Ct.
"Nothing is worth more than this day." — Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
ACTIVITIES: Jazz Band (1,2,2nd Piano) Marching Band (3) Drama (1,2) Chorus (3,4) Key Club (3,4) Future Doctors of America (4) Theater (1,2).

Ran Fan
1512 Disbird Dr.
"I shall call him Singing, and he shall be mine. And he shall be my Singing." — Dori
ACTIVITIES: Math Club (1,2,3-President, 4-President) Yearbook (3-Sports Editor, 4-Editor-in-Chief) Cam Leade (3-VP) CCDC (1,2-3-4-Secretary) (3-4-5-6) Character Education Committee (1,2,3-4-Chair) Latitude (1,2,3,4) FOP (1,2,3,4) Track (1,2) FEA (1,3,4).

Daniel Farina
1209 Dumas Rd.
"There's no present. There's only the immediate future and the recent past." — George Carlin
ACTIVITIES: FOP (1,2,3,4) Model UN (1,4) Photo (3,4) IAM (1,2).

Leigh Feigenbaum
33 Spring Mill Ln.

Rachel Feldman
122 Apol Drive.
"Memory is a way of holding onto the things you love, the things you are, and the things you never want to lose." — Dori
Johnson: Hannig (1997)
Ben Fickel, Jason Seher, Amy Herwitz, Alisa DeStefano, Avana Wolf, Stephen Angst, Sam Katz, Leigh Feigenbaum, Cory Kessler

Heather Ferguson
425 Burning Tree Rd.

Gabrielle Feudo
21 South Birchwood Park Dr.
"Time is too short for those who wait, too swift for those who fear, too long for those who grieve, too short for those who rejoice, but for those who love, time is eternity."
Henry Van Dyke

Bernadette Finck
117 Dalties Ter.
"Friends are the most important part of your life. Treasure the tears, treasure the laughter, but most importantly, treasure the memories."
David Brainerd
ACTIVITIES: FOP (1,2,4) Habitat for Humanity (3,4-Vice President) Boys Lacrosse Manager (3,4) Diving (4) Blood Drive (3,4)

Benjamin Finkel
37 Manning Ln.
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1,2,3-Captain, 4 Captain)

Rachel Fluharty
1543 Berlin Rd.

Chin Fong
3 Walden Way

Daniel Fox
1061 Swallow Dr.
"Pop."
ACTIVITIES: Student Government (1,2,3,4) Baseball (1,2,3) Soccer (1,2) Powderpuff Football (3,4-Head Coach)

Zachary Fox
154 Renaissance Dr.

Dori Frankenfield
11 Elbow Ln.
"For I know the plans I have for you declares the Lord, plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future."
( Jer. 29:11)
ACTIVITIES: Track (1,2,3,4) FOP Holiday Fayre (3,4) Character Ed. (3,4) Photo Club (3,4) FCA (4-Coordinator)

Danielle Franks
230 Afton Ave.
"All our dreams can come true if we have the courage to pursue them."
Walt Disney
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1,2,3,4) Lacrosse (1,2,3,4) SGA (1,3,4) FOP (2,3,4) Ski Club (3,4)
Menghan Fu
14 North Branch Dr.
"Happiness in life lies in the memories we have forgotten."

Ruben Fuentes
113 Kingsdale Ave.
"Time is the coin of your life. It is the only coin you have, and only you can determine how it will be spent." - Carl Sandburg
ACTIVITIES: Cross-Country (2, 3, 4) Spring Track (1, 2, 3, 4) Winter Track (2, 3, 4) FDA (1, 2, 3, 4) FOP (1, 2, 3, 4) Art Club (3, 4) Key Club (3, 4) Embrace (4) East Singers (4) Cum Laude (4)

Aaron Fuhrman
125 Galloping Hill Rd.

Breanne Furlong
26 White Rd.
"Why do I keep hitting myself with a hammer? Because it feels so good when I stop." - Gourley Anatomy
ACTIVITIES: Photo Club.

Jillian Gagnon
86 Knollwood Wood Dr.
"Maybe the past is like an anchor holding us back. Maybe you have to let go of who you are to become who you will be."
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey, Basketball.

Thomas Gaspari
100 Bryant Rd.
"Time is a gift given to you, given to give you the time you need, the time you need to have the time of your life." - Norton Justice

Rachel Gerber

Amy Gewurtz
834 Society Hill
"You cannot find peace by avoiding life." - The Hours
ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop (1) Charmson (2, 2) East Singers (4) Theatre (1) Powderpuff Football (3) Celebrations (3, 4) FOP (2)

Sarah Giaccio
160 Lucerne Blvd.

Patrick Gigliotti
43 Country Walk
"A warrior does not give up what he loves; he finds the love in what he does."

Johnson: Hannig (2007)
Corey Keeler, Amy Horwitz, Sam Katz
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Katharine Gill
133 Chaucer Pl.
"Because someone once told me I was worth it."
ACTIVITIES: Softball (1,2,3,4) Photography (3,4) Soup Kitchen (1).

Mary Giovanetti
2 Jordan Ct.

Kevin Giunta
258 Chelsea Ct.

Alex Gizinski
317 Crawford Rd.

Emerlyn Goh
1333 Hearthwood Dr.

Matthew Goins
205 Ocean Ave.

David Goldberg
1140 Williams Dr.
"There are no shortcuts to any place worth going."
ACTIVITIES: FFA (2,3,4-Presiden) Blood Drive (2,3,4) Chairperson) Cam Laude (2,4) Boys Volleyball (2,3,4).

Karyn Goldberg
1494 Brick Rd.
"Be who you are, and say what you feel because those who mind don't matter, and those who matter don't mind."
ACTIVITIES: Theater (1,3,3-Stage Manager 4) Caracters Education (1,2,3-Char 4) Madrigals (1,4) Theopian Society (3,4) East Coast (2,3,4) Symphonic Band (2) East Singers (3,4) Publicity.

J.D. Sharp: Freymark (1997)
Front Row: Sara Ryde, Sarah Goldfry, Brett Beeker, David Chui
Middle Row: Natasha Patel, Rebecca Chu, Danielle Mandel, Abri Shanks
Top Row: Ethan Burger, Greg Babar, Chris Walton, Joe Mikshen, Sam Elshereif, David Brown

Samuel Goldberg
73 Harrington Dr.
"The object of war is not to die for your country; it's to make the other bastard die for his."
-George S. Patton
ACTIVITIES: Cam Laude Society (3,4) Blood Drive (3,4) P.E. (3) Eastern (2,3,4) Pow-sheep Table Football (3) Boys Varsity Soccer Team Manager (4).

Juliana Goldlust
7 Lyonsford Ct.
"Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you've imagined." -Henry David Thoreau
ACTIVITIES: Cam Laude Society (3,4) Blood Drive (3,4) P.E. (3) Eastern (2,3,4) Pow-sheep Table Football (3) Boys Varsity Soccer Team Manager (4).
Alyssa Goldsneider
117 Kilburn Dr.
"Take what you can from your dreams. Make them as real as anything." - Dave Matthews
ACTIVITIES: 4-year (12-Advisory Asst., 3-Year Editorial Asst., 4-Year Section Editor) DECA (2,3,4) Spring Musical (1,2,3,4) Habitat for Humanity (2,3,4).

Jonathan Goldstein
1917 Rollings Ln.
"That is happiness; to be dissolved into something complete and great" - Willa Cathe
Swimming (1,2,3,4) Marching Band (2,3) FOP (1) Freshman Wing Ensemble (1) Symphonic Band (2,3) Wind Ensemble (4) Cycling Club (3,4).

J.D. Sharp: Freymark (2007)
David Choi, Brett Becker, Danielle Mundel, Sam Ryder, Alik Shukla, Stephanie Mosko, Rebecca Cha, Michelle Luberkin

Zachary Goldstein
1914 Rollings Ln.

Christopher Gollmer
322 Crawford Rd.

Chelsea Goodermuth
270 Eleanor Terrace
"Appleby, you've got flies in your eyes; Yossarit whispered helpfully. "What?" Appleby responded. "You've got flies in your eyes; Yossarit repeated, "That's probably why you can't see them."
Joseph Heller
ACTIVITIES: Democracy (1,2,3,4-Editor).

Cory Gosik
444 Browning Ln.
"Youh, yeah absolutely."
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Basketball (3,4) SGA (2,3,4) Adopt-a-Grandparent (3,4) Blood Drive (4) FOP (3,4) Soccer (1).

Shea Goto
496 Dune Mill Rd.

Adrienne Gratz
17 South Birchwood Park Dr.
"When you believe in a thing, believe in it all the way, implicitly and unquestioningly." - Walt Disney
ACTIVITIES: Track and Field (2,3,4) Yellow Ribbon (1).

Laura Green
1155 Barbara Dr.
"Sooner or later, we'll be looking back on everything." - Michael Telcher
ACTIVITIES: Spring Track (1,2,3,4-Captain) Basketball (2,3,4-Captain) FOP (1,2,3,4) JCC (1,2,3,4) Tennis (1,2) Girls Soccer Manager (4) Habitat for Humanity (1,4) Adopt-a-Grandparent (3,4).

Sean Gerga
26 Bridle Ct.
J.D. Sharp: Gill and Kroberger (1997)
Front Row: Molly Berdine, Michelle Wallace, Allison Wolf
Middle Row: Bernadette Pink, Victor Kolot
Top Row: David Lubkin, Jenna Ernst, Rachel Feldman, Kristen Oehy, Ryan Daniels, Amanda Boye, Megan Willette, Brittany Haltzman, Carolyn Demouchars, Kelly Dallas, Jill Cogan, Victoria Luk, Allison Cogas

Amanda Grisali
82 Brick Rd.
"Live believing dreams are for weaving, wonders are waiting to start. Live your story—faith, hope, and glory. Hold to the truth in your heart if we hold on together, I know our dreams will never die."—Diana Ross
ACTIVITIES: Book Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (1, 2, 3), Spring Track (2, 3, 4), Adopt-A-Grandparent (2, 3, 4), Character Education (3, 4), FOP (3, 4),

Adam Gross
17 Black Lick Ln.
ACTIVITIES: Spring Musical (1, 2, 3, 4), Fall Show (1, 2, 3, 4), One Acts (1, 2, 3, 4), Lab Theatre (1, 2, 4), Studio II (3, 4), Thespian Society (1, 3, 4), East Singers (2, 3, 4, VDVP), Casual Harmony (2, 3, 4, officer), All-South Jersey Chorus (3), All-State Chorus (3, 4),

Bryan Gross
17 Black Lick Ln.
"A journey of a thousand miles begins with one step."
Laos Tran
ACTIVITIES: Spring Musical (1, 2, 3, 4), Fall Show (1, 2, 3, 4), One Acts (1, 2, 3, 4), Lab Theatre (1, 2, 4), Studio II (3, 4), Thespian Society (1, 3, 4), East Singers (2, 3, 4, VDVP), Casual Harmony (2, 3, 4, officer), All-South Jersey Chorus (3), All-State Chorus (3, 4),

Jennifer Gutmans
23 Gallowing Hill Rd.
"The most wound of days is one without laughter."
E. Cummings
ACTIVITIES: Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), FOP (2, 3, 4), Rebel (1, 2), Dance Team (2), Eastside Staff (1, 2, 3, 4), Jewish Culture Club (2, 3, 4),

Cory Hackmyer
528 Heartwood Rd.
"It is not the mountains we conquer but ourselves."
Sir Edmund Hillary
ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew (1, 2, 3, 4), Big Brother Big Sister (3, 4), Thespian Society (3, 4), Blood Drive (2, 3, 4), Habitat for Humanity (4),

Jaida Hall
122 Meigs Ln.
1940 Fonthage Rd. Apt. #1 1987
"I'm only this far, and tomorrow leads my way."
Dave Matthews Band
ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop (1), Choruses (2, 3, 4), Concert Chor (1), East Singers (4), Colored Guard (2, 3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (2, 3), Spring Musical (2),

Brittany Haltzman
1213 Abbey Rd.

Marcus Hamlett

Noy Hardt
1049 Cardinal Ln.
David Hastings
1619 Bowling Green Dr.
“An attitude may not solve all your problems, but it will annoy enough people to make it worth the effort.” - Herm Albright
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Lacrosse (2,3,4) Varsity Ice Hockey (3,4).

Allison Heiman
27 Charles Ln.
“Do the kinds of things that come from the heart. When you do, you won’t be disappointed; you won’t be anxious... On the contrary, you’ll be overwhelmed with what comes back.”
ACTIVITIES: Dance Team (1,2,3,4).

Joshua Henderson
1505 Berlin Rd.

Ciaran Hennessy
8 Black Latch Ln.
“Nirvana is not only a word, my friend, it is a thought.” - Cassie Monk
ACTIVITIES: T.S.A. President

Emily Herb
16 Greenside Way
“It’s the heart, afraid of breaking, which never learns to dance. It’s the dream afraid of wakening that never takes the chance. It’s the one who won’t be taken, who cannot seem to give. And the soul, afraid of dying, that never learns to live.”

Jamie Hesser
10 Green Ct.

Amanda Higginbotham
6 Firethorne Rd.

Jie Ho
1 Kate Ct.

Sinead Hodoshell
7 Wilderness Dr.
“What else can we do now, except roll down the window and let the wind blow back your hair, the night’s hurting open and these two lanes will take us anywhere.” - Bruce Springsteen
ACTIVITIES: Photo Club (1,4) Track (2) Concert Choir (1,2) Chess Club (2) Film Makers Club (3).

Karl Horgan
53 Harrowgate Dr.

J.D. Sharp: Gill and Kroberger (2007)
Molly Bursky, Megan Willard, Carolyn DeMoueh, Victoria Tk, Michelle Wallace
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Brenna Hones
28 East Split Rock Dr.
"The biggest things start with the tiniest dreams."
ACTIVITIES: Basketball (1,2,3) Track (2,3,4) FOP (4).

Cory Honeyman
506 Quinn Lane Rd.
"Roads? Where we're going, we don't need roads?"
Christopher Lloyd, Back to the Future
ACTIVITIES: SGA (1,2,3,4) Soccer (1,2,3) FOP (1,2,3,4)
Blood Drive (2,3,4) Science Club (3,4) Mock-trial (4)
Table Tennis Tournament (1,2) Wing Bowl (3,4) Wind Ensemble (2,3,4).

Donbi Hong
606 Cooper Landing

Amy Horwitz
116 Mews Ct.
"You must be the change you wish to see in the world."
Gotch
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2,3,4-Captain) Track and Field (1,2,3,4-Captain) Winter Track (3,4-Captain) French Club (2,3-VP, 4-President) FOP (1,2,3,4) DECA (2,3,4) Blood Drive (3,4).

Si Hu
1513 Bruck Rd.

Xiao Hu
34 Farhaven Dr.

Joseph Hudson
1545 North Bowling Green Dr.

Regina Iannarella
1900 Fromage Rd.
"Don't wait! The lights will flash and fade away! The days will pass you by! Don't wait." - Dashboard Confessional
ACTIVITIES: Yellow Ribbon (2) Art Club (3) Ensuite (1,4).

Johnson: Russell (1997)
Abbie Shemesh, Allison Dolin, Ashley Sobel, Zach Dolchin

Joseph Israel
1940 Cardinal Lake Dr.
"Somewhere inside, something there is a rest of greatness." - Hara
ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew, Thespians Society

Janet Jang
105 Kilburn Dr.
"If you want to improve, be content to be thought foolish and stupid." - Epicurus
ACTIVITIES: Bullets (2,3,4) East Singers (3,4) Yearbook Academics Editor (3,4).

120 graduates
Front Row: Amanda Shiflett, Jesse Cohen, Justin Rosenblum, Jeffrey Adler, Dana Silkowski
Middle Row: Devin Waller, Alex Rossmiller, Kim Barnum, Jason Cohn, Elbe Radzwill, Melissa Chin
Top Row: Kristen Reynolds, Danny Neuman, Lauren Joffe, Lauren Osich, Kim Schimpf, Carmen Valentino, Zach Fox, Antonio Cheng, Tony Tung

24 Karen Dr. 24
"You'll look back on the times you laughed and you will cry, you'll look back on the times you cried and you will laugh. You will always remember close friends, and you will always keep memories of them in your heart." ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1), Habitat for Humanity (3,4), FOP (1,4).

109 Wester Dr. 109
"You're only given a little spark of madness. You mustn't lose it." Robert Williams
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1,2,3,4-Captain), Lacrosse (1,2,3,4), FOP (1,2,3,4), Adopt-A-Grandparent (2).

Corey Kessler
9 Southwood Dr.
"Then, on dry land you find, ten years have got behind you. No one told you when to run; you missed the starting gun."
Punk Floyd, Time
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Tennis (1,2,3,4-Captain), DECA (3,4), FOP (1,2,3-Chair), SGA (4).

Alexander Khan
1413 Hillside Dr.
"Only the dead have seen the end of war."
Plato
ACTIVITIES: Football (1,2,3,4), KCC (1,2,3,4), FOP (1,2,3,4-Captain), ACS (1,2,3,4), Public Choi (1,2,3,4), CCC (1,2,3,4), ICS (1,2,3,4).

Sergey Khazan
1121 Liberty Bell Dr.

Paul Kiehlmeier
1766 Garwood Dr.

Christina Kim
138 Lucerne Blvd.
"I haven't done anything remarkable yet but with hard work I am sure."
Vincent Van Gogh
ACTIVITIES: Dance Team (1,2,3), Ballroom (3,4), ACS (1,2,3,4-Vice President), KCC (1,2,3,4), FOP (1,2,3,4), East Side (2,3,4).

Christina Kim
1225 Chaucer Court Dr.
"All the world's a stage, and all the men and women merely players."
Shakespeare
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball manager (2,3,4), East Side (1,2,3,4), FOP (2,3,4).

Daniel Kim
801 Cooper Landing

Sunwoo Kim
115 Thornhill Rd.
"It's only with the heart that one can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye."
ACTIVITIES: Model UN (2,3,4), Key Club (4), Cum Laude (3,4).
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Erin Klein
1141 Singell Ln.
"Beginnings are scary; endings are usually sad, but it's the middle that counts the most." - Hope Floats
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1,2,3,4), Co-Captains, Choir (1,2,3,4), Powderpuff Football (3,4)

Jenna Kleinman
424 S. CRM Blvd.
"Friendship is the hardest thing in the world to explain. It's not something you learn in school. But if you haven't learned the meaning of friendship, you really haven't learned anything." - Muhammad Ali

Sarah Kline
1026 Robbwell Pass
"The biggest adventure you can ever take is to live the life of your dreams." - Oprah Winfrey
ACTIVITIES: Color Guard (1,2,3, Captains, 4-Captains), Indoor Color Guard (1,2,3,4 Band), Model UN (1,2,3, 4, Co-Secretary General), Varsity Softball Manager (1,2,3,4), Camp Laude (4)

Stefan Knecht
126 Partoe Rd.
"Uh, gee, great." - Andy Warhol
ACTIVITIES: Boys Varsity Soccer (1,2,3,4), Boys Varsity Swimming (1,2,3,4 Captain), Boys Varsity Lacrosse (2,3,4 Captain), FOP (1,2,3,4, Chairperson), Habitat for Humanity (1,2,4, Historian), Fastpitch, Artist (2,3,4)

Jillian Koller
908 Cropwell Rd.
"No face but what we make." - ACTIVITIES: Football (1,2,3), Wrestling (1,2,4), Lacrosse (3,4) FOP (1)

Victor Kotton
1906 Country Club Ct. E.
"Everything negative pressure challenges is all an opportunity for me to rise." - Kobe Bryant
ACTIVITIES: Basketball (1,2,3,4), Adopt-A-Grandparent (1,2,3,4), FOP (1)

Natalie Korman
105 Eagle Ln. E.
"I need a montage, even Rocky has a montage." - Suzanne Kowaleski

Andrew Krepow
1621 Cardinal Lake Dr.
"Emotions are not tricks, don't be tricked into thinking so, and soon, we will all find our lives swept away." - Dave Mattews Band
ACTIVITIES: Ice Hockey (1,2)

Lynne Krohn
1975 Lakr Ln.

Devin Walford, Kim Barnum, Kim Sciacca, Kristen Reynolds, Jesse Cohen, Jason Cohen, Jeffrey Adler
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413 Tusca Ln.
Jieyi Kuang

6 Bayberry Ct.
Deepak Kumar

1734 Springdale Rd.
Rick Kuo

32 Berkman Pk.
Jessica La Forte

206 Bedford Ter.
Malcolm Lalsman

200 Chalren Parkway
Victoria Lam

179 Pearlcrest Rd.
Allison Lambert

S Signal Hill Rd.
Joseph Lambert

"I have always wished that my computer would be as easy as my telephone. My wish has come true. I now know how to use my telephone." - Bjorne Stoustrup

"Elegance is not the prerogative of those who have just escaped from adolescence, but of those who have already taken possession of their future." - Gabrielle "Coco" Chanel

ACTIVITIES: DECA (2, 3, 4), VCC (1, 2, 5), Publicity, A-Vice President, FOP (1, 2, 3, 4)

8 Signal Hill Rd.
"When the mind starts running, be sure it won't cross the finish line." - David Marston


Front Row: Emily Kerman, Jake DeCrescentis, Alison Reynolds, Andrew Backstrom, Zachary Westover, Joe Lambert
Middle Row: Lindsay Doyer, Hannah Lyman, Reid Prawdzi, Meredith Mills, Michael Stewart, Allison Heiman, Emily Cohen
Top Row: Jenna Mintzer, Sam Goldberg, Nicole Smith, Stefan Knecht, Josh Weinstein, Jeffrey Deppe, Amanda Grisafi, Sarah Daly

Lee Landsman
1301 Marlon Rd.
"Sometimes, things turn out the wrong way. You gotta stay strong; you gotta move on. The hardest lessons are the ones that keep you stunned and speechless."

ACTIVITIES: Football, Drama, African-American Club

Theodore Langford
239 Ashland Ave.
"This is only the beginning."

124 graduates
Kelly La Voice

1053 Swallow Dr.

"Don’t waste time with regrets. Spin wildly into your next action. Enjoy the present each moment as it comes because you will never get another one quite like it."

ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), Yellow Ribbon (1, 2), Tutoring Club (2, 3, 4).

Derrick Leach

30 Tory Ct.


Amanda Grisell, Jenna Miotto, Alison Reynolds, Emily Kersten, Andrew Baackstrom, Lindsay Dwyer, Josh Weinstock, Jeffrey Deppe

Jeffrey Lee

114 Society Hill Dr

"Being alive is THE greatest high."

Michael Levin

118 Renaissance Dr

"The most incomprehensible thing about that world is that it is all comprehensible." - Albert Einstein

ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2), Yellow Ribbon Club (1, 2), Spring Track (1, 2, 3, 4), Winter Track (2, 3, 4), Cross Country (3-Captain, 4-Captain), Ski Club (3, 4, Co-founder, treasurer).

Sarah Levine

1672 West Point Dr

"My life’s journey is a never-ending song."

ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop (1), Fall Show (1), Spring Show (1, 2, 3, Assistant Stage Manager), Concert Choir (2), East Singers (3, 4), Honor Company (1, 2, 3, 4), Hispan Society (4).

Sandra Levy

14 Vanessa Ct

"To laugh often and much...to appreciate beauty, to find the best in others, to leave the world a bit better...to know even one life has breathed easier because you have lived. This is to have succeeded." - Ralph Waldo Emerson

ACTIVITIES: Mock Trial (1, 2, 3, 4), Cross Country (3, 4), Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4).

Austin Ley

143 Wilt Whitney Blvd

"Big players make big plays in big games."

ACTIVITIES: Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4-Captain), Wrestling (1, 2), Football (1), Swimming and Diving (2).

Hongsuan Li

100 Park Apt Blvd

"Honor is mankind’s greatest blessing." - Mark Twain

ACTIVITIES: President of East-in-Action, President of Character Education, Boys’ Varsity Basketball Captain, Girls’ Varsity Basketball Manager, Multi-Cultural, Eastside, East Cast, Kressen Road Sign, Aid for Cherry Hill HS East, Community Service for Cherry Hill Library.

James Li

1951 Birchwood Park Dr

Vincent Li

1951 North Birchwood
Bret Harte: Gladney (1997)
Front Row: Cory Zoblin, Joseph Israel, Matthew Cooperman, Justin Weisa, Jason Kastel, Daniel Fen, Lindsey Specter, Jason Epstein
Middle Row: Kristin Neff, Colleen Me Nally, Jason Millman, Alex Roda, Patrick Gigliotti, Emetty Goh, Amanda Pezzella
Top Row: Andrew Kray, Rachel Maggioniçak, Jason Nathan, Jonathan Bendarman, Andrea Carr, Seth Bregger

Spencer Lieberson
10 St. Michael Ct.
"To learn to succeed, you must first learn to fail." - Michael Jordan
ACTIVITIES: Yearbook (3-4), Communities Editor Band (1-2, 3), DECA (2-3, 4), Sports Debate Club (3-4), Key Club (3, 4)

Kelsey Liedman
2 Lucerne Ct.
"Live your life like it's going out of style!"
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1), Rebel (1), FOP (3), Adapt. A-Grandparent (3), Blood Drive (3, 4), DECA (4)

Catherine Lin
242 Sandngren Rd.
"I travel not so go anywhere but to go. I travel for travel's sake. The great affair is to move." - Robert Louis Stevenson
ACTIVITIES: Environmental (1, 2, 3-4), FOP (2, 3, 4), Model UN (2, 3, 4), P.O. Orchestra (3, 4), Key Club (3, 4), Activities Coordinator (3), Curr. Leader (3, 4, Secretary)

Britney Linsky
12 White Pond Ct.
"A little taste of the good life, whether right or wrong, makes us wanna stay, stay, stay for a while." - Dire Matthews Band

Shelby Loewensm
303 Garwood Pl.
"I may be small, but I've got giant plans to shine as brightly as the sun!" - Little Women, the musical
ACTIVITIES: Theatre (1, 2, 3), S.A.W.M (1), Vocal Dept. (2, 3, 4), East Singers (1), CHE Millennium Club (1), Hispanic Society (4), Women's with a Cause Club (4)

Matthew Lomazoff
24 St. Montana Ln.

Anthony Lombardi
1129 Liberty Bell Dr.
"Second place is meaningless. You can't always be first, but you have to believe you should have been that you are never beaten, time just runs out on you." - Vince Lombardi
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1, 2), Italian-American Club (2-3, President (4), President (4)

Havilah Longues
99 Oakdale Rd.
"Life is not the amount of breaths you take; it's the moments that take your breath away." - Hitch
ACTIVITIES: Tennis (2, 4), Track (3), Adopt-a-Grandparent (2, 3, 4)

Francis Longo
1009 Rotterm Park
"Aint no chance if you don't take it." - Guy Clark
ACTIVITIES: Basketball (1, 2), Tennis (2, 4), Captain DECA (2, 3, 4), National Yearbook (2), Student Representative (1, 2), Vice President of Class (3, 4)

Kimberly Longo
118 McIntosh Rd.
Elizabeth Loshchin

245 Ashland Ave.

"The music connects, unites us more. Our masses strengthened an unapproachable bond. We're all now a family. Together, let's show the world what we say."

ACTIVITIES: Vocal Workshop (1) Concert Choir (2)
Chorus (3,4) Celebrations (3,4).

Michelle Lowenthal

22 Rising Dr. E.

"Write it in your heart that every day is the best day in the year." Ralph Waldo Emerson

ACTIVITIES: Cam Launde (4) SGA (3-Rep, 4-BOE Rep)
WAC (2,3,4-Co-Secretary General) FHA (2,3,4-VP, VP)
Choir (2,3,4-Ensemble Librarian) Theatre (2,3,4) Blood
Drive (3,4) YDA (2,3,4) Battle-of-Bands (2-Choreographer).

Michael Lu

25 Woodbury Ct.

708 Crestbrook Ave.

"Never regret what you once did 'cause at the time, it's what made you happy."

David Luskin

404 Longstone Dr.

"It's not what I am underneath but what I do that defines me."

ACTIVITIES: Football (1,2,3) Seinfeld Club (3,4) FOP
(1,2,3,4).

David Luk

1421 Hillsdale Dr.

Victoria Luk

20 Thornhill Rd.

"Laugh as much as you breathe, and live as long as you live."

ACTIVITIES: Tennis (1,2,3,4) Orchestra (1,2,3,4) Model
UN (2,3,4) Future Doctors of America (2,3,4-President,4)
Student Government (1,2,3-Vice President,4).

Hannah Lyman

10 Hunters Dr.

Bennett Ma

22 Woodbury St.

"Sometimes the hardest thing and the right thing are the
same." -The Floy

ACTIVITIES: CCC (1,2,3-Secretary,4-President) Tennis
(1,2,3,4) Yearbook (3,4-Editor) DECA (3,4) Agape (1,2,3,4)
FOP (1,2,3,4) Cum Laude Society (4).

Helen Mac

Bret Harte: Gladney (2007)

Andrew Krepow, Colleen McNally, Jason Nathan, Rachel Maggioncalda, Kristin Neff, Seth Breggar
Jason Epstein, Jason Kneal, Lindsay Speller, Amaudia Pezzella
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Kent Mac
59 Lafayette Lane
"It has been said that something as small as the flutter of a butterfly's wing can ultimately cause a typhoon halfway around the world."
1500 Maple Ave.

Andrew Maeng

Rachel Maggioncalda
1821 West Point Dr.
"The most wasted of all days is one without laughter."
ACTIVITIES: Winter Track (1,2,3,4) Spring Track (1,2,3-Captain, 4-Captain) Mock Trial (1,2,3,4) DECA (2,3,4).

Melissa Muhgerchetich
5 Wedgewood Cir.
"La vie, c'est comme un arc en ciel, il faut de la pluie et du soleil pour en voir les couleurs."
ACTIVITIES: Yearbook (3-Editor, 4-Editor) French Club (2,3-President) Make-A-Wish Club (4-President).

Lana Malta
8 Jordan Ct.
"The best way out is always through."
ACTIVITIES: Madrigals (2,3-Officer) Fall Show (1,2,3,4) Spring Musical (1,2,3,4) Vocal Workshop (1) Chorus (2) East Singers (3-4-Social Class) More Company (2,3-4) One Acts (2,3) Thespian Society (3,4).
113 Saxby Ter.

Danielle Mandel
332 Crawford Rd.
"Sheer for the moon if you miss, you will land among the stars."

Ariel Mann
17 Brompton Ct.

Anca Maritescu

J.D. Sharp: Piercy (1997)
Front Row: Anthony Saraceno, Mindy Rosnle, Alyssa Goldschneider, Lisa Dorfman, Stephanie W М吃
Middle Row: Jessica Simon, Andrew Kanoff, Suzan Halimo, Ciaran Hennessy, Kaitlyn Berenger, Courtney Vozza, Christopher Trevaglio
Top Row: Rebecca Kaplan, Jillian Starnan, Andrew Esher, Brad Silver, Ellis DeGuzman

Artina Marke
324 Presincttown Rd.
"It is what it is."
ACTIVITIES: FDA (3).

Courtney Marro
52 Cooper Run Rd.
"Yesterday is history, tomorrow a mystery, today is a gift, that's why we call it the present."
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2,4) Basketball (1,2,3) Spring Track (2,3-Captain, 4-Captain) Cross Country (3) Lacrosse (1) Winter Track (4-Captain) SGA (1,2,3,4-VP President) FDP (1,2,3,4) Italian-American Club (3) Pawlowski Football (3,4).
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Michael Marsdale  
1613 Bingham Rd.  
"Life is short but sweet for certain." - Dave Matthews  
ACTIVITIES: Film Makers Club Co-Founder (1) Stage Crew (1).

Madeleine Martin Seaver  
114 Guinevieve Rd.  

J.D. Sharp: Piercy (2007)  
Samantha Mullner, Jessica Zim, Stephanie Waters, Alyssa Goldschmied, Andrew Kansoff

Michael Mastero  
5 Galloping Hill Rd.  
5 Galloping Hill Rd.  
"The unexamined life is not worth living." - Socrates  
ACTIVITIES: Theopian Society (1, 4-President), Lab Theater (2, 3-ASM, 4-Assistant Director) Fall Show (2, 3, 4) Spring Musical (1, 2, 3, 4) One Acts (2) Choir (3, 4) Mine Company (2, 3) DSP (1) Girls State Delg掀起 (1).

Laura Matusow  
506 Taeirl Rd.  
"The more you eat, the bigger you get...in science." - Ryan J. Woods  
ACTIVITIES: Baseball (1, 2, 3) Soccer (1, 2, 3) Roller Hockey (4).

David Mazgajewski  
617 Guilford Rd.  
"I believe in Santa Claus..."  
ACTIVITIES: Baseball (1, 2).

Jordan McCann  
21 Brompton Ct.  
"You shouldn't take life too serious; you'll never get out alive." - Van Wilder  
ACTIVITIES: Baseball (1, 2, 4) Football (1, 2).

Carolynn McCormack  
418 Rhode Island Ave. W.  
"Survive. Live. Love. Have a laugh. There'll be time enough to work when you're dead.

Timothy McCormick  
418 Rhode Island Ave. W.  
ACTIVITIES: Baseball (1, 2), Soccer (1, 2), Roller Hockey (4).

Joseph McGuigan  
113 Duffy Ln.  
"It's not the size of the dog in the fight; it's the size of the fight in the dog."  
ACTIVITIES: Football (1, 2, 3, 4) Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4).

James McGurk  
117 Burna Mill Rd.
Colleen McNally
1048 Heartwood Dr.
"You can't fail if you never give up." -The Last Kiss
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1,2,3,4-Captain) Swimming (1,2,3) Lacrosse (1,2) French Club (4)

Dana McNellis
1121 Valleybrook Rd.

Michael McNulty
23 Split Rock Dr. E.

Venessa Medina
100 Park Blvd.
"Chillin..."
ACTIVITIES: Hispanic Culture Club

Alexander Medoway
29 Laurel Hill Dr.

Lara Mele
501 Gatewood Rd.

Michael Melissos
1605 South Bowling Green Dr.
"The time is always right to do what's right." -Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
"It's clothin' time." -Michael Childs
ACTIVITIES: Football (1,2,3) Office aide (4)

Jason Mellman
1165 Seagull Ln.
"Winning isn't everything, it's the only thing." -Vince Lombardi
ACTIVITIES: Track (1,2,3,4) Football (1,2) Sports Debate Club (3,4) DECA (3,4) FOP (1,2,3,4)

Michael Menta
2 Spring Ct.
"They tried to teach me stuff, but I only learned to fail."

Michael Merkar
26 Highgate Ln.
"Mike Merkar is all about the truth." -Mr. Greg Gagliardi
ACTIVITIES: Cross Country (2,3) Winter Track (1,2,3,4) Spring Track (1,2) FOP (2,3,4) Habitat for Humanity (3,4) Big Brother/Big Sister (3,4) LaRonde (3,4)

David Michelson
1113 Battowood Dr.

Michael Mignella
15 Forest Hill Dr.
"Life's too short so love the one ya got." -Sublime
ACTIVITIES: Baseball (1,2,3,4) Football (1,2,3,4)
Joseph Mikitish
305 Rabbit Run Rd.
1729 Independence Ln.

Ashley Miller

George Miller
3 Eagle Lane W.
"If you're not first, you're last." Ricky Bobby
ACTIVITIES: East Cast (2,3,4-President) Baseball (2,3)
Football (1) Wrestling (4) Weightroom Club (1,2,3,4)

Isaac Miller
510 Gatorwood Rd.

Meredith Mills
1902 Morris Dr.
"Life has its own ways of living on."
ACTIVITIES: DECA (1,4) Band (1,2,3,4) FOP
(1,2,3,4) Yearbook (3-Individuals Editor,4-Community
Editor) Tavernide (5,4-News Features Editor) KCC (1,2-
Publicist,3,4-Secretary) Argue (2,3-Vice President,4-Vice
President).

Grace Min

Jenna Mintzer
50 Carrow Dr.
"But you know that when the truth is told, that you can get
what you want, or you can just get old." - Billy Joel

Andrew Mitchell
1907 Baldwin Rd.
ACTIVITIES: Basketball (1-Freshman,2,3-JV) Eastside (4-
Photo Editor) Volleyball (1,2,3) Shot Club (3,4-President).

Vladimir Momperousse
111 Edson Rd.

John Mongillo

Sara Morgenstern
532 Harrison Dr.
"It is not our ability that makes us who we are but our
choices."

Stephanie Mosko
234 Sondrinhahan Rd.
"So on and on I go, the seconds tick the time out. There's
so much left to learn, and I'm on the road to find out." - C. K.
Stevens
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (2,3,4-Captain)
Andrew Newfield
40 Downing St.
"I've learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel." — Maya Angelou
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Baseball (1,2,3,4), DECA (2,3,4), SGA Representative (1,4), ICC (1,2,3,4).

Minh Nguyen
10 Iriscop Ct.
ACTIVITIES: VCC (1,2,3-Treasurer, Secretary, 4-President), Multicultural Day (1,2,3,4), Lunar Luncheon (1,2,3,4).

Francis Nicoletti
209 Rabbit Run Rd.
"I've been waiting on this line forever, and this roller coaster ride was amazing!"
ACTIVITIES: Track (1,4), Violin (3), Spanish Club (1,2).

Daphne Nunez

Amanda O'Mara
614 Croydon Dr.
"If given power comes great responsibility. This is my gift, this is my curse. Who am I? I'm Spockman!"
ACTIVITIES: Track and Field (1,2), Extreme Sports Club (1), Yellow Ribbon (1), Irish Culture Club (1), Softball (8).

Kristen Oney
12 Scattergood Rd.
"Love conquers all." — Shakespeare
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1), FOP (2,3,4), Photo Club (3,4), Eastside (2,3,4), Photo Editor (1), Powderpuff Football (3).

Jennifer Onu
22 Regent Rd.

Lauren Osuch
77 Hamorgate Dr.
"Life is only as good as the memories we make." — The Ataris

Rachel Packer
22 Farlow Dr.
"What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared to what lies within us." — Ralph Waldo Emerson

Lynda Pagan
135 Danzian Rd.
"To accomplish great things, we must not only act but also dream, not only plan but also believe." — Anais Nin
ACTIVITIES: Tennis (1,2,3,4), FOP (2,3,4).

Andrew Polk
206 Bertramton Dr.
"You don't change because your voice cracks, or you grow a foot taller than your friends; you change because you give a little bit of yourself to others and get a little bit back!"
ACTIVITIES: DECA Nationalist (1,2,3,4), Tennis JV (1,2), Tennis Varsity (3,4), FOP (1,2,3,4), TDC (1,4-Vice President), BC (4-President), TTC (4-President).

Denni Paolini
15 Second Ave.
"If you're not out of control, then you're not in control."
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1,2,3-Captain, 4-Captain), Softball (2).
Megan Paolini
317 MITTENAER PL.
"Gone fishing for power pop."—Ken Tuck from Foundations of Wayne

Daniel Park
1900 FRENTAGE RD.

Dipa Patel
14 SANDRINGHAM PL.
"We will walk on our own feet; we will work with our own hands; we will speak our own minds."—Ralph Waldo Emerson
ACTIVITIES: Indian Cultural Society (1, 2, 3, 4) FDA (1, 2, 3, 4) PEP (1, 2, 3, 4) Fall and Spring Blood Drive (3, 4) Cum Laude Society (4) Yearbook (4) Grantees Editor

Natasha Patel
300 LONGSTONE DR.
"Dream big, work hard, above all, never give up."

Richard Paul
616 OLD ORCHARD RD.
"Honesty is the first chapter in the book of wisdom."—Thomas Jefferson
ACTIVITIES: Chess (1, 2, 3, 4) Film Club (2) Ping Pong Club (4)

Amanda Pezzella
1016 ANNAPOLIS LN.
"We all take different paths in life, but no matter where we go, we take a little of each other everywhere."

Sharon Pisko
1900 LONGSTONE DR.

Brandon Pizarro
8 COOPER AVE.

Kassandra Plessas
1813 GRIMMER RD.
"Long you live and high you fly the smiles you give and train you cry. All you touch and all you see is all your life will ever be."—Pink Floyd
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1, 2, 3) Yellow Ribbon (1, 2) Red Ribbon (1, 2) Powder Puff (3) Adopt-A-Grandparent (1, 2)

Jennifer Poon
812 DIVER ST.
"In any moment of decision, the best thing you can do is the right thing; the next best thing is the wrong thing, and the worst thing you can do is nothing."—Theodore Roosevelt

Richard Potosky
1236 CARDINAL LAKE DR.

Sena Pottackal
1608 MAYFLOWER LN.
" Aim high. Climb far. Your goal is the sky. Reach for the stars."
Christopher Powers
3 Hilltop Dr.
"We might be laughing a bit too loud, but that never hurt no one." — Billy Joel
ACTIVITIES: Ice Hockey (1,2,3,4) Marching Band (1,2,3,4) Drumline section leader, 4) Spring Musical (1) One Acts (2) Jazz Band (3,4) Pit Orchestra (3,4).

Reid Prawdzik
4 Wicklow Ct.

Max Pressman
152 Renaissance Dr.
"A person would have to change himself in order to be a living example of what he's singing about." — Jerry Hendrix
ACTIVITIES: Freshman Wind Ensemble (1) Symphonic Band (2) Wind Ensemble (3,4) Marching Band (1,2,3,4) Jazz Band (3,4-Section Leader) Jazz Standards (1,4) Lab Band (1,2) Pit Orchestra (2,3,4).

James Purcell
132 Woodstock Dr. N.

Sai Rachoor
28 Exten St.
"A real friend is one who walks in when the rest of the world walks out." — Walter Winchell
ACTIVITIES: Table Tennis Club (4-President) Tennis (2,3,4) DECA (3) French Club (1,2,3,4) Math Club (1,2,3) Key Club (President - 4) Editor) Cum Laude (3,4).

Elise Radziwill
224 Hadleigh Dr.
"Memory is a way of holding onto the things you love, the things you are, the things you never want to lose." — The Wonder Years
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1,2,3,4) Swimming (1,2,3,4) Captain) Habitat for Humanity (3,4-President) Boys Lacrosse Manager (3,4) Blood Drive (3,4) One Act Plays (3,4) Vocal Workshop (3) Chorus (2).

Elizabeth Rath
504 Garwood Dr.
"Imperfection is beauty; madness is genius. It's better to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring." — Oscar Wilde

Brittany Roy
1222 Abbey Rd.

Apoorva Reddy
25 Saddleback Dr.
"A day without laughter is a day wasted." — Robert H. Goddard
ACTIVITIES: FDA (2,3,4) HCS (1,2,3,4) SPOD (2,3,4) Blood Drive (3,4) Yearbook (4-Editor).

Jessica Reisman
414 Lavender Hill Dr.
"Lately, it occurs to me what a long, strange trip it's been." — Grateful Dead "Truckin"
ACTIVITIES: GSA (2,3) Drummer (2) Vocal Workshop (2,3) Chorus (3,4) Yellow Ribbon (2).

Jie Ren
30 Woodbury Dr.

Alison Reynolds
117 Brandenburg Pl.
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." — Eleanor Roosevelt
ACTIVITIES: Girls' Lacrosse (1,2,3,4) Girls' Soccer (1,2,3,4).
Kristen Reynolds
117 Broomesbury Pk
“Take what you can from your dreams; make it as real as anything.”—D.H. Lawrence
ACTIVITIES: Girls’ Lacrosse (1,2,3,4) Girls’ Soccer (1,2,3,4).

Evan Richter
1442 Barbara Dr.
“If a man does not keep peace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music which he hears, however measured or far away.”—Henry David Thoreau
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Swimming (1,2,3,4) Jazz Band (1,2,3,4) Marching Band (1,2,3,4) Drumline Section Leader (4).

Amanda Rickards
6 Thorpe Rd.
“Don’t walk in front of me, I may not follow. Don’t walk behind me, I may not lead. Walk beside me and be my friend.”—Albert Camus
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1) Athletic Training (1) Hispanic Culture Club (1,2,3,4) Office Aide (2,3,4) Football Manager (3) Key Club (4).

Tabatha Rivera
1917 N. Birchwood Pk Dr.
“Work like you don’t need the money. Love like you’ve never been hurt. Dance like nobody is watching.”—Mark Twain
ACTIVITIES: Dance Team.

Chantelle Roberts
202 Mimoso Dr.

Kara Robin
207 Lampl Post Ln.
“The only way out is the way through.”
ACTIVITIES: Powderpuff Football (3,4) DECA (3,4).

Sierra Robinson
20 Fairhaven Dr.
“Find out who you are, and do it on purpose.”
ACTIVITIES: FOP (1,2,3,4) Blood Drive (2,3,4).

Alex Roda
392 Tavianock Rd.
“The sky is NOT the limit!”
ACTIVITIES: Mime (1,2,3,4-Company Manager) Choir (3,4-President) Band (1,2) Theatre/shows (1,2,3,4) Hebrew (1,2,3,4) Camp Counselor (2,3,4-Senior Counselor).

Brittany Roesberg
9 Herston Way
“As you slide down the banister of life, may the splinters never point in the wrong direction.”—Irish blessing
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1) Lacrosse (1,2,3,4) Blood Drive (3,4).

Benjamin Roomberg
410 Harby Lk.
“I may not have gone where I intended to go, but I think I have ended up where I needed to be.”—Douglas Adams
ACTIVITIES: Anime Society (1,2,3,4-President) Demogorgon (2,3,4-Editor) Chess (1,2,3,4).

Justin Rosenblum
12 Sudely Green Ct.
Elana Rosenthal
1750 Country Club Dr
"I'm sure with a little bit of TLC it'll all be okay." — Andy Roddick
ACTIVITIES: Tennis (1,2,3,4-Captain) FOP (1,2,3,4)
DECA (3,4) Blood Drive (3,4) Ski Club (3,6)

Matthew Rosenthal
68 Downing St

Mindi Rosner
304 Longstone
"Take what you can from your dreams; make them as real as anything." — Dave Matthews

Michael Rosso
909 Kingston Dr

Timothy Rowe
1329 Paddock Way
"Life is simple, make choices and never look back."

Anna Rudenko
120 Greenville Rd
"I love being a dancer."
ACTIVITIES: Dance Team (1,2) Vocal Workshop (1)
Concert Choir (2) French Club (4)

Sara Ryer
28 Candlewyck Way
"There is one friend in the life of each of us who seems not a separate person, but an expansion, an interpretation of oneself, the very meaning of one's soul." — Ethel Waters
ACTIVITIES: Fall Show (1,2,3,4) Spring Musical (1,2,3,4) One Act (2) Ballet (3,4) Chamber (1) East Singers (4-Social Chair)
Thespian Society (3,4-Treasurer, Secretary) Eastside (1,2,3,4)
ART Director) Mime Company (2,3,4)

Lindsey Sacks
1753 Rolling Ln. N
"If you don't laugh at yourself, life is going to seem a lot longer than you want it to be."
ACTIVITIES: Lab Theater (1,2) Dance Team (1) Fall Show (2,3,4) Spring Musical (2,3,4) Vocal Workshop (2) Concert Choir (3,4) Studio (2,3,4) One Acts (1,3,4) Women with a Cause (4)
Mime Co. (3,4) Lab Theater Costume Head (4) Thespian Society (Costume Liaison)(3,4)

Stephen Sagot
1108 Bexleywood Dr
"We are who we choose to be."
ACTIVITIES: Stage Crew (1,2,3,4)

Allison Saillard
926 Kingsmill Dr
"There are no shortcuts on any road worth taking."
ACTIVITIES: Thespian Society (3,4-Historian) East Singers (3,4-Librarian) Mime Company (3,4) Ballet (4)
French Club (1,2)

Nicholas Sanchirico
804 Northwest Ave
"A little taste of hypocrisy and I'm left in the wake of the mistake." — Linkin Park
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Bowling (2,3,4)

Anthony Saraceno
1 Brompton Cr
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Kenneth Sauter
1125 Hurst Pl
11 Birchwood Pl, Dr. X

Gautam Sawhney

Veronica Sawn
1216 Sequoia Rd.

Stephanie Scarpa
2018 Morris Dr.
"Don't worry, be happy."
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4) Softball (1, 2).

Joseph Scheiner
135 Willowbrook Rd.

Kimberly Schimpf
10 Lavenham Ct.
"Live your beliefs, and you can turn the world around." - Henry David Thoreau
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4) Lacrosse (1, 2) POP
(1, 2, 3) SHARE (1, 2) Habitat for Humanity (4).

Adam Schorr
1057 Cardinal Ln.
"Somebody, somewhere will bet you. But it won't be today, and it won't be you."
ACTIVITIES: Chess Team (1, 2, 3, 4) Varsity Basketball Manager (2, 3, 4)
Pop Orchestra (1, 4) Golf Team (3, 4) Marching Band (4).

Sarah Schwartz
201 Brompton Dr.
"Live your life with arms wide open. Today is where your book begins. The rest is still unwritten." - Natalie
Bedingfield "Unwritten"
ACTIVITIES: Color Guard (1, 2, 3, 4) Equipment Manager
Indoor Color Guard (3, 4) French Club (2).

Amy Schwarz
18 Namos Dr.
"Do not follow where the path may lead. Go, instead, where there is no path and leave a trail." - Ralph Waldo Emerson
ACTIVITIES: Jewish Culture Club (2, 3, 4) President POP
(1, 2, 3, 4) Blood Drive (2, 3, 4) Eastside (1, 2) Cum Laude.

Erika Scott
26 Lamp Post Ln.
"It's nice to be important, but it's more important to be nice."

Jason Seher
1608 Pine Dr.
"Speak what you think today in hard words, and tomorrow speak what tomorrow thinks in hard words again. Though it contradicts everything you said today." - Ralph Waldo Emerson
ACTIVITIES: Mock Trial (1, 2, 3) Varsity Model UN Field Hockey Club
(2, 3, 4) Committee Chair CHSEM/N, Junior State of America Club (2, 3)
Vice President Lab Theater (2) All-South Jersey Choir (2) Vocal Workshop
(1) Concert Choir (2, 3) East Singers (4) Publicity Manager Golf Team
(1, 2, 4) Key Club (1) Secretary Eastside (3, 4) Easport (4) Cum Laude (4).

Diana Shalkowski
22 Inca Dr.
"Turns out not where but who you're with that really matters." - Dave Matthews
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Lacrosse (1, 2, 3, 4).
Rukan Shao

1623 Red Oak Dr.

"Don't carry the world upon your shoulders, for well you know that it's a fool who plays it cool." - The Beatles

ACTIVITIES: FOP (1,2,3,4) Jewish Culture Club (2,3,4) President, Blood Drive (2,3,4)

Arielle Shemesh

1643 Primrose Blvd.

ACTIVITIES: FOP (1,2,3,4) Jewish Culture Club (2,3,4) President

J.T. Shepherd

1109 York Rd.

"In nomeni patri et filii spiritus sancti." - The B września Saints

ACTIVITIES: Interactive Video Media Club (Co-Founder) Magic Card Club

Fangjun Shi

205 Juniper Dr.

Amanda Shiffler

17 Harrowgate Dr.

41 N. Green Acres Dr.

"When you're curious, you find lots of interesting things to do. And one thing it takes to accomplish something is courage." - Walt Disney

ACTIVITIES: Swimming (1,2,3,4) Cross Country (2,3,4) Track (2,3-Captain, 4-Captain) Winter Track (4) Italian American Club (3,4)

Ashley Showers

126 Deerfield Dr.

"Let's do the crazy ones. The misfits. The rebels. The troublemakers. The round pegs in the square holes... because the ones who are crazy enough to think that they can change the world are the ones who do." - Think Different

ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2,3) Stage Crew (3-4)

Ling Shu

134 Kipling Rd.

"Success is not the result of spontaneous combustion. You must set yourself on fire." - Regis Loach

ACTIVITIES: Bowling (1,2,3,4) Art Club (3,4) French Club (3-Co-Vice President, 4-Co-President) Model UN (2,3,4) FOP (2,3,4) Cum Laude (4) Spring Track (7)

Alok Shukla

7 Meadow Ln.

"A wise man will make more opportunities than he finds." - Sir Francis Bacon

Christopher Shull

1015 Society Hill Blvd.

"There is only a short chance of success in the greater run of life when one only has to blink for fortune and breathe for love until the closing of the doors of eternity, so don't waste your time."

ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2,3) Stage Crew (3,4)

Cameron Siegel

415 Castle Dr.

"Life is a great big canvas, and you should throw all the paint on it you can." - Dan Keve

ACTIVITIES: Philipsian Society (2,3,4) SAIA L:S (1,2,3) Art Staff (4)

David Siegel

1015 Society Hill Blvd.

"Indeed, he knows not how to know who knows not also how to unknown." - Sir Francis Bacon

ACTIVITIES: Interactive Video Media Club
Jillian Sigman
503 Old Orchard Rd.

"We're all pretty bizarre. Some of us are just better at hiding it; that's all." - The Breakfast Club

Brad Silver
207 Brompton Dr.

Ryan Sirulnik
113 Thernhill Rd.

"Now, here we stand with their blood on our hands, we've fought so hard now can we understand. I'll break the seal of this curse if I possibly can for freedom of every man." - Dr. King

Daniel Slutsky
248 Valley Run Dr.

"I make my stand and remain as I am and bid farewell and not give a damn." - Bob Dylan

Matthew Smierciak
134 Keats Pl.

Kyera Singleton
107 B Cherry Rd.

"Great minds discuss ideas; average minds discuss events; small minds discuss people." - Eleanor Roosevelt

Activities:
- Mock Trial (2,3,4 vice-president)
- Model UN-World Affairs Club (2,3,4)
- Eastside (3,4)
- African American Club (1,2,3,4)
- Amnesty International (4 co-vice president)
- French Club (3,4)
- Cum Laude Society (4)

Nicole Smith
1901 West Point Dr.

"Faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not see." - Hebrews 11:

Activities:
- Field Hockey (1), Swimming (2)
- SGA (1), Yellow Ribbon (1), Agape (3,4), Orchestra (4)

Rachel Smith
16 Partridge Cir.

"When in doubt, till." - John Philip Sousa

Activities:
- Marching Band (1,2,3,4-Democrat Mayor)
- Celebrations (2,3,4-emergency) Pit Orchestra (3,4)
- Chamber Orchestra (3,4)
- Indoor Color Guard (3,4)
- Flute Quartet (3,4)
- Lab Band (1,2,3,4)
- Jazz Band Rodeo (3,4)

Ashley Sobel
1821 Country Club Dr.

"It's something unpredictable, but in the end, it's right; I hope you had the time of your life." - Green Day

Activities:
- Dance Team (1,2,3-Captain, 4 Head Captain)

James Smith
1905 West Point Dr.

Activities:
- Swim team (1,2,3,4)
- SGA (1,4 vice-president)
- Character Education (3)

Lisa Sobota
133 E. Valleybrook Rd.

"Dream as though you'll live forever. Live as though you'll die tomorrow." - James Dean

Activities:
- Theater (1,2,3,4)
- Chorus (1,2,3,4)
- Thespian Society (4)
- Celebration (2,3-Officer, 4)
- Bellas of East (3-4-Officer)
Mark Spak
3 N. Branch Dr.
"Every problem is an opportunity in disguise." - Benjamin Franklin
ACTIVITIES: FOP (3,4) Blood Drive (4).

Lindsay Specter
7 Fairhaven Ct.
"You have brains in your heads, you have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourselves in any direction you choose." - Dr. Seuss
ACTIVITIES: DECA (2,3,4) Cum Laude (4).

Samantha Spera
536 Brian Dr.
"Your life is the manifestation of your dream; it is an art. You can change your life anytime if you aren't enjoying the dream."
ACTIVITIES: FOP (1,2,3,4) Varsity Swimming (1,2,3,4) DECA (2,3) Business Club (4) Powderpuff Football (3,4) SGA (3).

Sarah Spillane
132 E. Valley Brook Rd.
"Never take anything for granted because something that means nothing to you could mean the world to someone else."
ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (1,2,3-Captain,4-Captain).

Taylor Sproul
1213 Concord Ln.
"A common mistake people make when trying to design something completely fool proof is to underestimate the ingenuity of complete fools." - Douglas Adams

Jeffrey Stanton
139 E. Valley Brook Rd.

Chantel Steward
1321 Abbey Rd.
"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us." - Ralph Waldo Emerson
ACTIVITIES: African-American Club (1-VFL, 2) Soap Kitchen (1,2).

Michael Stewart
128 E. Partridge Ln.

Brittany Stomel
426 Berry Ln.
"Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter and those who matter don't mind." - Dr. Seuss
ACTIVITIES: FOP (1,2,3,4) Softball (1).

Alexander Stuessy
1211 Bob White Dr.
"If the sky and the night are such that you greet them with joy, and life emits a fragrance like flowers and sweet-scented herbs, it more endears, more ennobles; that is your success."
- Henry David Thoreau
ACTIVITIES: Yearbook (Sports Editor, 4-Editor-in-Chief) Basketball (2,3-4) Honor Editor Cum Laude (3,4-Treasurer) DECA (2,3,4) Track (1,2) Yellow Ribbon (1,2) Business Academy (3).

Brandie Sullivan
60 Partridge Ln.
"I get up I walk I fall down meanwhile... I keep dancing."
ACTIVITIES: Dance Team (1,2,3,4).

David Sullivan
101 Victor Ave.
Chien Sun
21 Woodbury Ct.

Yu Sun
21 Woodbury Ct.

Alexandra Supnick
1708 Berlin Rd.

Kristy Swanson
234 N. Brookfield Rd.

Chloe Swirsky
521 Garwood Dr.

Audi Syarief
1714 Berlin Rd.

Gary Taggland
307 Nature Dr.

Katelyn Taylor
911 Chanticleer

Kevin Tellier
26 Robin Lake Dr.

Julian Terezin
1525 S. Bowling Green Dr.

Austin Thomas
7 Bear Ln.

Megan Timber
29 Cunningham Ln.

ACTIVITIES: Mock Trial (1,2), Attorney, Captain, Attorney 4, Student Congress (2, Founder, Coordinator, 3, 4), Eastside (2, 3, 4, News, Features Editor), Mite Co. (3, 4), One Act (2, 3, 4), Cum Laude (3, 4), Broadcasting H.B. (2, 3, 4),-Eddison (4), Track/ XC (1, 2).

"The most wasted of all days is one without laughter." -E. E. Cummings

ACTIVITIES: Martial Arts Club (1, 2, Co-President, 3, Co-President), Co-President, Multicultural Club (3, 4, Co-President), Yearbook (3, 4, Literary Editor), 4-Literary Editor), 36A (3, 4), Model UN (2, 3, 4, Crisis Discussion), FBA (2, 3, Publicity Coordinator), Science League (2, 3, 4), Cum Laude (3, 4), DECA (4).

ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4, Captain), SGA (2, 3, 4), DECA (4), Cum Laude (3, 4).

ACTIVITIES: Varsity Golf (1, 2, 3, 4), Key Club (3, 4), FBA (4), Table Tennis Club (2, 3, 4).

"I never see what has been done; I only see what remains to be done." - Buddha

ACTIVITIES: Cross Country (1, 2), Track (1, 2, 4).

"There's more to living than only survival." - Jim Morrison

"Believe in yourself and all that you are. Know that there is something inside you that is greater than any obstacle." - Vince Lombardi

ACTIVITIES: Tennis (1, 2, 3, 4).
Nick Toloso
34 Costrono Dr.
"Defeat is worse than death." - John Valore
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1), Basketball (1,2,3,4)

Darayus Toorkey
38 Camaro Dr.
"You cannot be buried in obscurity: you are exposed upon a grand theater to the view of the world. If your actions are upright and benevolent, be assured they will augment your power and happiness." - King Cyrus the Great

Emily Torres
9 East 3rd Ave.
"My love, give me the color to paint the night, and I will show you a dream." - Ryuk Dunn

Gabriel Toth
8 Sandbridge Rd.
"Why'd you put them in your mouth?" - Ryuk Dunn

Loi Tran
1975 Greenview Rd.

Christopher Travaglio
7 Brompton Pl.

Elizabeth Tremble
16 Darien Dr.

Tony Tseng
462 Hickory Circle
"The only thing that interferes with my learning is my education." - Albert Einstein

Alison Turtz
108 Royce Ct.

Peter Tseng
114 Rue Du Bois
"Sleep is the remedy of all our miseries when awake." - Miguel de Cervantes (translation)
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2), Cross Country (3,4-Captain), Winter Track (1,3-4), Spring Track (1,2,3,4), Chess (1,2,3,4-Captain), DECA (1,2,3,4), Science League (2,3).

Edward Uvaydov
1153 Charlotte Ave.
"I came... I conquered... bygaa!! But 'seriously'..." - Albert Einstein
ACTIVITIES: Football, Track, Weightroom.

Richard Vallet
"Education is what remains after one has forgotten what one has learned in school." - Albert Einstein
ACTIVITIES: Chess Club (1), Embrye Staff Illustrator (1,2,3,4)
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Rebecca Vega
229 N. Brookfield Rd.
"They're not drums if you make them your reality."

Peter Veideman
1705 Lark Ln.
"Those who dare to fail miserably can achieve greatly."

Erica Villecco
119 Kipling Rd.
"Do not follow where the path may lead. Instead, go where there is no path and leave a trail."

Kashfia Vohra
105 Rye Rd.
"In this world, it's your own two feet that keep you standing...no matter how many people hold your hand."

Jerry Wacura
166 E. Valleybrook Rd.

Francis Wagner
55 Harrison Ave.

Devin Walford
100 St. Vincent Ct.
"What lies behind us and what lies before us are both small matters compared to what lies within us."

Michelle Wallace
105 Apley Dr.
"You can have it all. You just can't have it all at once."

Richard Wallace
222 Walt Whitney Blvd.
"Let's start today!" ~ Gorilla Biscuits
ACTIVITIES: Soccer (1,2,3), Golf (1,2), DECA (1,2,3,4).

Christopher Walton
405 Longstone Dr.
"Detail, Amen Hat!"
ACTIVITIES: Marching Band (1,2,3,4-Drum Major), Celebrations (2,3,4-Officer) Band (1,2,3,4).

Hsuan-Chin Wang
14 Country Walk

Stephanie Waties
507 Longstone Dr.
"Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us...and as we let our lights shine we unconsciously give other people permission to do the same."

ACTIVITIES: Girls Volleyball (1,2,3-Captain), DECA (1,2,3,4-Captain) Yearbook (3-Activities Editor, 4-Performing Arts Editor), Eastern (1,4-Activities Editor, African American Club (3-Officer), 4-Make-A-Wish Club (4-Co-President).
Allison Wood
120 Hatfield Ave.
"Remember, you are braver than you believe, stronger than you seem, and smarter than you think." - A. A. Milne
ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey (1, 2, 3, 4-Captain)

Ryan Woods
148 East Valley Rd.
"All in all, you're just another brick in the wall." - Pink Floyd
ACTIVITIES: Lacrosse (2, 3, 4)

Samuel Wright
1619 Berlin Rd.
"Distractions will kill you if you let them."

Lulu Xu
1619 Berlin Rd.
"We all die. My goal isn't to live forever but to create something that will."
ACTIVITIES: SGA (1, 2, 3, 4) FOP (1, 2, 3, 4) Tennis (1, 2, 3) Orchestra (2, 3, 4) DECA (3, 4).

Michael Yan
1514 Chalet Dr.
"To accomplish great things, we must not only act but also dream, not only plan but also believe. Nothing will supersede a dream that defines tomorrow. Conceive. Believe. Achieve." - Anandtech France
ACTIVITIES: Key Club (1-VP, 4-VP) Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4) Tennis (1, 2, 3, 4) DECA (1, 3, 4) Table Tennis Club (4-VP)

April Yango
319 Provincetown Rd.
"The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even touched. They must be felt with your heart."
- Helen Keller
ACTIVITIES: Volleyball (3) ACS (1, 2, 3, 4) FCC (1, 2, 3, 4) Secretary, 3-VP

Janine Yanikas
25 Fox Hollow Dr.
"What doesn't kill you will only make you stronger."
ACTIVITIES: Cheer (1, 2, 3, 4-Captain) Lacrosse (1, 2) FOP (3) DECA (2)

Sean Yellis
105 Old Carriage Rd.
"Celebrate we will. 'Cause life is short but sweet for certain." - Dave Matthews Band
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4) FOP (1) Yellow Ribbon (2)

Eric Yesner
19 Thackery Ln.
"Do not live to be served but live to serve others."
ACTIVITIES: Varsity Tennis (1, 2, 3, 4-Captain) Varsity Golf (2, 3, 4) Yearbook (Community Editor, Sports Editor) FOP (2, 3, 4, Attorney) KCC (1, 2, 3, 4-President) Vocal Workshop (1) Concert Choir (2) DECA (2, 3, 4)

Grace Yi
312 Longpine Dr.
"Thinking of India: looking at popcorn stands, watching the bull get the manader. That's the best." - Charles Bukowski

Jessica Yi
606 Cooper Landing

Miriam Zander
3 St. Moritz Ln.
Erica Zhou
1603 Pleasant Dr.

Alexander Ziets
9 College Ct.

Gary Zimmer
926 Chancellor
“If you are going through hell, keep going.” Winston Churchill

Cory Zoblin
1013 Cardinal Ln.
“All in all is all we are.”

Richard Zou
25 Westbury Dr.
“All time is all time. It does not change. It does not lend itself to warnings or explanations. It simply is. Take it moment by moment, and you will find that we are all, as I’ve said before, bugs in amber.” Kurt Vonnegut

Cynthia Zuidema
218 Battlefield Ter.
“Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t stop and take a look around once in a while, you could miss it.” Ferris Bueller
ACTIVITIES: Spring Track (1,2,3,4-Varsity) SGA (1,2,3,4) Yellow Ribbon Club (1,2) Character Education (3,4) Chansons (1,2-President YOP/2,3,4).

Camera-Shy Seniors

Alison Clark
Joshua Cohen
Mitchell Colon
Andrew Ghazal
Brian Gilgore
Anthony Gormley
Joseph Green
Alan Guzman
Steven Holloway
Linda Hwang
Jacque Jones
Jesse La Grossa
Yu-Hoi Lam
Jae Gun Lee
Janice Librojo

You Liu
All Riskad Noorzad
Sean Pignatelli
Edgard Renaud
Christian Rolen-Hernandez
Jake Rubino
Michael Schafish
Darron Soto
Antonio Sherman
Max Stein
Li Tian
Maritza Valcarcel
Carmine Valentino
To the Class of 2007

As I look at the freshmen, crowding our halls, eating our cafeteria food, and imitating our style this year, it is odd to think that just four years ago, we were there. We were the ones in the way, trying to adjust to a new school and a new lifestyle. It is strange to think that in just four years, the teams, clubs, classes, and school that were the domain of the seniors have become our own. We have transformed over the past four years, and we have transformed our school. We have become bigger, smarter, and more mature, and we have left a very positive impact on East.

As we prepare to leave the life of the high school student behind, I think it is important to reflect on what you will miss the most. While it may seem like a sad way to look at graduation, it is the best way to realize what you appreciated during your time here. Take a few moments to identify a teacher, class, or activity that left a mark on you. Make yourself a promise not to lose your connection with this part of East. Commit yourself to supporting a part of your high school long after you have left it.

Also, as we look toward a future of opportunities, independence, and challenges, I hope that all my classmates keep their aspirations in mind without losing a sense of perspective. Cherish your relationships and always think before you sacrifice something or someone for personal gain. Never give up on the youthful optimism that you possess as it has infinite potential to improve our community and country. And always remember where you came from.

When you look in the mirror fifteen or twenty years from now, you may see a well-dressed businessman, a seventh-grade teacher, or an orthopedic surgeon. But no matter who you see looking back at you, never forget that the man or woman in the mirror is, and always will be, a proud member of the graduating Class of 2007 of Cherry Hill High School East. No one can ever change that!

Best of Luck,

Jesse Cohen

Senior Class President
Dear Class of 2007,

At your eighth grade orientation, I remember telling you to make the most of your high school career because it would go so quickly. As I congratulate you on your successful completion of high school, I remember your anxious, excited freshman faces, eager to begin life at East. Then, as now, your faces were full of anticipation about the future.

Time passes so quickly. It seems like just yesterday that we laughed together at the C-wing intersection as you tried to navigate the hallways of East, make sense of your class schedules, find the elusive 3rd floor of B wing and locate the East swimming pool.

How quickly you transformed yourselves from naive Freshmen to leaders of the school. It's been my pleasure to watch you grow both as individuals and as a Class. You have made a significant impact. Your leadership created a stronger commitment for community service and care for others. I am sincerely proud of your efforts: Katrina relief, Habitat for Humanity, Ronald McDonald House Meals, American Red Cross Blood Drives, Cum Laude tutoring, support for our Troops in Iraq and so many others.

The Class of 2007 has been the driving force of the East community. Your academic achievements are most impressive. Your leadership has injected new life into East's school spirit. I will never forget your voices at the Cherokee football game coupled with the sound of our Marching Band. I had the privilege of seeing many of you at sporting events, concerts, theatre programs, SGA and club activities. At each event I smiled with pride at the number of seniors involved. Your support for our athletic teams and SGA events has set a new standard that will challenge the classes that follow you. That challenge will make East a better place.

This year during our annual face-to-face interview I found that my anxious freshmen of 2003 had grown into mature, insightful, reflective young adults. The advice you gave me to pass along to the incoming Class of 2011 deepened my respect for all of you and for how far you've come in the past four years.

It's difficult to let you go, but it's time for you to move on. As you do, remember to care for and respect yourself and others. Remember to persevere and to work hard. Remember to take time to enjoy the simple beauty of life, like a snowflake falling gently. Remember to laugh.

My heartfelt hope is success and happiness for each of you. Working with young people is my greatest joy. I hope that each of you finds your own joy as you transition to the next stage in your life. It has been an honor to be your Grade Level Principal.

I will miss you.

Love,
Mrs. McLeester
SENIOR TWINS

Kristen and Alison Reynolds

Zachary and Chelsea Dolchin

April Barnum and Kim Barnum
Double the pleasure, double the fun!

Allison and Jillian Cogan

Nicole and James Smith

Additional Senior Twins: Adam and Bryan Gross Desiree and Shannon Baird
Achieving Excellence

National Merit Commended Students

National Merit Achievement and The New Jersey Scholars Program
Stephanie Waties

National Merit Semifinalists
Jeffrey Adler, Zhao Chen, Jesse Cohen, Ran Fan, Menghan Fu, Emily Kelly, Sunwoo Kim, Sandra Levy, Catherine Lin, David Michelson, Sai Rachoor, Audi Syarief, Francis Wagner

National Hispanic Recognition
Ruben Fuentes, Alan Guzman
**Governor's School**
Zhao Chen, Jesse Cohen, Joseph Daniels, Ran Fan, Menghan Fu, Mitchell Lowenthal, Victoria Luk, Sai Rachoor, Kyera Singleton, Peter Tzeng

**Rotary**
Alaina Chadif, Jesse Cohen, Sarah Daly, Cory Honeyman, Victoria Luk, Jenna Mintzer, Daniel Neuner, Cyndi Zuidema

**Girls State**
Theresa Cattuna, Carolyn Desrochers, Sarah Kline, Laura Matusow, Samantha Siegel

**Boys State**
Jeffrey Adler, Mitchell Lowenthal, Gautham Sawhney, Darayus Toorkey, Joshua Weinstock, Joshua Wirtshafter
GETTING TOGETHER & ACTIVITIES
STAYING INVOLVED
When you take a look around you – whether you’re in a classroom, cafeteria or hallway – you see diversity. Diversity in styles, diversity in personalities and diversity in cultures. Here at Cherry Hill East, cultural diversity is plentiful. Our school is overflowing with cultures from all around the world, encompassing countries from Asia all the way to Hispanic America. To acknowledge such diversity, we have a multiplicity of clubs that are devoted to celebrating each culture. For example, there are clubs dedicated to the Asian, Chinese, French, Filipino, Hispanic, Indian, Islamic, Jewish, Korean, Vietnamese cultures and more.

Chinese Culture Club officers Helen Mac (’07), Chin Fong (’07) and Tiffany Chan (’07) sell pretzels after to fundraise money for their club.

Agape: Jong In Bae, Rebecca Cha, Tiffany Chan, Jane Chang, Levina Chi, Michael Chin, Melissa Chiu, David Choi, Esther Choi, Michael Choi, Carolene Chou, Nick Chou, Grace Chung, Paul Chung, Sarah Chung, Justin Deng, Alvin Dung, Yueh Ho, Kelly Hwang, Benjamin Im, Jason Im, Younjeong Jang, Daniel Kim, Edwin Kim, Jackie Kim, Jen Kim, Kevin Kim, Rick Kuo, Junhee Lee, Seywhan Lee, Helen Mac, Ryan McGwiggan, Grace Min, Teran Oung, Ellis Pae, Elizabeth Park, Eric Shin, Florence Shin, Sung So, Tony Tseng, Athena Wang, Christina Yim, Advisor: Ms. Orlando

Asian Culture Society: Michelle Aningalan, Nauren Banzali, Rebecca Cha, David Choi, Jung Choi, Susie Choi, Caroline Chou, Paul Chung, Jason Ea, Chin Fong, Jen Ho, Kelly Hwang, Alex Khan, Edwin Kim, Deepak Kumar, Olivia Lai, Junhee Lee, Janice Librojo, Stanley Lim, Helen Mac, Grace Min, Angella Poon, Jennifer Poor, Stanley See, Sung So, Shelly Tan, Chris Tran, Tony Tseng, Leo Wang, Jevons Wu, April Yang, Sophia Zhao, Advisor: Mr. Console
The purpose of these clubs is to share the different heritages with our high school. During the meetings of a cultural club, information regarding a holiday or custom of that culture would be shared. For example, in December, the Jewish Culture Club would hold a meeting to gather to celebrate the upcoming holiday of Hanukkah. Students would partake in traditional holiday festivities while munching on cultural goodies. Also, some of the Asian clubs would hold meetings around the Lunar New Year, which occurs in between January and February, to celebrate with festive games and food.

Additionally, some of the cultural clubs organize events in order to raise money for specific causes. Many of the Asian cultural clubs, such as the Asian Culture Society, the Chinese Culture Club and others, have extended their hand to aid the community. Clubs hold pretzel sales, bake sales and food sales to raise funds to sponsor community projects, such as the beautification of our school. These clubs work to instill a general sense of heritage, spirit, and generosity in East’s students.


Chinese Culture Club: Rebecca Cha, Tiffany Chan, David Choi, Jung Choi, Bryant Chung, Hsuipei Chung, Paul Chung, Imma Delacruz, Jason Ea, Chin Fong, Jen Ho, Yueh Ho, Quazi Hoque, Janet Jang, Daniel Kim, Rick Kuo, Eric Leung, Janice Librojo, Alex Lui, Victor Ly, Bobby Mac, Helen Mac, Irene Mac, Angella Poon, Jenn Poon, Stanley See, Chris Tran, Tony Tseng, Jevons Wu, Leo Wang, Grace Yi, Advisor: Ms. Hu

Filipino Culture Club: Michelle Aningalan, Bonnie Arroyo, Brenda Arroyo, Naureen Banzali, Carolene Chou, Raphael Dela Cruz, Jason Ea, Revie Guanzon, Alex Khan, Jackie Kim, Victoria Lam, Pauline Luong, Minh Nguyen, Sung So, Soosan Song, Jenne Tran, Athina Wang, April Yango, Advisor: Ms. McCaffery
International Networking

Each year, all of the cultural clubs gather to display their heritage for the teachers and the student body. The culmination of such performances are featured in two main events, Lunar Banquet and Multicultural Day.

Lunar Banquet is a luncheon that is held on the behalf of the teachers, in order to share an array of cultural foods and cultural performances. Student officers of the cultural clubs, such as the Asian Cultural Society, Chinese Cultural Club, and Korean Cultural Club, organize the Lunar Banquet to take place on the Lunar New Year. The students themselves take pleasure in preparing homemade ethnic dishes. After the teachers get their food, they are ushered into a room in which they experience cultural performances, such as the Chinese yo-yo, origami, and traditional dances and songs.

Lunar Banquet is a chance for students to share their heritages with their teachers and allow them to experience different cultures for a day. Korean Culture Club officer Grace Min ('07) says, "It's a really fun day because we get to show teachers the different aspects of our culture and give them an insight on how we live our lives."

**Hispanic Culture Society:** Quetsy Bailey, Daniel Bryant, Jessica Cruz, Michael Cruz, Eileen Garden, Therron Horne, Alvin Johnson, Keith Johnson, Jessenia Martinez, Yasmin Muñiz, Stephanie Paulino, Bianca Quiñonez, David Reynolds, German Vasquez, Rebecca Vega  Advisor: Ms. Morris

**Indian Culture Society:** Shabani Ahluwalia, Simran Ahluwalia, Arindam Chakravartti, Manu Colacot, Anik Das, Krupa Desai, Niyati Desai, Ruben Fuentes, Quazi Hoque, Deepak Kumar, Mitch Lowenthal, Pauline Luong, Andrew Paik, Dipa Patel, Janie Patel, Jigna Patel, Radhika Patel, Angella Poon, Sai Rachoor, Apoorva Reddy, Priya Sehgal, Nipun Sodhi, Susan Song, Audi Syarief, Kashfia Vohra, Leo Wang, Vincent Wong, Mike Yan  Advisor: Mr. Haines

**Islamic Culture Society:** Mo Alkaysi, Aasia Bibi, A Charavarti, Ayoti Das, Imma Dela Cruz, Brittney Henderson, Quazi Hoque, Sol Hu, Edwin Kim, Alvin Oung, Janie Patel, Dibyo Roy, Stanley See, Noor Shah, Audi Syarief, Dena Syarief, Sali Terzi, Chris Tran, Leo Wang, Mike Yan  Advisor: Mr. Bryant
The Lunar New Year follows a zodiac calendar, which made this year the year of the pig.

While Lunar Banquet is an event held for the teachers, Multicultural Day is held for the student population. All year, students from the different cultural clubs prepare ethnic performances to share their diverse cultures with their peers. On Multicultural Day, four separate assemblies are held, split according to grade level. During each assembly, a medley of performances is displayed for the enjoyment of the student population, in order to share the diversity within our school. These performances range from songs in different languages to traditional dances to even modern dances. The students are able to view a blend of the traditional and modern aspects of the cultures. Multicultural Day is always a great success and highly popular among the student body.

**Italian Culture Club:** Gina Ascola, Gabby Aslanian, April Barnum, Kimberly Barnum, Ricky Barnum, Amanda Borodovsky, Arielle Braude, Jason Breig, Devin Brooks, Julieann Calabrese, Donte Cassano, Daniella Castro, Erica Cavaliere, Danielle Choyinska, Nicole Cicchetelli, Vince Cicchetelli, Ali Celignano, Jeanna Culino, Christine Cirillo, Joe Cona, Kevin Conroy, Joey Crimski, Mike DiMedio, Natalie DiNunzio, Kristi Fanelli, Francesca Fedele, Elena Friedman, Chris Gambino, Blaise Gaspari, Maria Gill, Deana Giovannetti, Blaze Gregorio, Anthony Hammerquist, Andrea Heymann, Tiffany Kresky, Anthony Lombard, Vincent Lombard, Chris Lowen, Courtney Marro, Logan Marro, Megan Marro, Melissa Mathis, Katie Maymuth, Carley McKeel, Jenna Oliver, Christina Pagliaro, Alex Paluzi, Kristi Paolini, Kolbi Paolini, Amanda Pezzella, Lizz Rath, Sierra Robinson, Alex Rossano, Tori Rossi, Daniella Saraceno, Desiree Saraceno, Joey Severino, Ashley Showers, Marie Smithgall.

**Vietnamese Culture Club:** Tiffany Chan, Krupa Desai, Jason Ea, Alexander Khan, Victoria Lam, Helen Mac, Irene Mac, Grace Min, Pauline Luong, Minh Nguyen, Angella Poon, Jennifer Tran, Loi Tran, Advisor: Ms. Hamill

**Korean Culture Club:** Daegun Bong, Rebecca Cha, Jane Chang, Levina Chi, Bahnun Choi, David Choi, Michael Choi, Susie Choi, Young Choi, Caroline Chou, Paul Chung, Sarah Chung, Donbi Hong, Jennifer Hong, Kelly Hwang, YounJoung Jang, David Kang, Alex Kim, Daniel Kim, Diane Kim, Edwin Kim, Jackie Kim, Jen Kim, Julie Kim, Kevin Kim, Junhee Lee, Seywhan Lee, Helen Mac, Grace Min, Jackie Nam, Mac Nam, Ellis Pae, Elizabeth Park, Joanna Park, Angella Poon, Jennifer Poon, Florence Shin, Sung So, Soosan Song, Tony Tseng, Athens Wang, Alina Yang, Grace Yi, Jessica Yi, Mike Yi, Christina Yim, Advisor: Ms. Choi

**Italian Culture Club:** Gina Ascola, Gabby Aslanian, April Barnum, Kimberly Barnum, Ricky Barnum, Amanda Borodovsky, Arielle Braude, Jason Breig, Devin Brooks, Julieann Calabrese, Donte Cassano, Daniella Castro, Erica Cavaliere, Danielle Choyinska, Nicole Cicchetelli, Vince Cicchetelli, Ali Celignano, Jeanna Culino, Christine Cirillo, Joe Cona, Kevin Conroy, Joey Crimski, Mike DiMedio, Natalie DiNunzio, Kristi Fanelli, Francesca Fedele, Elena Friedman, Chris Gambino, Blaze Gaspari, Maria Gill, Deana Giovannetti, Blaze Gregorio, Anthony Hammerquist, Andrea Heymann, Tiffany Kresky, Anthony Lombard, Vincent Lombard, Chris Lowen, Courtney Marro, Logan Marro, Megan Marro, Melissa Mathis, Katie Maymuth, Carley McKeel, Jenna Oliver, Christina Pagliaro, Alex Paluzi, Kristi Paolini, Kolbi Paolini, Amanda Pezzella, Lizz Rath, Sierra Robinson, Alex Rossano, Tori Rossi, Daniella Saraceno, Desiree Saraceno, Joey Severino, Ashley Showers, Marie Smithgall.

**Vietnamese Culture Club:** Tiffany Chan, Krupa Desai, Jason Ea, Alexander Khan, Victoria Lam, Helen Mac, Irene Mac, Grace Min, Pauline Luong, Minh Nguyen, Angella Poon, Jennifer Tran, Loi Tran, Advisor: Ms. Hamill

**Korean Culture Club:** Daegun Bong, Rebecca Cha, Jane Chang, Levina Chi, Bahnun Choi, David Choi, Michael Choi, Susie Choi, Young Choi, Caroline Chou, Paul Chung, Sarah Chung, Donbi Hong, Jennifer Hong, Kelly Hwang, YounJoung Jang, David Kang, Alex Kim, Daniel Kim, Diane Kim, Edwin Kim, Jackie Kim, Jen Kim, Julie Kim, Kevin Kim, Junhee Lee, Seywhan Lee, Helen Mac, Grace Min, Jackie Nam, Mac Nam, Ellis Pae, Elizabeth Park, Joanna Park, Angella Poon, Jennifer Poon, Florence Shin, Sung So, Soosan Song, Tony Tseng, Athens Wang, Alina Yang, Grace Yi, Jessica Yi, Mike Yi, Christina Yim, Advisor: Ms. Choi

**Jewish Culture Club:** Arielle Braude, Seth Breggar, Dana Bressler, Lawrence Cooper, Jeff Dolin, Rachel Fine, Alexa Ginsburg, Jami Goldschneider, Laura Green, Stacey Green, Caroline Handtali, Hayley Kombleuth, Rachael Levin, Avi Lieber, Mitch Lofenthal, Rona Mann, David Minion, Nathaniel Moor, Samantha Mullner, Maia Nechemia, Laurie Parish, Elana Perelstein, Talia Robbins, Chana Leah Rosenbaum, Debra Schwarz, Shanny Shinvel, Jasmine Singson, Danielle Stomel, Julia Susoni, Jared Weiss, Rebecca Winter, Yev Yelkina, Advisor: Ms. Freedman
Many of East's clubs are producing many future world leaders. Students who participate in Blood Drive help organize a drive at East where many students, as well as others, donate their blood. Character Education helps the students at East build their character as the members post a different character-building word every week. The members of Future Doctors of America follow their ambitions to become doctors. They attend meetings during which guest speakers, such as doctors and medical students, inform them.

FOP Chairpersons: Jacqueline Chang, Andy Cutler, Niyati Desai, Andrew Kanoff, Rebecca Kaplan, Cory Kessler, Britney Linsky, Josh Weinstock, Grace Yi. Advisor: Mr. Davis
of the medical world and everyday aspects of their lives. These students also go on various field trips to hospitals and rehabilitation centers to get a better understanding of the medical field. FOP, or the Fraternal Order of Police, is a club that organizes a Holiday Party for disabled children. The members use their artistic abilities to decorate the hall where the holiday party takes place. Student Government organizes various activities and dances for the students here at East in order to make the year as fun and exciting as possible. One of their many successes this year is the Wing Bowl. These clubs prepare students for the real world as they allow them to grow to become leaders that lead the way.


Student Government Officers: Shivaram Cumarasamy, Brandon Cohen, Diandra DiPiero, Cory Honeymam, Courtney Marro, Advisor: Mr. Dappalone
Learning Never Stops

In many ways, DECA is a source of inspiration for those who wish to achieve greater goals. Although it is related to the field of marketing, and on a more general sense, business, it helps train students for the future by polishing their interpersonal skills, cooperation in a team, and ability to master subjects. DECA is a unique learning experience because it takes business to the next level—a place far from the classroom.

It allows students to express their creativity in their business plans, and campaigns they propose, and allow them to pursue their passions in a number of different topics such as fashion, sports and entertainment management, vehicle marketing, business law and ethics, and many others.

Here, Advanced Marketing student Andrew Paik ('07) leans over to help fellow classmate Deepak Kumar ('07) with his extensive 30 page research paper.

East Chemistry Society: Mo Alakaysi, April Barnum, Kim Barnum, Henry Chao, Joe Chen, Caroline Chou, Paul Chung, Adam Chung, Shivi Cumarasamy, Imma Delacruz, Ran Fan, Jordan Fox, Ruben Fuentes, Yuyu Hu, Quazi Hoque, Kevin Hou, Alex Hsieh, Sol Hu, Connie Huang, Daniel Kim, Jonathan Lim, Yong Kim, Mike Kramer, Mukund Lakshman, Mike Levin, Irene Mac, Jacklyn Mahgerefteh, Alvin Oung, Elizabeth Park, Joanna Park, Angelina Poon, Stanley See, Priya Seghal, Jason Seher, Rukan Shao, David Sharp, Suli Terz, Darayus Torkrey, Frank Wagner, Jon Wang, Leo Wang, Quinn Weissman, Mike Yan, David Yang, Mike Yi, Christina Yin, Ken Zhang, Sarah Zhang, Minda Zhu, Advisors: Mr. Falst, Ms. Hinrichsen

168 Activities
It originated as a small organization but has now branched out to the entire United States and even some of its territories, including Guam, Puerto Rico, and other countries. Each level of competition tests the students even further, defining their strengths and helping to improve upon their weaknesses. The enormity of the organization can be seen in its yearly International Career Development Conference which is hosted in a major city, changed each year. It allows the students to meet with equally bright business students from around the country, experiencing the differences in practices, ideologies, and more. This year, it will be held in Orlando.

DECA stands not only for the passion of business students but their want to reach out to the world and help improve it. The conferences on the regional, state, and international level alike foster an environment of friendly competition coupled with innovative learning. It is an unforgettable experience.

**History Club:** Alyssa Cambell, Sabrina Davis, Meera Khan, Alexandra Seaver, Katerin Seaver, Mallory Smith, Advisor: Mr. Howard

**Math Club:** Jason Breig, Henry Chao, Joe Chen, Ran Fan, Calvin Hou, Connie Huang, Steve Ji, Michael Kramer, Mukund Lakshman, Jonathan Lim, Stanley See, Rukan Shao, Leo Wang, David Yang, Mingda Zhu, Advisor: Mr. Semus
Many of the students in East spend their time, giving back to their community. The well-known Habitat for Humanity provides less fortunate individuals with housing. The members of this club travel to various parts of the country to build houses. This year over spring break, students went to New Orleans, which was hit by Hurricane Katrina years ago. The Key Club also performs various voluntary services around the community, such as volunteering at the local nursing home and raising money for charities. Make-a-Difference, East in Action, and Operation Smile all provide for the greater good of society in any possible way.

Apoorva Reddy ('07) tries to help Dipa Patel ('07) with the computer.

Allison Dolan ('07) organizes a Habitat for Humanity meeting in the library to discuss future day builds in the surrounding area.

East In Action: Sheri Cohen, Matt Eng, Alison Ho, Tommy Li, Vincent Li, Tiffany Liao, Rachel Nover, Ben Tu, Advisor: Mrs. Heath, Ms. Rion
Joe Chen ('07) tries to help another student with a difficult math problem.

**Operation Smile**: Madison Back, Stacey Green, Marissa Josephs, Tom King, Shelby Spector, Advisor: Ms. Lynch

**Make a Difference**: Sarah Basehore, Blair Bennett, Scott Bennett, Jonathan Braverman, Samuel Chukaweezee, Sean Laun, Tommy Li, Sena Pottackal, Mike Reilly, Lauren Udell, Justin Weiss, Advisor: Mrs. Dilba

**Habitat for Humanity**: Seth Breggar, Bernadette Finck, Stefan Knecht, Ellise Radziwill, Quinn Weisman, Advisor: Mr. Console

**Key Club**: Imma DeLa Cruz, Yueh Ho, Quazi Hoque, Diane Kim, Julie Kim, Michelle Li, Sai Rachoor, Dibyo Roy, Stanley See, Priya Sehgal, Alvin Wang, Leo Wang, Vincent Wang, Mike Yan, Sarah Zhang, Advisors: Ms. Brahms, Mrs. Pomponio
A source of pride and joy here at Cherry Hill East is our critically acclaimed newspaper, *Eastside*. The release of *Eastside* each month is always highly anticipated by all students. When the day comes for *Eastside* to be issued, it is always evident. Students wearing *Eastside* shirts, with creative slogans, swarm the entrances to distribute a newspaper to each entering student. And throughout the day, classrooms and hallways are filled with students, diligently reading the fascinating pieces featured in the renowned periodical.

The editors of *Eastside* work hard both in Journalism II class and outside of school to produce the newspaper that the East community can enjoy. *Eastside* editors often stay the extra hour to perfect their layouts to the pica, debate the merits of upcoming editorial ideas, or put a spotlight on unrecognized students by featuring their personality profiles.

*Eastside* editors Chloe Swirsky ('07) and Craig Malamut ('08) are hard at work, creating stories and illustrations for the renowned *Eastside*. They often stay after school, diligently working to perfect each issue.
As you can see, *Eastside* is no fun and games. *Eastside* editors Chloe Swirsky ('07) and Craig Malamut ('08) are meticulously working alongside their co-editors (i.e. giant monkey) while advisor Mr. Gagliardi tidies up the room.

Another amazing feature of *Eastside* is its high availability. Students do not even have to wait a month for the next issue. On the newly re-designed Eastside Online (http://eastside-online.org/), frequent updates on stories and headlines allow students to get their share of East news any time at any place.
Students wait around for the bus or a ride after their after school activities.

Art Club: Ching Fong, Reena Palanivel, Andy Yan, Mike Yan, Advisor: Ms. Hu

This year’s Wing Bowl was a major success. The students here are competing in the buffalo wing eating contest.

Comic Book Club: David Cohen, Josh Feighbaum, Alex Filip, Christopher Gambino, Marie Gill, Brandon Goldstein, Blaze Gregorio, Evan Herron, David Levin, Alex Rossano, Dez Sececeo, Jamie Segreco, Rachel Turtz, Advisor: Mr. Howard

East Film Club: Geoffrey Alterman, Natasha Andriyanychua, Mallory Ceneviva, Jacob Charny, Matan Freedman, Avi Lieber, Jenna Olivo, Wendy Peng, Lisa Pietrangelo, Andrew Polonsky, Josh Ritz, Julianne Roseman, Zach Roxy, Katie Savarin, Jill Schwartz, David Sharp, Brandon Wright, Laura Xu - Advisors: Mr. Roven, Mr. Howe
Not only do the students in East advance in learning various skills, but they also have fun in doing so. Another addition to East’s extensive list of clubs is the new ping-pong club. The members of this club teach new members valuable ping-pong skills, as they themselves improve their own. The members of the Rock-on club “rock on” as they listen to various types of music. The Art Club adds color to our lives as it embellishes the ordinary walls of our school. Without the Art Club, our walls would be without life. Many students spend their time after-school taking pictures as they improve their eye in Photo Club. All of these students display their expertise through their various forms of art and their assorted abilities.

Photography Club: Eden Akiva, Esther Choi, Dor Halery, Paul Jang, Sam Lee, Jordan Levah, Nick Lifont, Emily Miller, Andrew Mitchell, Jackie Nam, Rishad Noorzad, Kristen Oney, Mindy Shipon, Advisor: Mr. Kovanat

Ping Pong Club: Henry Chao, David Goldberg, Ruben Fuentes, Kevin Hou, Deepak Kumar, Mitch Lowenthal, Helen Mac, Andrew Paik, Sai Rachoor, Alexander Stuessy, Audi Syanief, Darayus Toorkey, Mike Yan, Andy Yan, Advisor:
On any given Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday, one can find at least two members of the Cum Laude Society stationed in the library to offer help to any students who need it. Comprising of the top 15% of the senior class, Cum Laude offers two primary services to the East student body: after-school tutoring and the Smaller Learning Community program. After school, on three days of the week, Cum Laude tutors sit in the library, available to give help in all different academic subjects. In addition to this, tutors often set up personal tutoring sessions with students who request it. Also, Cum Laude runs the Smaller Learning Community program, which allows Cum Laude Tutors to work more closely with particular students. Cum Laude members are paired with one student to provide specialized attention to the student’s particular needs. The benefits of tutoring are symbiotic. Students get the help they need to master material, while tutors refresh and reinforce subjects that they may have learned one or two years before.
EXPRESS

PERFORMING ARTS

YOURSELF
Performing Arts Organizations

For those who always wish to participate more in performing art activities, there are additional clubs: Performing and Visual Arts Society (PAVAS), Mime Company, and Thespian Society. PAVAS is a group for those very talented in performing or visual arts. In Mime Company, students act out many scenes with only body motions. The Thespian Society is made up of a group of students who help out planning the Coffee House.

Various members of the Cherry Hill East Jazz Band listen to a past performance to examine their sound to improve for the future.

Dan Neuner ('07), John Brown ('07), and Christina Jaison ('09) practice during a Jazz Band rehearsal for an upcoming festival.


Starring:

Red Cast

White Cast

Spring Musical: Beauty & The Beast

Starring:

Red Cast:

White Cast:


Disney's Beauty and The Beast
Stringing It All ...

Orchestra

When roaming the halls of D-wing, past the sound of students singing is the soft music of the orchestra, which practices tirelessly at the end of the hallway. The members of the chamber and string orchestras can be heard using their various violins, violas, cellos, bases, and other instruments during the schoolday.

They perform at East's four concerts every year, typically reflecting in their song selection, the season in which they perform.

Many also extend their talents to East's drama department as members of the pit orchestra. Several players have received recognition on the county and state levels. Many continue to play in college as well.

The members of Chamber Orchestra perform at the Fall Preview Concert each year. It is the first opportunity they have each year to show off their talents.
Together
Bands

The conductor raises his baton and the students begin to play to the smooth motion of their leader’s hands. The drums and various horns come together, fusing into one sound the various wind, brass, and percussion instruments. To the many students who participate in one of East’s four primary bands, this activity is rehearsed each day at school and sometimes even hours after the school day has concluded. And that is just the beginning of what these students must do.

In addition to accomplishing the difficult task of expressing unison from dozens of students playing dozens of different instruments, they must devote many hours to learning and perfecting the songs they will perform in concert before hundreds of people.

Max Korach ('09), Seth Breggar ('07), Jeff Huber ('08) and David Shi ('08), members of the Jazz Band perform at the Fall Preview Concert at Cherry Hill West.


Jazz Standards Band: M. Pressman, R. Hoffman, L. Terry, J. Huber, E. Goldstein, M. Feinberg, C. Walton

Singing

Choirs

From Renaissance music to selections from Mozart’s operas to the latest Broadway hit, every type of song is fair game for the Cherry Hill East Vocal Department. Each choir works to perfect singing scales and sight-reading. Lead expertly by Ms. Ferguson and Mrs. Lausi, these groups of individuals create splendid songs as cohesive groups. Vocal Workshop is a choir for those newer to singing at East. Concert Choir, a co-ed group, and Chansons, an all-female group, are for more advanced singers who have completed already Vocal Workshop. Meanwhile, East Singers is East’s most prestigious choir. All groups perform in numerous concerts both at East and outside of the school throughout the school year.

At the Fall Preview Concert, these singers show their vocal talents before a crowd of hundreds of proud parents and friends.

Jasmine Singson (’08), of Chansons sing expressively using hand motions to enhance their performance.


**Small Groups**

Singers interested in participating in East’s accredited vocal department receive an outlet through which they can let their voices be heard - literally. Among the small groups students can audition for (after completing Vocal Workshop) are Belles of East, Celebrations, Madrigals, and Casual Harmony. Each group possesses its own distinct persona that defines its members and its song selections. While the Madrigals illustrate a fondness for the Renaissance in their songs and style of dress, the Belles of East reflect traditionalism in their incorporation of soft, soothing tunes to the rhythm of the bells they use on stage.

The Belles of East prove that multi-tasking also extends into the realm of music. The girls must simultaneously maintain a peaceful, harmonious pitch while playing their bells.

The Madrigals transport you to the Renaissance. Through their costumes, their conventions, and their songs.

The melodies and rhythms of Casual Harmony bring back a bygone era of “doo-wop.”


... Small Packages
GET YOUR HEAD

SPORTS

IN THE GAME!
Top Left: Kim Schimpf ('07) handles the ball as she is surrounded by teammates.

Top Right: Brittany Hoffman ('07) shoots the ball down field.

Middle: Kelley Dallas ('07) carries the ball up field looking for a pass.

Bottom Left: Liane Tellier ('09) looks on as her teammates fight for the ball.

Bottom Right: Allison Wood ('07) shields the defender while controlling the ball in the open field.

"Strength does not come from physical capacity, it comes from an indomitable will." — Mahatma Gandhi

Above: Emily Kennan ('07) fights for the ball in order to score one for the team.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Us</th>
<th>Them</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paulsboro</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seneca</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH West</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow Twp</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timber Creek</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamstown</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delsea</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toms River East</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rancocas Valley</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Top Row: Jamie Matthews, Kelly Dallas, Kelly LaVoice
Second Row: Kim Schimpf, Kelly Willoth, Rachel Wint, Jil Gagnon, Meredith Bajer
Third Row: Colleen McNally, Elise Radziwill, AlliW Hoffman, Emily Kennan, Danielle Franks, Lianne Tellier
Front Row: Leah Rudiger, Stephanie Scarpa, Nicole Einbinder
Left: Grace Yi ('07) follows through after a backhand swing. Above: Amanda Kaufman ('08) attempts to forehand the ball over the net.
Upper Right: Caryssa Peretz ('10) connects on a backhand swing, keeping the volley alive.
Bottom Left: Lefty Jamie Hessert ('07) winds up for a forehand swing.
Bottom Right: Lana Malts ('07) tries to put top spin on the ball with her forehand swing.

"We let our racquets do the talking!"
Boys' Soccer

Above: Goalkeeper, Todd Hummel '09, covers up a cross from a corner kick. Right: Josh Wirshafter '07 uses fancy footwork to dribble through the midfield. Bottom Right: Stefan Knecht '07 aggressively fights to win a tackle in the air. Bottom Left: Midfielder Alex Titus '08 builds the East counterattack as he charges through the defense and looks for teammates.

Coach Moehlmann
“We were competitive in every game, playing in one of the toughest conferences in the state.”


Coach's Cup Semi-Finalists

Left: Stephanie Mozzillo '08 lead the Cougar offense in a powerful attack. With her magnificent touch, she was capable of distributing the ball as well as scoring.

Bottom Left: Courtney Marro '07, a senior defender, uses her body to shield off the attacking opposition in order to make a safe clearance for the Cougar's back line.

Bottom Right: As Jocelyn Prescott '09 weaves through defenders and approaches the goal, she prepares to make her last touch a shot at the goal.

Above: Carlea Lindgren '08 volleys the ball up field to the strikers. As the Cougar's central midfielder, Lindgren played a pivotal role as the playmaker and creative mind of the team.
Cheerleading

Give me a...
C-O-U-G-A-R-S
COUGARS!

Cheerleading Captain, Chelsea Whittick ('07), leads her squad in an organized cheer on the sidelines of the East Football game.

Sarah Giaccio ('07), Chelsea Whittick ('07), and Denni Paolini ('07) flash their pearly-whites in celebration after they finish a routine. The girls' dedication to learning various demanding routines epitomizes their importance on the squad.

The Cherry Hill East cheerleading girls utilize excellent balance and flexibility to memorize Cherry Hill East fanatics.

Sarah Spillane ('07) boogies down to the groove and shakes her pom-poms as her enthusiasm rallies the crowd to a roaring state of Cougar craziness!

Top Left: Quarterback, Kevin Giunta '07, scrambles out of the pocket and dashes through the secondary, as he runs the ball in for a Cherry Hill East touchdown.

Top Right: Runningback, Michael Drake '07 breaks a tackle and heads for the end zone. Mike Marini '08, number 75, follows Drake down the field as the lead blocker.

Middle: Kevin Giunta '07 again carries the ball with help from lead blocker, Kaleef King '08. The Cougar's were primarily a running team that clinched a playoff birth for the first time in ten years.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Triton</th>
<th>Wash. Twp</th>
<th>Eastern</th>
<th>Moorestown</th>
<th>Penndauken</th>
<th>Cherokee</th>
<th>Lenape</th>
<th>Ran Valley</th>
<th>Absegami</th>
<th>CH West</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Us</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Them</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 wins - 4 losses
Girls’ Cross Country

Jeff Deppa ('07) runs swiftly against the wind in order to bring East to the finish line.

Max Cohler ('08) uses all the muscles in his body in order to run past the other team.

Peter Tzeng ('07) focuses on keeping a steady pace as he speeds towards the end of the race. While constantly moving, Peter aims to reach the finish line as quickly as possible.

"Good things come slow - especially in distance running."

Joel Burt ('08) is a serious athlete, dedicated to the team and to the players. Clearly, because of his three-year commitment, he can only be an asset to the team.

Left: Mike Levin '07 paces himself through the woods in a tough meet in North Jersey. As one of the most determined Cougar runners, Levin led his team to endure a promising season. Above: East runners kick-off the race as they mentally and physically prepare themselves for the grueling course which requires both stamina and endurance.

Top Row: Coach Witsig, Jeff Deppa, Mike Levin, Dave Berger, Colin Cosinski, Jon Arnold, Coach Cieslik, Dan Fuentes, Justin Moore. Middle Row: Brandon Cohen, Dan Gorenstein, Eli Gabay, Vinoth Vasu, Max Cohler, Peter Tseng, Ryan Delaney, Jared Widman, Andrew Baeckstrom. Bottom Row: Craig Fishbein, Tim Din, Justin Klein, Kevin Lonni, Chris Din, Nate Mulfberg, Mike Liachowitz, Matt Nemeroff
Top Row: Coach St. Jean, Coach Musemeci, Missy Showers, Jackie Goble, Ashley Showers, Alaina Chodoff, Ashley Reber, Brenda Formanek, and Stephanie Burton
Middle Row: Sandra Levy, Heather Polonsky, Lana Voskoboynik, Chelsea Palazzo, Maddie Cattuna, Jen Schrank, Ana Netzger, and Stephanie Mewes
Bottom Row: Allison Pezzner, Molly Sauer, Kylie Walford, Natalie Kuza, Brittany Scarpato, Theresa Cattuna

Ranked #1 in South Jersey...Ranked #7 in New Jersey

Above: Alaina Chodoff '07, one of East's most prominent runners, keeps a good pace as she aims to gain a greater distance between herself and others.

Above: Theresa Cattuna '07, Courier Post's "Runner of the Year", individually ranked third in South Jersey, captained the East squad to one of the best seasons in East's history.

Above: Theresa Cattuna '07, Courier Post's "Runner of the Year", individually ranked third in South Jersey, captained the East squad to one of the best seasons in East's history.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cougars</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH West</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow Twp</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Wins - 0 Losses
Conference Champions
Sectional Champions
Runner-Up
Group 4 State Finals
7th Place
Meet of Champions

Ashley Reber '06, concentrates on running as fast as she can, leaving others behind her.

Brittany Scarpato '08, moves quickly through the course, concentrating on the finish line.

Missy Showers '09, runs rapidly in order to pass others and be the first to the finish line.

Senior runner, Sandra Levy '07, dashes through the forest while keeping her mind on the prize and eye on the finish line.
Stephanie Miller ('09) positions her hands in order to force the ball up into the air and help her team.

Kelly Hamill ('08) keeps her eyes on the ball in order to send the ball over the net as quickly as possible.

Left: Katie Taylor ('07) uses correct foot positioning to aid her team in a victory.

Right: Hannah Race ('10) aims the ball forward to send it swiftly over the net as she focuses to ace the opponent team.

Stephanie Waties ('07) prepares her hands and feet for the upcoming ball. All teammates must be ready in order for a great game.

The members of the team come together to prepare for the upcoming game. It's important to show teamwork and unite as one.

Nicole Ober ('08) get ready for the game with Christina Sexauer ('09).
"One person can be a crucial ingredient on a team, but one person cannot make a team."

Above: Nick Spinosi ('09) slightly puts spin on the ball aiming to curve the ball towards the middle pin. Below: Amanda Kaufman ('08) releases the ball with excellent balance. Among other skills, balance makes the difference between a strike and a gutter ball.

Above: Dan Kane, Derek Selmon, Eric Cornog, Bill Hoese, Jay Davis, Coach Mike Dappolone

Above: Crystal Odom, Blair Bennett, Amanda Kaufman, Emily Savoca, Kate Steinle

Above: Anthony Cianfrani ('99) carefully aims the balls towards the middle of lane in order to get a strike.

Above: Crystal Odom ('10) positions the ball on the lane while adjusting her body to throw it with enough force.

Above: Dan Kane ('08) helps leads his team to victory by throwing accurately, powerfully, and skillfully.
Boys' Swimming and Diving

Though some people claim humans cannot fly, Stefan Knecht '07 soars through the air, piercing the water, and making a spectacular dive leading the team to another win.

Top Right: Tim Rowe '07 flies through the pool, using his perfect arm movements and leg motions to propel him past any and all opposition. Bottom Right: John Mendenhall '08 digs and pulls, fighting the water, but determination and skill carry him into the front of the pack.

Drew Spera '08, along with the rest of the boys' swimming team, dives their way to success.

Above: Doug Weicker '08 masters balance, one of the most difficult aspects of diving, to assist the team in another victory.

Steven Appleman, Gregory Bohus, Seth Breggar, Collin Canfield, Ryan Delaney, Eric Dressler, Jonathan Goldstein, Kyle Harrison, Jason Ho, Alexander Hsieh, Jeffrey Huber, Paul Johnson, Andrew Kim, Stefan Knecht, Colin Lawler, Daniel Levinson, John Mendenhall, George Perlstein, Matthew Redziwill, Evan Richter, Geoffrey Richter, Jeffrey Rowe, Timothy Rowe, Adam Schneider, Tim Shannon, James Smith, Michael Smith, Drew Spera, Chi-en (Richard) Sun, Eli Warowitz, Rory Watkins, Douglas Weicker, Quinn Weisman, Sean Yelis, Coach Brahms, Coach Cucinotti
Girls' Swimming and Diving

Top: As the Cougar's captain, Nicole DeAngelis '07 leads a pre-meet cheer to get the team pumped up! Motivation and enthusiasm are key components to complete a swim team. Bottom Left: Samantha Sardone '08 freestyles her way through the pool. This year, as a junior, Sardone is a vital part of East's success against top state competitors. Bottom Right: East Swimmer takes heavy breaststrokes. She and the rest of the Lady Cougars have fought hard to keep up with state championship aspirations.

Below: Coaching allows our swimmers to reach their optimal potential. Coach Ricci and Brett Kuchin '08 discuss the path to victory.

Natalie Acciani, Molly Bendzyn, Eliana Bennett, Elise Bohus, Melissa Caprice, Elizabeth Chung, Dyuti Das, Nicole DeAngelis, Amanda Escobar, Cassandra Fallon, Lauren Faykes, Bernadette Finck, Stacie Johnson, Grace Kaminer, Brett Kuchin, Morgan Lawler, Kristen Lee, Kathryn McCormack, Jamie Platt, Elise Radziwill, Shari Rosen, Nicole Rossi, Samantha Sardone, Rachel Sclarisky, Kathryn Scott, Cristina Seavler, Hailey Shore, Melissa Showers, Kathleen Shull, Jessica Simunek, Alyssa Sohn, Lorraine Young, Coach Kovalevich, Coach Ricci
Above: Ben Birnbaum (07) gets ready to make a basket as he jumps over his opponent's head.

Above: Dereck Satchell (08) keeps good eye contact with the net in order to make a successful basket.

Above: The team huddles together in order to discuss the upcoming game. Having good communication with your teammates is key to winning a game.

"Basketball doesn't build character, it reveals it."

Lee Dossick (08) concentrates on keeping the ball as he dribbles it across the court.

"The only difference between a good shot and a bad shot is if it goes in or not."

Above: Cory Gosik, Alex Saltzburg, Ben Birnbaum, Nicholas Toloso, Ali Rishad Norzad, Dereck Satchell, Ben Nechemia, George Chukwueze, Corey Isdiner, Logan Marro, Lee Dossick, Drew Berrinsky, Aaron Fuhrman
Above: The team gathers together to discuss strategies for the upcoming game. Working together as a team is an important part of success.

"Victory isn't defined by wins or losses. It is defined by effort. If you can truthfully say, 'I did the best I could; I gave everything I had, then you're a winner." - Wolfgang Schadler

Right: Jenny Sisholtz (08) dribbles the ball quickly to pass the other team and lead East to victory.

Right: Vianca Tejada (08) uses her height to make a basket and stop the opposing team from taking the ball.

Above: Stephanie Scarpa (07) positions herself so that her opponent will not be able to obtain the ball.

Katie Schmitt ('08) protects the ball with all her strength while her opponents are anxiously waiting to steal the ball.
Winter Track

Upper Left: Theresa Cattuna (‘07) sets the pace of the race so that she can accelerate at key moments to win the race.
Upper Right: A teammate easily hurdles over the bar in order to get a head start against the other runners.
Bottom: Gwyn Manser (‘09) leads the pack. Her endurance allows her to lead, and her determination allows her to finish first.

Above: Sarah Barrum, Janell Campbell, Madeleine Cattuna, Theresa Cattuna, Alaina Chodoff, Esther Cho, Gabrielle Corse, Lindsay Dwyer, Jacqueline Goble, Laura Green, Brenna Horsn, Amy Horwitz, Claire Johnson, Seobin Kim, Monica Koh, Natalie Kozu, Yen-chin Lai, Mary Levine, Sandra Levy, Yuqiao Li, Olivia Lindhuk, Kelly Lu, Rachel Maggioncalda, Gwyneth Manser, Courtney Marro, Meghan Marro, Michela McDermont, Dana McNellis, Samantha Mermer, Anna Metzger, Stephanie Mewes, Nui Ohi, Chelsea Palazzo, Allison Pezzoni, Heather Polonsky, Aubrey Rossi, Brittany Scarpato, Ashley Showers, Svetlana Voskoboynya, Devin Walford, Kylee Walford, Kelly Wesley, Melanie Wittenberg, Rebecca Wright, Cynthia Zuidema, John Arnold, Asher Ashfield, David Berger, Marcus Berzon, Daehan Bong, Joe Burt, Nathan Burt, Wilson Chiu, Young Choi, Marcus Clark, Brandon Cohen, Max Cohle, Steven Delieci, Justin Deng, Christopher Dinh, Timothy Dinh, Lee Dobkin, Zachary Douthitt, Sammeh Elshett, Jonathan Entrekin, Craig Fieshben, Daniel Fuentes, Kevin Giunta, Nicholas Giunta, Jesse Hermann, Keith Johnson, Gregory Kemp, Jason Klein, Colin Kosinski, Mike Kramer, Kevin Lanni, Sam Lee, Mike Levin, Jake Levy, Mike Liachowitz, David Luk, Benny Mac, Spencer Markoe, Ryan Mason, Kelly Matchett, Melissa Mathis, Joe Mikirik, Ichemri Njoku, Chantz Powell, Sai Rachao, Keri Sallard, Cody Shepperd, Mike Smith, Nathan Stenzel, Audi Syarief, Larry Terry, Pete Tzeng, Zach Walder, Mike Williams, Rob Wright, Ming Wu, Mike Yan, Richard Zipf.

Wrestling

Above: Frank Dolan, Andre Harmon, David Convisor, Kaleef King, Micky Goldfin, Ben Mitchell, Victor Kolton, Dan Onofrio, Jesse Cohen, Chip Tagland, Jason Keesal, Sam Tamburelli, Steve Pestridge, Matty Gaines, John Casey, Jesse Lymen, Christian Sparacio, Andrew Lowenstern

Above: Jesse Cohen (‘07) focuses on his opponent's motion in order to pick an appropriate spot to attack. After making his move, he will pin his opponent to the ground with all his strength of his body. Cohen, along with the rest of the team, works long and strenuous hours training in order to perfect their technique and make weight.

Above: Frank Dolan (‘07) begins to lock up his opponent before doing his signature double-leg takedown. Dolan is like an artist in manipulating his opponent's body figures.
Jason Naftulin '07 uses his height to quickly propel himself into the air in order to make a kill. In this game against Pennsauken Tech High School, Naftulin lead the Cougars in kills (the volleyball term for winning a point by a spike) with nine.

Senior starting setter, Hormatullah Abdali utilizes his soft hands and superior technique to push the ball high into the air, in the path of his outside hitter. The setter is the most important position on the volleyball court, and in many cases is considered the the quarterback of the squad.

Outside hitter, James Pursell '07, spikes the ball across the court for a dominating kill. His near fifty inch vertical leap gives him an advantage over most volleyball players, but it is his perfect technique that really breaks down the opposing team.

Top: Michael Di Medio, Andrew Mitchell, Andrew Esler, James Pursell, Andrew Pursell, Coach Moehlimann.
Bottom: Steven Lubkin, Jason Naftulin, Hormatullah Abdali, David Goldberg.
Missing: Zachary Goldstein

Michael Di Medio '07 plays tough defense, as he swiftly digs up a kill in the central backcourt.
Above: While constantly keeping her eye on the ball, senior, Kelly Dallas, battles through a trio of Cherokee midfielders.

Below: Devin Walford ‘07 carefully cradles the ball, but focuses her vision on an open running path.

Samantha Stern ‘08 looks down field for an open teammate to pass the ball to, while she shifts herself away from the aggressive defender.

Diana Shalkowski ‘07 makes a hard backwards cut to throw off her defender in the midfield. Fancy footwork, speed, and determination allows her to maintain possession while charging at the goal.

The game starts with a faceoff between Cherry Hill East Junior, Samantha Stern, and her Cherokee opponent. The two girls take their positions, body-up, and utilize their maximum strength to muscle the ball in the direction of their team.

In order to ward off defenders, Alexa Ginsberg ‘08 shifts her body and utilizes the head fake.

Kelly Dallas, Lindsay Dwyer, Danielle Franks, Alexa Ginsburg, Emily Kennan, Carlea Lindgren, Liz Rath, Alison Reynolds, Kristen Reynolds, Danielle Saraceno, Diana Shalkowski, Jenna Shalkowski, Samantha Stern, Devin Walford, Kylie Walford, Head Coach Mrs. Gatelyin, Coach Greenberg, Coach Boyle
Boys' Lacrosse

Shifty. Sharpe. Speedy. The three S's that define Hammerquist's play this season. Despite his height, he is a dominant force even against the most massive of opponents.

Anthony Hammerquist '08

As East's leading scorer and one of South Jersey's top offensive threats, Longo is a key component to the Cougars success. His hard work in the off-season grants him an advantage over his opponents.

Francis Longo '07

The Cougars defense flexes its muscle on the Eastern Viking's offensive attack. Physicality, quickness, and aggressiveness plays an enormous role in team defense.

Team Captain, Stefan Knecht '07, cradles the ball through the midfield, absorbing hits and swiftly distributes the ball to the forwards.

Antonio Chung, Patrick Daniels, Dan Folkman, Anthony Hammerquist, Stefan Knecht, Victor Kolton, Francis Longo, Vincent Miracola, David Pressman, Tim Shannon, Drew Spera, Jeffrey Stanton, Christopher Tran, Ryan Woods, Head Coach Woods, Coach Woods, Coach Cavaleri (Missing: Coach Mr. Rosenberg)
Above: Look at the catcher’s concentration as she veers her vision through the batter and the glaring sun, maintaining her focus on the in-coming pitch.

Below: Nicolette Genzane '09 shuffles her feet to intercept the path of the ball in the infield.

Top Left: In the outfield, Stephanie Miller '09 graciously fields the ball, allowing herself ample time to utilize her footwork and strength to throw the ball to home plate.

Top Right: The first baseman stretches herself like a cat to receive a whipped-in ball from third base.

Above: After going through her wind-up, Ali Wu '08 underhand throws the softball perfectly across the plate for a menacing strike.

Right: Carolyn Derosiers '07 focuses on the pitcher’s mind games, as she prepares herself for a pivotal at-bat.

Coach Musumeci badgers the umpire for making an unfair call. His enthusiasm brightens the team’s spirit, pushing the players towards victory.
Above: Jimmy Hagedorn '07 is one two senior pitchers on the varsity team along with Andrew Newfield '07. Together, this dynamic duo will carry the Cougar's through the heat of their season.

Below: Mike McNulty '07 acts as East's power hitter while he concentrates at the plate.

Above: Jeff Bohus '09 kneels at second base, preparing to receive a pass from the third baseman, hoping to complete a double play.

Below: Joe DiBello '07 zings a pass into first base to complete an easy 1-2-3 inning.

Graham Edwards '07 concentrates his hand-eye coordination on the bouncing ball. He fields the ball and then distributes it for an out at first base.

Top Row: Coach McMaster, David Rothman, Sean Collins, Mike Neill, Pat Thompson, Jeff Bohus, Mike McNulty, Austin Ley, Mike Mignella, Andrew Newfield, Joey McGuigan, Eric Bohus, Coach Radbil.

Bottom Row: Ryan Martin, Dan Ross, Graham Edwards, Nick Petalino, Jimmy
Track and Field

Dan Kim ('07') stretches out his arm and takes a deep breath before he releases the ball. Shot put is a difficult throwing event which involves total concentration on distance.

Above: Pete Tzeng ('07') focuses on nothing but to complete the race in the least amount of time possible. The long distance does not distract him nor persuade his to run slower.

Right: Joel Burt ('08') and his fellow track teammate Peter Tzeng ('07') specially coordinate their movement in unison.

"Pressure is nothing more than the shadow of great opportunity."

Asher Ashfield, David Berger, Joel Burt, George Chukwueze, Mike Drake, Craig Fishbein, Matt Goins, Greg Kemp, Dan Kim, Kevin Lambe, Mike Levin, Micheal Marini, Chantz Powell, Nathan Stenzel, Pete Tzeng, Richard Zipl, Mike Williams, Anthony Gormley

Chantz Powell ('08') swiftly jumps across the hurdle using his legs carefully in order to prevent any injury.
Top Left: Laura Green (07') stretches her legs far as possible in order to obtain the greatest distance.

Bottom Left: Pelar Dunmore (07') is getting ready to throw the ball farther than her opponent's. She releases any tension from her body so she can use all the muscles in her arm and legs to force the ball forward.

Ashley Showers (07') keeps her heart beat steady in order to continue her stamina level. She focuses on the finish line while keeping her pace constant.

Victoria Rossi (08') prepares his steps for pole vaulting. Exact timing is very crucial in making it a successful leap.

Sarah Barnum, Madeleine Cattuna, Theresa Cattuna, Alaina Chodoff, Jacqueline Goble, Brenna Hones, Amy Horowitz, Claire Johnson, Rachel Maggioncalda, Courtney Marro, Meghan Marro, Victoria Rossi, Britanny Scarpato, Jennifer Schrank, Ashley Showers, Melissa Showers, Carrie Vuong, Jaimie Watson.
Boys' Tennis

Top Ravi Yegia-Raman (08) uses his backhand stroke to send the ball onto the other side of the net. He is ready to step into the court making it a more powerful swing.

Top Right: Jake Stark (08) carefully follows through his backhand aiming it towards the opposite side where his opponent gets ready.

Bottom: Ross Silverberg (04) focuses on the ball as he returns his opponent's serve in the appropriate direction making it impossible for the other player to return.

David Bernstein, Mike Keber, Matthew Long, Nikhil Yegia-Raman, Ravi Yegia-Raman, Jake Stark, Josh Schalik, Eric Shin, Max Ruben, Dan Kim, Mike Davis, Ross Silverberg, Noah Cohen
THE PEOPLE OF
COMMUNITY
CHERRY HILL
Then...

"We may have not known each other since birth, but we knew from our hearts that we were meant to be friends."

:)

...and now.

- Tifferney
- Tipapany
- Chau Pan
- Tippung
- Love Car
- Rebecha
- Chacha
- Becky
- Sarang-aaaah
- Gracery
- Crazy Man
- Min Pin
- Graciela
- Yihan
- Gracenness
- Gracey
- Juhjang
- Janeta
- Janeret
- Grandma
- Mac Attack
- Kelly
- Macmacmac
- Helena
- Mommy Chiu
- Melicha
- Mother-Melissa
- Chewbacca
-
"Truly great friends are hard to find, difficult to leave, and impossible to forget." - G. Randolf

"If all my friends were to jump off a bridge, I wouldn't jump with them. I'd be at the bottom to catch them."

"Best friends are better than boyfriends."

grace yi
helen mac
janet jang
grace min

 TIFFANY CHAN
MELISSA CHIU
REBECCA CHA

JULIE 2006
APRIL 22, 2005
HALLOWEEN 2005
Seth

We adored the little boy you were.
We cherish the young man that you are.
We are amazed by the person you have become.
We look forward to sharing more laughs and more love as you continue your journey.

What an awesome ride so far!

Congratulations With Love,
Mom and Dad
To our sweet, smart, beautiful, thoughtful, caring daughter,

We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments, and know you will be successful in whatever path you choose.

We wish for you a future filled with good health, laughter, happiness, love, great friendships and of course puffy clouds, rainbows and butterflies!

With all our love, Mom, Dad & Shelby
“Just know that these things will never change for us at all”

Best Friends Forever

“Promise me you’ll never forget me because if I thought you would I’d never leave” - Pooh

Sarah

Rock Climbing

Canoe Tipping

Turkey

Best Summers Ever

Camp Miniwanca

Pooh and Eeyore

Push the boat

Super sour

Moo-Ah

12 Years and Counting

Don’t be afraid of the dark

Michigan
Zach Fox

Congratulations....
We’re so proud!
It won’t be the same
without you, but
the best is yet to come....
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Jay & Ali
Ireland - Beaties - Dunkin' Donuts Coffee - Shoes - The dog was walking itself! - Good Charlotte <3 - this salad is suh good - Manu Chao - 3am - Anthony Rossano - Sinead's son Jack - dressing up - sober - "hey Lynne?" "DON'T DO IT" - S&L4eva

Sinead & Lynne
Anny and Lainey forever and ever!!
Ariel Kara & Rachel

“A friend is someone who knows all about you and loves you anyway”
BEN-
If pride could make us grow, we would all be as tall as you!!
We love you so much,
Mom, Dave, and Alexa, Dad, Julia, and Zoe.
Julie and Lyss

"This is either a really smart move or by far the stupidest thing that we have ever tried."
- Harold & Kumar
Alyssa & Jenna

We don't know how to put this, but... we're kind of a big deal

- Anchorman
Life is good when you grow up and live with Best Friends

The Marros
Friends 4ever!
Arielle and Amy
achoo and abs

sprinting down the streets of Philly to see Harry Potter on IMAX* boswell homeroom = where it all began = kingda ka = 4 hours / 2nd row... that's how we ROLL... or coaster * black bag * Halloween dance * tall cake * acting out Caesar * broken down house with duct tape and no 2nd floor *

BLACK SANTA * Ashish on an iPod * LBT!! * avocado * DDR + HEAVEN * the sweater * James *

* Hags! BFF4L XoXooOxO～～I0Ve YoUUU xoxOX0 * health '06
Stephie

Congratulations! We are all so proud of your accomplishments.

Love Mom, Dad, Dani, and Bianca

We love you
GREAT MOMENTS ARE BORN

FROM GREAT OPPORTUNITY

FIELD HOCKEY SENIORS '06

Colleen #1
Allie #3
Kelly W #5
Elise #7
Danielle #8

Kelly L #12
Kim #17
Kelly D #31
Emily #33
Nicole #45

Jil #9 Steph #10 Emmy #11
Emily

We couldn’t be more proud! You are an amazing daughter and sister. May your life be filled with all that you wish for. We love you with all of our hearts.

Love always,
Mom, Dad, and Julie
THE
fab four

BERN
ELISE
EMMY
STEPH

TIME MAY PASS
AND WE MAY PART
BUT TRUE FRIENDS
STAY CLOSE AT HEART
The Band Always Wins!

CHERRY HILL EAST MARCHING BAND & COLORGUARD -- SENIORS '07
“You only live once, but if you live like us, once is enough”
Skip & Jiffy * Magically delicious * Green yellow orange * Best Wishes * funkypants * Albino monkeys * "sneaking out" * sea-weed ball * breaking into alex's * emo ducks * Hackey sack Boys * Ryan-Cabrera look-alike * Cell phone Asians booth * Orange Julius * getting kicked out of CVS * invented smoothies * Dancing in the rain * Beach trips * Ice skating * Marion Diner * Starbucks * Haddonfield * Shop Rite & supermarket hopping * Diane's Water ice & the forever closed florist * New Year's Eve * Al & Betty * Namia * Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants * Laguna Beach * Project Runway * OC * issue-issue * We-We's * "hmm." * Losersquad * FATSQUAD * NUM-NUMS & KEN'T * CAYA * R.I.P. Cheepy 7-7-05 * I'm trying not to sound like a pansy A.M.F.... * "He's not the brightest light bulb in the light bulb box." * "I have a business proposition for YOU." * "Can I see you do that again so I can take notes?" * "Wouldn't that be so funny if he introduced you to Blane?" * "Shut up you stupid idiot!" * "How much more of that kid can you take?? NOT A LOT." * "See you laugh now but when chocolate is the new #1 selling cereal in America, I will be like haha I patented that!" * sluggie* top hat man"Every time we touch" * "I mean, who doesn't like freak lollipops??" * "Hello kittens!!!" * "It's unwieldy" * Matthew Broderick's feather"
Jimmy,
Your smile lights up our lives.
Your kindness lights up our neighborhood.
Your future is bright with possibilities.
We know you'll go on to light up the world.
Congratulations on all you've accomplished!
We are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom and Dad
CONGRATULATIONS

S
A
N
D
R
A

We are so very proud of you. You can accomplish whatever you pursue, and can be certain that your family will be behind you all the way. We wish you the best in achieving your hopes and dreams. We love you tons and tons.

Mom
Dad
&
Amanda
Woodstock Brothers from the start-

Friends until the end!

Good luck next year.
We are so proud of you all.

Love,

Your three Moms!
Dear Erin,

You are a sensitive, sweet and caring person, and you have enriched our lives. Your enthusiasm for life is infectious! We are so proud of you, and we know that with your sense of commitment and your self-discipline, you can do anything! Good luck in college and in the future!

We love you!!
Mom, Dad and Daniel
ALEX BACK

"The young girl stood beside me. I
Saw not what her young eyes could see;
-A light, she said, not of the sky
Lives somewhere in the Orange Tree....

-Listen! the young girl said. For all
Your hapless talk you fail to see
There is a light, a step, a call
This evening on the Orange Tree."

-John Shaw Nelson

We love you!
Dad, Mom, Madison
and Griffin
DALE

• NINJA • Potter Puppet Pals • The Blob • Free Fries • How Lynne Lost Her Flute • Jello • Expired Pudding • Vandalizing • Grapes of Bath • Potato Spuds • Jimmy's Crew • Kelly, She's Just a Joke • Not Blonde! CARAMEL! • What's it like? • The Twins • Madge Forrest • Devil's Children • OHIO • Greenheads • Everwood • The Awkward Scene • Lynne's Naked Cousin • Lynne's Mom is the Man • Pink Rush • Lynne's Diary • The Red Vest • Lane 6 • SPICE • HarteBreakers • Purple Stew • Twister • The Hot Spot • Bowling Shoes • The 60 Game • The Park • Post-Its • Carmadillo • Culture Project • Lynne's Plaid Skirt • Ithaca Road Trip • CCC • Elevator?

• Friday's Special Brownies • Green Pickup Truck • Japanese Crimson: Screw You Up • Shut up I Hate you • Kroebles • Crawdads • Camp Indiwin • dawin • I can be the Papa you can be the Ma • PF Changs • Javiers • Six Flags • Meow • TetherBall • Fried Oreos • Ski Trip • Jill Fell off the Mountain • Don't Worry my Son has Control • 4-Square • Melting Candles • Kelly's Open House • The Fort • Unibrow • Jorge • Navy Recruiter • Madge • ICC • Good Side-Bad Side • Gotchas • Madge's Poem • Talent Show • Something with a Hampster • That'd be a Negative • Mini Ham • Team America • Sepukku • Wailing Babes • Josie and the Pussy-cats • I'm leavin', who's comin' with me man? • He has a HUGE Crush on me • Was it everything you expected? And More! • Roger • Community Mom • DC • VAEHS • The Closet •

"My best friend is the one who brings out the best in me."

-Henry Ford
Mike:
There's been many great memories. It seems like we just met in health class freshman year. I could not imagine high school without you. We had our fights but we always got through them. You have always been there for me, and I'll always be there for you. Your always making me laugh especially when you sing. I will never forget Saw 1 2 and 3. We always saw that movie together. Next year will be different but we will have a blast! Love you!

Denni:
Over these past two years I have spent some of the best times of my life with you. Not only are you my girlfriend, but you have become my best friend. You are always there for me through all of the ups and downs and I can talk to you about anything. Even though we sometimes fight and get at each others throats, I would not trade the times we have for anything. This was only the beginning, and I can't wait to see what we grow into in college. It's been great so far.
Stefanie & Natalie

If you have one true friend, you have more than your share.

- Thomas Fuller
I've heard it said...that people come into our lives for a reason...bringing something we must learn, and we are led to those who help us most to grow. If we let them, and we will help them in return. Well, I don't know if-believe that's true. But I know I'm who I am today because I knew you. Like a comet pulled from orbit, as it passes a sun. Who can say if I've been changed for the better? Because I knew you. I have been changed for good.
"The best things in life come in threes: friends, dreams, and memories."

Dipa * Amsha * Cathy * Sai * David * Sunwoo * Danayus
DECA NATIONALS 2006
☆ Dallas, Texas ☆ April 28 – May 3 ☆
Krupa Desai, Niyati Desai, Deepak Kumar, Victoria Lam, Spencer Lieberson, Rachel Maggioncalda, Andrew Paik, Gautam Sawhney, Alex Stuessy, Peter Tzeng, Kashfia Vohra, Michael Yan

running around downtown Dallas ☆ six flags! ☆ madge winning her cape ☆ "how you say ... coldstone?" ☆ the worst rodeo ever ☆ DECA ICDC Super Dance ☆ the first dinner ☆ the last dinner ☆ girls' messiest room – 691 ☆ vivi patel born ☆ vicky and killer energy drinks ☆ "vicky, put more clothes on." ☆ prank phone calls from the front desk ☆ pranks on deepak ☆ pics of henry and john on gautam's camera ☆ gautam losing everything ☆ the no-homework-AP-studying rule during free time ☆ breakfasts ☆ alex in hooters and victoria's secret ☆ love for chipotle ☆ waking each other up at 7am ☆ the freeze vs. griffen ☆ killer walks to the convention center ☆ pin trading ☆ alex and andrew getting "lei"d ☆ getting used to a non-24 hours CVS and Kinko's ☆ krupa, peter, and madge getting "mugged" ☆ trying to steal florida hats ☆ soccer in the halls ☆ cowboy hats ☆ what happens in texas, stays in texas ☆

♥ muller ♥ hager ♥ ford ♥ martine ♥
"Yesterday brought the beginning, tomorrow brings the end, and somewhere in the middle we became the best of friends."

Kookies N Kreme :: Honey-Bunny-Money
Chiyati-Chalupa-Chashfia
daddy's here ♥ i just wanna ♥
♥ fred ♥ "m" fight ♥ string cheese ♥
i think i just chipped my tooth on your
bathing suit ♥ nights at the beach
♥ outside showers ♥ sand tripping
♥ luggie ♥ fly eater ♥ "mom it was just the
computer!" ♥ jesus ♥ x-mas piggy
♥ warped tour ♥ yellow jeep ♥ philly
♥ slip-n-slide ♥ camp notes ♥
snowboarding ♥ how ya doin'...good ♥ its
like dane cook but with ketchup

breaking hearts since '97
bffae ... SHELLY & KELLY... bffae
11 years
Sleeping in the Car · In Fox · He's dehydrated · 99 Banana's · Waiting in the Rain · Slutsky's writings · Sunday Girl
Becca's Fart · Throwing up on beccas door · club mosheco · Lee Boy's Pass Interference on Mark · Pool Hoppin
Picking up anni on new years · Did she do it? · Z's Parties · Shoulders · Zooma Zooma · Ho ho ho-me-no homeno · DNA
Cope in NYC · Wu Tang Festival · Creek Tours in rain · Shitake mushrooms · Gotti · Mi so soap · Sniper · Dog Treat
Fox Hollow Swim Club · Make it Vibrate · Chong rapping for 9 hours on the phone to no one · Bad time for a joke · In Front of
Fox's · HuDu · Stacey Wixted · Night before 6 Flags · Fox and M.B. · WAWA · My kidneys · Hurricane 99 · David yelling in
our face · Pee Wee Herman · Running from · Lightning Wiffle ball · Jelly Fish Game · Kim looks @ my thing · Newf's
Butterfingers · Yuri · Scurry · C-Block · Face in the Fries · Fifth Grade Flyers game · In the Dark · Puppet Shows · Thai
Food · Trading Candy · Thank You, Thank you, Thank you, Thank you · HP · Triple L · Bike Jumps · Cramp in Lunch ·
Trip to Washington · Popsicle Stick Races · Triple Hikes · Yez's Pool Party · Block Punts · Ashley Zipf · Hairy Girl
Monica · gooch · Getting · Hershey Kisses · Chromies · Grapes and Carrots · Race to Ball · Sitting Game · Glub
Glub · Monica's roof · Psyched for Dance · Sandpaper · Rap Sessions · Chiz Garage · Jailbreak · Dugouts · Oley Oley Oley
Ebola · Chong's Magic Card · Run for the Hills · Kim Pajdak · Carol's Left Thigh · Pop shots · Bowl of Candy · Pop's
Pics · Myfree moms · Perch
topped foreign
Arpan · Pizzaone · steak
practice with your blows · scuba
C · Wu tang, only
Method Man's Hat
Aggaainnn
such an Idiot · Im
Beach House
just chillin'
Kids · A Tribe
Sessions in C's
football
Maze · Shotties
· Cherry Pies
· Powder · Newf
Ashley Taco
Castle · Double
School Goals
Wang · Heavy Hangers · Chip Clip To Sack · Brewski Muscle Fuhrman · 2-4 · Pearl Necklace · Strip Hoops · Pong
Newf n Ash · Egg Shots · Parmesan Cheese Shots · Dominoes · Teaching Newf the ways · 17
Nagelberger Pooo · Chasing with Milk · Food Shopping · Cookie Dough Ice Cream Bars · 5 Bobs · Got a
Triscuits while getting w/ Alaina · Heat Up in Car · Sneakin out at 4 AM · 116 MPH · green juice · Lizz's show · Anorexia
dog · Party · Destroyed $500 Vase · Eddy · Reidolph · BJ Run · Dat dude · Antionette Youngblood · CSF* · Lisa
Yackavag · Walking through park · Painting ashesley car · Pucci Cucci · Meet me in the woods · Stripper to Coreys · Taxi Cab
Pool Ball · Twizzlers · Advil in Pond · Abreus Lambo · Beef Jerkey Stealing · Raiding tunes · Rambo dive in scoodoo
MTV Jams · Zoinker · Stole Hesserts DVDs · Eurotrip · Pet Rock · Do you see a turban · Hot and Honey Wings · CC is a
Hot · Pee in Gatorade bottle · Where's the beach · Wu tang clan aint nothing to mess wit · Tru playa 4 real · Dawg im
too fat · Yez and Dolch fell out of the kayak in front of hot girls · Brooklyn bombshell · Dolch washing CC's hair · Thunder
thighs · Sped · Scott · Jeff, you never have people here · hot pockets · I'm getting fatigued · knowledge · Roy's
knives · Golf balls into the sewer hole · Chairs left behind · The contract · The D-Spot · What school ya'll go to · Bye now
Theresa and Alaina

As we pass through this finish line to start a new race...always remember all the unforgettable memories.
late night halo. pj's dinners. chemleaguekilla. brian zaun. mrs. cohen's brownies. rosie smells. larrymaaah. YOU WON'T. neighborhood excursions. not another teen movie. first level of timesplitters. the talk. noah's braces. katz's basement. jmam. club wawa. the pine barons. cookie cake. stefan's firework tackle of wu. q-tip touched my arm. that would be so chill right now. which one of you broke the streetlight? my love. marathon. feats of strength. that's extreme. chiminea. dave matthews. sunnyyyy. where's slutsky? shaving heads (except jeff). red light? the note. the wall. rosie's/slutsky's chair. water polo. the first generation. texas. fidefapirs.
Dan ♥ Em
12.2.05
For Eternity

"So it's not gonna be easy. It's gonna be really hard. We're gonna have to work at this everyday, but I want to do that, because I want you. I want all of you, forever, you and me, everyday.

~The Notebook
Kim & Brielle

We're not sisters by blood
But we knew from the start
We'd be sisters by heart 😍
Cyndi: the undefined chic

Nikki: the big mama

Amanda: the imaginative intellectual

Dori: the vivacious diamond in the rough

Just don't think about it...
"We all take different paths in life, but no matter where we go, we take a little of each other everywhere."
Although we will go our separate ways after graduation, we will always be with one another. Best friends forever... I love you.
From our first race
to
Our endless nights of driving
Friends Forever

Courtney & Theresa
From the time you were born and throughout your life
We knew right from the start...
Everything that you'll do will be accomplished from your heart...
You're beautiful, smart, funny and definitely nobody's fool...
You keep your eye on the prize, your decisions are wise...
And this is why you have excelled in school...
The future stands before you as deep as an open well...
Just always know, wherever you go...
We love you more than words can tell...
Your adoring family...

Mom, Dad, Dylan, David, Buster and Pebbies
BFF 01-4 ev er

Nice
Arti stic
Tal ented
Amanda's best-friend

Annoying
Materialistic
Awesome

Nastasha's best-friend
Dog lover
Allergic

2nd me

Bench

4 eva

SR.

C O
Sar ★ Lanes ★ Stef

Ruff's-Slidex10
Relojo ★ Horset ★ wolf...slow motion ★
counselor on hold/counselor off hold ★
dancing...to "Missy" ★ "ice cubes!" ★ "your not
having enough fun★web-cam★Mathias★Bandenwitch
★the closet ★"it happened on the floor too?"★Sar-"Can
I throw my lip-gloss at you?"...Stef-"That's random but
sure!" ★ Spanish class forever★Trying to find X-men at
the movies★Goku/Dragon Ball Z★Best bagels★Making
shirley ★ Marie/Bridget/the Doc★Trip to Grandma's★
"What four things do you think of?"Fried Oreo, Danity Kane,
& 2 people not to be named★Stubborn chin★"None of my
friends have ever done that"★Free samples from foreigners on
the boardwalk★Getting caught in a "tornado"★Homeless stage★
Dirty Britney Spears moment(s)★"Sarah!!! I am going to bed
now!!!"★The Ape★Back porch★Ear-wax★"Let's re-inact...using
the remote"★Explicit beach talks★Alena's "gift" to Sarah★SMS/SIM
★DT at the kitchen table★"yea...that's hot"★"Uhh,they're in the
together★Cuddling without Stef★Stacey Smith★

"yeah, we divas...
but we ride like big boys do"
O.E. ♥

Dee
Ali
Lanes
Kel

Kris
Brit
Em
Sar

Nine's a crowd
Stockton school\\club soccer\\Coach Mike wants us\\East soccer\\He can be my "Mr. Right"\\Cotillion\\We used each other's sleeping bags\\Hard Rock Cafe after Live 8\\Roomies at Penn State\\"You don't have to look no further"\\Cuddling by pushing our beds together\\Vamos-a-Chinchar\\Little boy in white speedo\\Our sundae creations\\Austin Aimes\\Patrickkk\\Ellen\\Getting busted for talking\\3A.M. raids by the director\\"let me check your drawer!"\\Nicaragua kissing in the aisle\\Basement truth or dare on rainy nights\\Scary Spice\\Amanda is watching us\\Wolf-pack\\Eduardo00000\\Jenna's broken nose\\Trip to the nurses office\\Jesse is hot\\Tall Laura has issues\\She owes us money\\Star gazing\\"I hate Lisa!"\\"What is Brian doing in our closet?"\\Rasta's fo' life\\Leading our soulmate on\\Being late to class\\Teacher out on the town\\"Sarah, stay after class...let me walk you to your room\\Stop playing Aida!\\"Vv, what are you going to do?"\\Huge bottles of Diet Coke\\Juggling oranges\\Mother Goose\\"I can relate to those kinds of people"\\Being Anno\\Yogurt Express...& I swore I wouldn't eat ice cream\\Banana&chocolate pancakes in bed\\Confession sessions\\Meeting Rob Schneider by accident\\Bomb scare in NYC\\Amici 2\\Speaking fluent Spanish\\Rotary '06\\"I heard that CH girls are..."\\Obsession with foreigners\\"I am Riccardo Tremelado from Milan & I like to ride around on my vespa"\\I get along better with pretty people\\gym frosh year\\"So, why does he hate us?"\\Dropping Euro for AA\\Gossip sessions in gym\\"Sarah, you live such an interesting life"\\"When are we going to New York?"
It's hard to believe that 18 years have gone by so fast. It has been a joy watching you grow up to become such a beautiful young woman, both inside and out.

We are so very proud of all that you have accomplished and are certain that your success is only beginning. Always reach for the stars and follow your dreams.

You will be greatly missed next year. Good luck in college!!

We love you

Mom, Dad, Daniel & Marshy
ashley and chelsea
my best friend  my obsession  my sister  my life

Looking back through the years
I can't believe how long
we have been best friends
through good times and bad

When I needed someone to cry
with me and laugh together
give me a shoulder to lean on
and a hug to make me feel better

You know how true it is
when you know that no matter what
happens or goes on down the road
that there will always be best friends

So as time passes and days go by
just remember that when you need me
that no matter what time or place
I will always be there by your side
my best friend

always and forever
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Alyssa

The best years of your life still lay ahead. Achieve your goals and realize your dreams. We are so very proud of you! We wish you a life filled with joy and happiness always.

We love you,
Mom and Dad
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR GRADUATING SENIORS!!

#54 Jake DeCrescenzo
#95 Dave Hastings
#31 Mike McNulty
#52 Chris Powers
#58 Captain Gary Tagland
CHERRY HILL EAST
ICE HOCKEY CLUB
2006-2007

Girl's Varsity
Front Row – L to R: Mallory Goldstein, Therese D’Allegro, Ashley McDonnell, Jackie Zielinski, Nicole Curatola, Alt. Capt. Anna Gardner
Not pictured: Brenna Wayland

Congratulations
to our Graduating Seniors!!

#11 Captain Carolyn Desrochers
CHERRY HILL EAST
ICE HOCKEY CLUB
2006-2007

Varsity
Front Row – L to R: Joe Salvato, Jordan Goldstein, Kyle Morrison, Dave Badecki, Jared Annarelli, Mike McNulty, Jake DeCrescenzo, Dave Hastings, Matt Blantz, Zach Orenstein, Mike London
Not pictured: Zak Bellace, JJ Neville, Ben Rosengard, Brent Simone, Mike Sorgentoni

Junior Varsity
Front Row – L to R: Ben Tice, Dan Desrochers, Matt Tarnopol, Tyler Caton, Joe LaGrossa, Joe Salvato, Jordan Goldstein, Peter DeCrescenzo, Zak Bellace, Lawrence Cooper, Jeremy Savo
Back Row – L to R: Coach Kyle Humphreys, Max Joffe, Zach Silverberg, Rick Olenick, Mike Sorgentoni, Louis Kramer, Mike Kraus, JJ Neville, Zach Orenstein, Coach Vinny Galasso
Not pictured: Ben Rosengard, Paul Sweeney
Brett  Andy  Rick

Good One!

Fantastic!

Very Nice!

What-Ev

Eh Chello

What?!?!

Andrew  Eppy  Cory  Brandon
Best friends forever
"When it hurts to look back, and you're scared to look ahead, you can look beside you, and your best friend will be there."

JENN & ALISA
BFF ❤
And now whatever way our stories end, I know
you have rewritten mine by being my friend."
- Wicked

great state of Philadelphia?!” yaa quote man. Can we have our “apple pie” now? His
TEETH. Sweet 16!!! Heathersss.

me in.“Aw I had one I had one im about to cry”
parallel parking. Alex’s perfect guy:

coke — Lyle.

L-boys Rehoboth — “you know you can’t eat money.
What did u expect, wicker?” -the Chad. JCC. Garden state. 5th grade video —
“It’s...hard for me.” Our vows — to swap husbands. K-mull and blaaazing in the
hood. Yo. Rapunzel. The guy at Applebee’s — if you’re reading this, we love you. Alack
disease? Get me a napkin ECHO

Girl from the gutter. “Please, please, no
more Ryan Cabrera!” brunch with the mothers. The C-HILL. What happened to the
fray cd? Making this page is a joke in itself. My friend ray is here, but only for cultural
aspects. FOB. Ummmm, st. Patrick’s Day was three days ago. IT WAS THIS WHOLE
BIG THING. The Alex hands: Exaggerations — we do it best. West side boy toy. ATLGO.

Alex Mack and Samantha Jones

best friends always and forever <3
"A friend is one who knows us, but loves us anyway"

Best Friends Forever
YOU NOTICE...

MakeItGood, Shibby, Scream3, Saladworks, Rider, DANE COOK, randomnights, LovesIt, Halloween, New Years, OMG, Funnels, PROM, After Prom, Coconut Purses, HolesInWalls, BEEAACH, Champps, CurlingIron + Fishnets = DANGERZONE, Question?, Ralphie, BF whatever, Jesse and Chester 4ever, DancingInTheMoonlight
Sarah & Janine

“I’ll be there for you, these five words I swear to you”
Best friends for life

How would we have survived high school without each other
Good Times Hotties!

Kelsey Sarah Jamie Jen Brittany Laura Amy

Hahaha 😂
"If We Could Only Remember"
Ladder Buffy Sakura "We Were Just Acquaintances"
DAD Ahh Shore NYC Fresh Year-Long Remember Shake That Ace The Intervention DMB Concert Steve Hootwub
Parties At Our Houses BackFlips 7 Shots 5 Minutes OK Haddonfield Jessie Saving US ALERT ALERT Breaking Enterings
Having "too Much Fun" Charleston Late night rides to McCa's

Jamie and Sarah
"we cheer together, we die together"
icebox . davinci . tig . breezy . kinicky . beav

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO FORGET THE ONES
WHO MAKE YOU WISH YOU COULD REWIND
AND DO IT ALL OVER AGAIN.

WE FLY HIGH
NO LIE
YOU KNOW THIS…

BALLIN!
THE PINES- Colletta (Where da bathrooms at?)- Israeli mike!- the "muncher" incident- breaking up over the phone- MATT COHEN- "look @ my toe". where's my earring?- mike's closet!- on the low, shawdie got a thang for tha kid- the magic forest- OC vikki- aquallah's house- I I . they went to philly!- inspector muncher- STAY FRESH/STAY PERFECT- pool balls- lizz's directions-muncher baby!- where's jake??- ALLEN M.F. LEE- stunna shades- birdwatching crew- unlabeled- the negatives- stay moosey- PR dan adventures- "heeyy, mikeyy!"- cupcake clan- stacia + pat = cavalier!- LOCKJAW- 4am crew- COPPED IT!- prom 06!!- dance crew- A&E photos- ET (girl with no teeth)- LEAN WITH IT, ROCK WITH IT- virtua parking lot dance parties- "that's the most fun I've ever had!!!"- REDZ- bus rides home (talking about grand theft auto???)- 3 fingaaas- throwin up $1's @ K- guido professional photography- corner table crew- prank phone calls- muncher- (267), #######- GEORGE!!!- "JENNA, THAT'S MY FRIEND, JENNA"- HELGA- tarded!!
CHELSEA AND ZACH

May your lives be filled with the happiness that you continue to bring to ours. Enjoy the journey.
Congratulations.
Love,
Mom and Dad
"We will take different paths in life, but no matter where we go, we will take a little of each other everywhere."
M.O.B.

Chrome = amazing
Trap or die!
Summer 2005
Overeater
Lil Weezy

Chantel Sara Sanee

Sweat Box
KC's Mom

best friends

We formed this group, our circle of friends, and like a circle—
There is no beginning and no end.

Keyshia
SB + Sidekick
Cupcake Clan!

Moo-moo on the bike
Sandra!!!
Weezy F... Maybe?

Who's party was it???
Cory = M.I.A.
Perfume?
The Gas Station
J • TRI

LIZZ . JENNA . SARA

You've got troubles; well, I've got 'em, too.
There isn't anything I wouldn't do for you.
We stick together, and we see it through.
You've got a friend in me
- Toy Story
"Well in the end we can all call a friend well that's something I know as true. And then a thousand years and a thousand tears I'll come back to my original crew." - O.A.R.
- Jennifer
- Michelle
- Juliana
- Lauren
- Alyssa
- Nicole
- Emily
- Sara
Brownies

Willowdale Swim Club

4th of July Birthdays

Bret Harte

Kristin & Colleen

Rosa

Basketball

Vocal Workshop

13 Years of Amazing Friendship and STILL going strong...
Afrina shaney

simbaa!! • white chocolate • Mr. curly • Mr. suave • "saaay that again" • vending machines •
Don Pablo's • sombrero • "OH SNAP" • summer • pretzel sticks • "tu madre" • Eddie • fresh •
sippin on haterade • parallel gas station •
again?! •
• are u cold?
so joe • I boo • SO Get over it's time for perculator •
• hips don't new booty • ending Puerto Rican young buck buddy! •
guy from Korean •
Bengali • Gangsterr?• hunny machine • cutting 8th period • starbucks! • the grudge • burger king! • bike rides • getting stood up • white t's • are those guys looking at us?! • lawn mowers guys • get a real job! • Rita's • last day of school 06 • dancing in cars • Pollyanna! • who care's, we're seniors! 07!

Michelle jess
“where ever you go off to party remember where you learned how”
<3 always & forever

Alaina . Allison . Amanda . Ashley
Britney . Chelsea . Erin . Lindsay . Sierra
Amy

Bridget & Scratch and Sniff

Jess

why dont you loooove me jenny

CLiiiiiiiiick!

thinking = BAD

we're DONE!

iono

amy you want to come oooover?
no i have HOMEWORK

"her nose is in my ear!"

IDONTWANTIT!!

scary movies
Poker chips... Bikinis in the winter... Jet skis... From Chicago to Kentucky... The Hole Hole... Popcorn...
The girls like us in Jamaica... Bot... Swimming with stingrays... Dancing with PK... Cha cha slide... Karaoke... 
If I don't get you...
Room service and leave...
Steak in the dub...
Seventh grade drama soccer tournament...
Professional photos... Racing Mustangs...

DAY TWO...

Carnival
The Fun Ships.
American Eagle

Senior Frogs... Best Day of our Lives... Usher...

the shoeless pilot... Jolly Green Giant...
I'm not Britta...

American Eagle
BEST FRIENDS
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TO CORY & THE CLASS OF 2007,

CONGRATULATIONS
ON 4 YEARS
OF SWEET SUCCESS!

BEST WISHES,
THE HONEYMAN FAMILY
Jay and Jay
From the beginning...
To now...

To the End!
Brothers for Life

Congratulations, Josh!
We are so proud of you and all of your accomplishments.
May your life be filled with happiness and much success.
Congratulations Class of 2007!

With All Our Love,
Mom, Dad, Ben and Jake
JENNA LAUREN KLEINMAN

We are very proud of you,
may all your dreams come true!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Jason, Josh, Shelby & Tyson

“Let’s make a resolution. I’ll drink
to that. Let’s always
stay friends.” - Rent

JD, KT, JMINTZG
Dear Andy,
We are so proud of your dedication and accomplishments! Continue to reach, dream and never forget to laugh and smile. The world is yours and the sky’s the limit – Go for it!
Happy Graduation!

Love, Mom, Dad, Casey & Brad

Don’t ever forget that you are the star and to follow your dreams. We have enjoyed watching you grow into a beautiful, smart, kind and caring young lady. Live, love and laugh and life will continue to nurture and guide you!! We love you and are very proud of you!!

Mom, Dad, Ant and Lyss

Everyone’s a star and deserves the right to twinkle.”
(Marilyn Monroe)
WHATS THE DEAL WITH...

Eh, Chello
GP
Yerry Seinfeld
Mulva
FANTASTIC!
The Razors in the Bathroom
... Not that there’s anything wrong with that

Cory and Sara
The wonderful thing about friends is that they can grow up without growing apart.
Oh my God, Brad - we cannot believe that your four years of high school have gone by sooo fast, and you will be going off to college. We don't know where the years have gone, but we do know that we are VERY PROUD of you...the little boy you were growing up and the teenager you have become. The day we bring you to college will be both exciting and sad. Exciting in the fact that you will be starting a new chapter in your life, with new experiences, and sad for us that our "baby" is going off to school. Follow your heart, and you will succeed no matter what. CONGRATULATIONS - WE LOVE YOU!! WE MISS YOU ALREADY!! LOVE - HUGS and KISSES ALWAYS - Mom. Dad, Jason and Matthew
Alaina,
Congratulations - We love you!
Mom, Dad and all of our family

Elizabeth Claire
You bring much joy to our lives.
You continue to make us proud
in everything you do.
We love you with all our hearts.
Congratulations Ki- YOU DID IT!!

Love,
Mommy, Daddy, Michael and Dino
Jilly Bean... Princess... Jiggy... Beaner... Dolly

Jillian Leslie Koller
Cherry Hill East High School
June 18, 2007

Jilly,
We love you so much and we are so proud of you. The world is yours for the taking. You have worked so hard and deserve it all.
Love, Your Family

FRIENDSHIP

"We are key pieces in each other’s lives now and forever."

GOOD TIMES

SENIORS 2007

LOVE

STARBUCKS COFFEE

LAUGHS

Hallie Brettlar
Allie Cogan
Jill Cogan
Rachel Gerber
Sarah Kline
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"Friends are angels who lift us to our feet when our wings have trouble remembering how to fly."

"You may be right, we may be crazy, but it just may be a lunatic you're looking for." ♡
victoria lam & minh nguyen

Cuz Nothing Feels Like When You're Holdin' On
Andrew

We’re proud of you and what you accomplished. May your future bring you as much happiness as you bring to us.

All our love,
Mom, Dad, Josh, and Brett

Dear Jennifer,
As you travel along on life’s journey, always know that you are a precious gift in our lives. We are so proud of you and wish you all the happiness and personal success that you so deserve! We love The Monks!

Love, Mom Dad and Ryan
In honor of Erin Klein,

Your smiles light up our world each day,
Your laughter fills our hearts in such a special way.
We are so proud of you,
Please continue to do your best in all that you do!
Congratulations on your graduation.

We love you!!

Bubby Miriam and Zaidie Dodie
Bubbie Bobbie and Zaidie Irving

"Always together and never apart, maybe in distance but never in heart"
Rachel Paige & Michelle Taylor
Neighbors by Chance
Best Friends by Choice

DEAREST MICHELLE,

May all your wishes come true!

❤️ All our Love
Mom, Dad, Jared, Jordan, and Whitney 🐾
Juliana

Our Dear Juliana,
You have grown into an independent person who moves with grace and beauty. Still waters run deep. We are so proud of the person you have become.
We love you to the sun, to the moon, to the stars, to the sky and back again.

Love
Mom, Dad, Eric, Lauren, Sandra and Mariana

We are very proud of our granddaughter

Lindsay Specter

HARDWORK + DEDICATION = GREAT RESULTS

Best of luck in college next year!
Always stay as sweet as you are!
May all your dreams come true!!

We love you!! xxoo

Bubby and Pop-Pop
Grandma and Poppy
“Everyone has a “best friend” during each stage of life—only a precious few have the same one.”

First day of Kindergarten

Brittany

Ryan

Junior Prom

Diapers

Growing up

8th Grade Dance

Senior Year

The best thing about having a sister was that I always had a friend. —Cali Rae Turner

Alex + Maddie

Sisters First, Friends Always
"I really don't mind what happens now and then
As long as you'll be my friend at the end"

Lynda
Megan
Rachel

amanda and michael: siblings and friends for life
Shir

Friends since we were four
I find myself wishing for one year more
The time we spent together
Will remain in our memories forever
For you there is a special place in my heart
But you knew that, because you're so smart!
Air fresheners, egg salads, and Rubber boots
There were never any disputes
Lucky Kentucky horse shampoo
Who will I be without you?
What will I do when your not there?
I have no idea how I will fare!
Don't know what I'll do with out you
Just thinking about it makes me blue
Laugh, cry, hug and kiss
Out of everyone it's you I'm going to miss
Best friends for fourteen years
I depart from you with all my tears
I know this poem was a crime
It's because I need you in order to rhyme
On good days and bad days
I'll love you for ever and always
<3 Rach

As we go on we remember all the times we had together,
And as our lives change come whatever we will still be Friends Forever.

Rach

For 14 years you've been my best
The one I love the most
You're the one I trust above the rest
Cause you and I are so close
We've had our share of funny days
And a handful of the bad
But through it all, in every way
I'm thankful for the times we've had
I remember when we were small
We were rather stupid then
From air fresheners to popsicles in the hall
With you, I'd do it all again
And then came years at different places
We met many people new
Yet yours was always the friendliest of faces
We stayed friends, as I knew we could do
Who would have thought the past 4 years
Would fly as fast as they did
And soon I'll have to face my fears
For we are no longer kids
But no matter how far
There's no distance too big
I'll know where you are
And here is the thing
Forever and always you'll be my best friend
Since 14 years ago and until the very end
Shira
Mike,

We can't believe the day is here already. REMEMBER ONLY THIS: "FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS AND SUCCESS WILL FOLLOW YOU"

See You in the Movies! We Love You,
Dad, Lynn, Alyssa, Ally and Austin

"Marz Picturez"? What an interesting and freezing day that was. May you fulfill all your dreams. Maybe one day we'll own that movie production company together. I'm always behind you in whatever you do. You're my best friend until the end!

Love ya Mikey, LYSS

2006-2007 Yearbook Editors: Congratulations! You all have created a beautiful yearbook that captures the memories from Cherry Hill High School East.
Thank you for all your hard work.
We are so proud of all your accomplishments. At East you have developed an excellent foundation upon which your lofty goals may be built. You are truly an outstanding son and wonderful role model for your 3 brothers. May your journey through life be filled with abundant health, phenomenal happiness, and monumental success!

All our love,

Mom, Dad, David, Gregory, and Brandon
Having a sister is like having a best friend you can't get rid of.
You know whatever you do, they'll still be there. - Amy Li

Alyssa &
Jami

May all your dreams come true.
I love you Lyss, Good luck at college
I'll miss you. I know you'll do well!
Love always,
~Jami~

Alyssa and Jon

"We go together like lamb and tuna fish"
~Big Daddy~
Lindsay,

Thank you for being the most amazing sister. I'm going to miss you more than you will know. Good luck in college.

You are going to do great!

I love you, Shelby

Congratulations
Mike Menta

From Our Sweet Little Boy

To Our Big Strong Man

We Are So Proud of You May God Bless Your Future

Love: Mom, Dad, Anthony and Danielle
May You Keep the Friendship of Your Youth,
May You Keep the Youth of Your Friendship
With Everlasting Love From Your Families!

MICHAEL, we know all your hard work will lead to
great things:

JCC Camps
Walgreens
Springdale Farms
Picasso Lake Paintball
.....The CIA???

Wishing you lots of success and happiness in
college and beyond.

We are all so very proud of you!

❤️ Love, Mom, Dad, Josh, Nana, Poppy, GG,
Grandma & Grandpa
Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay for a while and leave footprints on our hearts. And we are never, ever the same.

always will leave your mark on our lives. You've come along way, keep flying and reaching for the stars.

To Amy -
All our Love always
Mom and Dad

Best Friends Forever

Party  Six Flags  Dances

07'

Elana ★ Kim
Jay-Mell

Lauren,
You have made us very proud.
We love you so much.

Love always,
Mom and Dad
XOXO

Kanoff

“My boyyy”, ballin, Harlam, Eagles, soccer, the sauce, gymin, dallas five, martyy, dynamite, ponin, diehard philly, tailgating, wings, bond, line

Josh & Lauren

It’s time now. We must be moving onward, it’s time for us to fly. Take care and look over your shoulder, I’m there all the time.

- Vertical Horizon

To our David:

You started out so cute
You turned out so smart
You also have a warm and caring heart.

You have sailed through high school without a hitch
And with biology and medicine
You have really found your niche!

Now you are moving on
To a whole new phase
We know you’ll enjoy and do great
In so many ways!

We Love you Always!
Mom, Dad, Steve, Archie and GoGo
Dear Brett
Congratulations! We are so proud of you and all you have accomplished. We wish you much success and happiness in college.
We Love You So Much,
Mom, Dad and Lauren

Alexander, we are very proud of your high achievements which you have accomplished. We know you will be successful in all of your endeavors and continue to be the best son/brother that a family would ever wish for.

Your sense of humor brightens our daily lives. We will miss that greatly when you are in college.

With our love,
Mom, Dad, Rebecca and Elizabeth

Amy Brandon
Dear Natasha,

Go confidently in the direction of your dreams! Live the life you’ve imagined. You made us proud! We love and admire you.

Love always,
Mom, Dad & Neal

---

SIERRA
WE ARE SO VERY PROUD OF YOU, AND WE LOVE YOU SO MUCH! CONGRATULATIONS!
LOVE,
MOM, DAD, FALLON, & PAIGE

---

Kate and Jenna

"Do what you will, always walk where you like!"

"You'll always be my best friend you know too much!"

---

Shlu Shlu!
EST. 2004
BFF every day of the week except Thursday!
And there was lots of ice
Junior Prom 07!

Hand games during math!
Random bursts of tourettes!

"Think we'll know each other in 25 years?"
"Well we're going to be married, so we might as well!"
Front Page Headlines

Global Warming

With the rapid melting of polar ice caps, a season of alarming tropical storms and record-breaking heat waves, global warming becomes a present-day global emergency.

Voter Turnout

Thanks to the efforts of groups like Rock the Vote, young American voters turn out in record numbers for the 2006 elections.

Google

The Internet search giant Google pays $1.65 billion for the wildly popular YouTube video-sharing service.

Fifth Anniversary

On the fifth anniversary of 9/11, civic leaders and mourners gather to commemorate the occasion with solemn ceremonies and moments of silence.

Airline Restrictions

British authorities foil a terrorist plot to blow up planes headed to the U.S. from the U.K., resulting in airline restrictions on liquids, aerosols and gels.

Madam Speaker

Nancy Pelosi is named the speaker of the House for the 110th Congress, becoming the highest-ranking female in the history of the federal government.
On October 17, the U.S. population passes the 300 million mark according to the Census Bureau's official Population Clock.

National growth

- In an effort to curb illegal immigration, the Senate passes legislation authorizing the construction of 700 miles of double-layered fencing on the U.S.-Mexico border.
- Bobby Shriver and U2's Bono launch the stylish (PRODUCT) RED initiative to raise money for The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria in Africa.
- Spinach tainted with E. coli bacteria kills one consumer and sickens almost 100 more in 19 states, leading to calls for improved food safety practices.
- Gerald R. Ford, 38th president of the United States, dies at age 93. Ford was appointed vice president by Richard Nixon in 1973 and succeeded to the presidency after Nixon's resignation.

More than 95,000 fires during the 2006 wildfire season claim more than 9.5 million acres in the United States.

The IRAQ STUDY GROUP REPORT

The Iraq Study Group, a bipartisan panel appointed by Congress, releases a sharply critical report that calls for a new approach in Iraq.
Global

Controversial conservative Felipe Calderón begins his six-year term as president of Mexico after winning by a narrow margin of only 0.56 percent.

Mexico's new CEO

Oprah Winfrey opens her $40 million Leadership Academy for Girls in the deprived small town of Henley-on-Klip, south of Johannesburg, South Africa.

Academy for girls

Saddam Hussein is sentenced to death and executed by the Iraq Special Tribunal for the 1982 murder of 148 Shiite inhabitants of Dujail.

Russian spy

Former KGB agent Alexander Litvinenko, an outspoken critic of Russian President Vladimir Putin, dies in London after being poisoned by radioactive polonium-210.

Hezbollah

Hezbollah, the Lebanon-based Islamic militia, attacks Israeli military positions and border villages, beginning a conflict that claims more than 1,400 lives, mostly civilians. U.N. peacekeepers are called in to broker a cease-fire.

In October 2006, North Korean leader Kim Jong Il orders the country's first nuclear weapon test. During the Six-Party Talks in February 2007, North Korea agrees to a nuclear disarmament.

Nuclear weapons

MySpace.com galvanizes celebrities and organizes more than 20 Rock for Darfur concerts to raise funds for what the U.N. calls "the world's greatest humanitarian crisis."

List of bands:
Switchfoot
Citizen Cope
Ziggy Marley
Teddy Seiger
Insane Clown Posse
Jars of Clay
Secret Machines
Alice in Chains
TV on the Radio
(+44)
Airboy
Wireless campuses

Wireless campuses, and entire cities, are popping up across the country. Villanova University in Philadelphia, Pa., tops PC Magazine's list of the Top 20 Wired Colleges.

HPV vaccine

The FDA licenses the first vaccine developed to prevent cervical cancer and other diseases in girls and women caused by HPV, the human papilloma virus.

The World Wide Web reaches a milestone when an Internet research survey reports that there are more than 100 million websites online.

Zero gravity

A team of French doctors surgically removes a benign tumor on a patient in a specially adapted aircraft that mimics zero gravity conditions.

Top 10 clothing websites:
1. ae.com
2. abercrombie.com
3. oldnavy.com
4. pacsun.com
5. urbanoutfitters.com
6. llbeau.com
7. fashionmall.com
8. delias.com
9. 3ofame.com
10. torrid.com

Source: www.lovetoknow.com

After years of heated debate, astronomers decide to change the definition of a planet; Pluto no longer qualifies. Instead, it's reclassified as a dwarf planet.

School systems in several states install fingerprint-reading technology that gives students a cash-free way to pay for lunch.
Colorful comfortable crocs—made from a buoyant, lightweight, odor-resistant material that molds to the wearer’s foot—are the shoe of the year.

Couture designers like Dolce & Gabbana and luxury brands like Swarovski, the Swiss crystal maker, transform boring cell phones into the year’s must-have bling.

Mid-calf and ankle-length leggings, last seen in the trendy 1980s, return to the spotlight. Fashion-conscious girls wear them under minis, dresses and tunics.

Rapper fashion comes to the suburbs as snap-on grills add a flash of diamonds and gold or platinum to your pearly whites.

Pointy toes and high heels are out. The feminine, flirty ballerina flat goes with everything from shorts to long leggings and super-skinny jeans.

Tiny plaid mini skirts look private-school cool. Meanwhile, Marc Jacobs is sending plaid tops down the runway and fashion icons sport Burberry plaid.

Nearly 31 percent of teens, or 7.6 million, are consuming energy drinks that contain up to four times the amount of caffeine than is in a can of Coke.

The year’s to-die-for, must-have-at-any-price jeans are dark, slim, distressed denims from Diesel, the Italian label that inspires a cult-like devotion among its customers.

Energy drinks
Teens are raiding their parents' closets, as well as retailers like Urban Outfitters and American Eagle, for vintage rock and pop culture T's.

Red is the color of the heart; 50 percent of Gap's PRODUCT (RED) profits go to the Global Fund to help fight AIDS in Africa.

Chuck Taylor All Stars, the basketball sneakers first manufactured by Converse in 1917, are more popular than ever among male and female fashion mavens.

After several seasons of low-slung boot-cuts and bell-bottoms, designers on both sides of the Atlantic declare that super-skinny jeans are back in style.

A letter to myself...

Write yourself a letter about your life today that you can read in 10 years to see what has changed.


Lifestyle

- The rise in obesity among young people is linked to an increase in adolescent cases of type 2 "adult onset" diabetes and associated health problems.

Diabetes on the rise

- Disney checks out business in the supermarket, licensing its brand name to a variety of health-conscious baked goods, produce, beverages, snacks and more.

Go Green Initiative

- The Go Green Initiative reaches out to school campuses in all 50 states, as well as in Europe and Africa, to foster student commitment to environmental responsibility.

Hearing loss

- A marked increase in hearing loss among young people is attributed to the use of ear buds in popular MP3 players like the iPod.

Trans fats

- The New York City Board of Health votes to ban all foods cooked in oil containing artery-clogging trans fats from New York City restaurants.

Volunteers!

- College students seek out volunteer opportunities in record numbers—on a local, national and international level—to build their skills and a better world.
Sony releases its seventh generation PlayStation, known as "PS3." The basic console has a 20 GB hard drive; the premium version comes with 60 GB.

**New game systems**

- Nintendo releases Wii, its newest video game console, which features a wireless remote that can detect motion and rotation in three dimensions.

**My favorite video games:**

- Madden NFL 07 and a barrage of end-of-the-year action games capture the attention of gamers, capitalizing on a major emphasis on online gaming.

**TV now!**

- The differences between your television and your computer continue to blur now that network TV programs are available online from services like abc.com.

- Perky Food Network star and best-selling cookbook author Rachael Ray gets her own syndicated talk show, produced by Oprah Winfrey's production company.

- The unfortunate adventures of the Baudelaire orphans come to an end with the publication of *The End* by Lemony Snicket.

**Movies**

- A family of squabbling misfits drives a wheezing VW van to a beauty pageant meltdown in the hit movie comedy, *Little Miss Sunshine*.

- Will Smith stars with his son Jaden in the film *The Pursuit of Happyness*, based on a true story about a struggling single dad.

- Newcomer and former American Idol contestant Jennifer Hudson wins the Golden Globe for Best Actress in a Comedy or Musical for her performance in *Dreamgirls*.

- SNL alumnus Will Ferrell stars as a goofy, "win-at-all-costs" NASCAR racing star in *Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky Bobby*.

- Johnny Depp's Captain Jack Sparrow returns to the helm of the Flying Dutchman in the swashbuckling, supernatural sequel, *Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest*.

---

**Dreamgirls**

- There's a new Bond in town and the critics swoon along with the fans. Daniel Craig debuts as James Bond in *Casino Royale*.

- Many movie lovers opt for DVD convenience, instead of lines at the local theaters, for hits like *Mission: Impossible III*, *Superman Returns*, and *The Devil Wears Prada*.

- This year's hit movies on DVD!
**Television**

**Deal or No Deal**
- NBC’s game show *Deal or No Deal* is a worldwide phenomenon, with more than 40 versions airing in countries around the world.

**Ugly Betty**
- The American version of *Ugly Betty*, an ABC show based on the Colombian hit *Yo Soy Betty La Fea*, follows the daily struggles of a fashion-challenged employee of a fashion magazine.

**24**
- Fox’s suspenseful television drama *24* is named Outstanding Drama Series at the 58th annual Emmy Awards after five nominations in the category.

**The Office**
- NBC’s *The Office*, starring Steve Carell, wins an Outstanding Comedy Series Emmy and becomes as successful as the original British sitcom.

**Grey’s Anatomy**
- Once *Grey’s Anatomy* was just a reference book for medical students. Now it’s the name of ABC’s Emmy Award-winning drama featuring the dreamiest doctors on television.

**Project Runway**
- A reality show competition for would-be fashion designers, is a ratings winner for Bravo and a guilty pleasure for millions of viewers.

**Golden Globe Winners**
- Best Motion Picture, Drama: *Babel*
- Best Actress, Drama: Helen Mirren, *The Queen*
- Best Actor, Drama: Forest Whitaker, *The Last King of Scotland*
- Best Motion Picture, Musical or Comedy: *Dreamgirls*
- Best Director, Motion Picture: Martin Scorsese, *The Departed*
Music

Justin Timberlake

Justin Timberlake continues to prove that there’s life after the boy band, with the release of his second solo album and two No. 1 singles.

Evanescence

Evanescence, a gothic alternative-metal-piano-arena-chamber-pop group, releases their second album, *The Open Door*, which hits No. 1 on the *Billboard* 200.

Panic! At the Disco

Panic! At the Disco, an alternative rock band from Las Vegas, achieves mainstream success, despite a heated, public war of words with their ex-bassist player.

Shakira

Shakira launches her biggest tour ever and is honored by the United Nations for her charity that protects children from violence in her native Colombia.

The Red Hot Chili Peppers

The Red Hot Chili Peppers complete their ninth studio album, the 28-track *Stadium Arcadium*, which debuts at No. 1 and garners four Grammy awards.

Fergie

Fergie, of The Black Eyed Peas, releases her first solo album, *The Dutchess*. Her second single, *Fergalicious*, hits No. 1 on *Billboard*’s Pop 100 chart.
The Fray

After 12 successful years in the music business, Mary J. Blige is stronger than ever in 2006. Her latest album, The Breakthrough, earns her three Grammy awards.

Rascal Flatts

When country superstars Rascal Flatts release Me And My Gang, their fourth album, it becomes the top-selling album of any genre for the year.

Bob Dylan

Singer/songwriter Ne-Yo releases his first solo album, In My Own Words, in 2006 and co-stars with Chris Brown in the movie Stomp the Yard in 2007.

OK Go releases their0ddball music videos on YouTube, performs a dance on a treadmill live at the 2006 MTV Video Music Awards, and tours with Panic! At the Disco.

Christina Aguilera releases Back to Basics, a critically acclaimed album of blues, soul and jazz music from the 1920s, '30s and '40s.

The Fray is nominated for two Grammys and releases a cover of John Lennon and Yoko Ono's "Happy Xmas (War Is Over)" on iTunes.
Sports

Figure skater

Kimmie Meissner, 17, wins the U.S. Figure Skating Championship in January 2007. She is the first female since 1991 to win a world championship before earning the title in her own country.

NASCAR

In the victory lane of Homestead-Miami Speedway, NASCAR driver Jimmie Johnson celebrates his 2006 Nextel Cup title and a $6.2 million paycheck.

Super Bowl champs

MVP Peyton Manning leads the Indianapolis Colts through a steady rain and past the Chicago Bears for a 29-17 victory in Super Bowl XLI.

"Goodbye"

When Andre Agassi retires from professional tennis at age 37, he receives a heartfelt, eight-minute standing ovation from the crowd at the 2006 U.S. Open.

Sport stacking

Nearly 1,100 competitors compete in the WSSA World Sport Stacking Championships in Denver. Forty-two new world records are set at the 2006 event.

The Miami Heat defeat the Dallas Mavericks in six games to win the 2006 NBA Finals. Dwyane Wade, the Miami Heat guard, is named MVP.

NBA bling
GAMES

• The National League champion St. Louis Cardinals win the 2006 World Series by defeating the American League champion Detroit Tigers in five games.

• The Florida Gators become the first school in history to win both the NCAA basketball and football titles in the same year after defeating heavily favored Ohio State 41-14 in the 2006 BCS National Championship.

Soccer

• In 2006, the Carolina Hurricanes defeat the Edmonton Oilers four games to three to win their first Stanley Cup in the first post-lockout championship.

• International soccer superstar David Beckham signs a $250 million contract to leave Real Madrid to play Major League Soccer in the U.S. for the Los Angeles Galaxy.

• In the 2006 World Cup Finals, the most widely viewed sporting event in the world, Italy beats France for the title.

2006 Heisman Trophy Finalists:

- Troy Smith - Quarterback - Ohio State - Votes: 2,530
- Darren McFadden - Running Back - Arkansas - Votes: 878
- Brady Quinn - Quarterback - Notre Dame - Votes: 782
Faces

My favorite celebrities:

- Fans mourn Steve Irwin, the Crocodile Hunter, who is killed by a stingray while snorkeling at Australia’s Great Barrier Reef.

- Due to the popularity of user-generated websites like MySpace and YouTube, TIME magazine’s annual person of the year is “You.”

- Jessica Simpson’s divorce from Nick Lachey is finalized. Romantic rumors link her to skateboarder Bam Margera, NFL quarterback Tony Romo, singer John Mayer and comedian Dane Cook.

- Kate Couric is the anchor of the CBS Evening News, becoming the nation’s first female solo anchor of a major television network’s weekday evening newscast.

- Shortly after the birth of their second son makes headlines around the world, Britney Spears and Kevin Federline announce the end of their marriage.

- Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie, also known as “Brangelina,” make headlines when Angelina gives birth to daughter Shiloh in the African nation of Namibia.

- Dynamic music legend James Brown, aka the Godfather of Soul, dies at the age of 73. He is remembered as one of the major musical influences of the past 50 years.